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THE ESSEN GAMES 2010
This tour of the halls at SPIEL ´10 surveys the new releases! We can
look forward to challenging games!
Once again - and I am tempted to say as
usual – small and big publishers alike emptied their cornucopia of new games for
the visitors of Essen Fair and these are of
remarkable quality both in game play as
in component and production quality, and
this also in the smallest publishers.
Hasbro was back, with a new booth in Hall
10, some other companies have been relocated as well, most of them where in their
usual place, at least compared to 2009,
some have acquired additional space in
other halls than their main base.
2010 was again a year of an incredible
amount of coproductions and multiple appearances of games. I have listed the games
under their original publisher and mentioned them again under the heading of
their German publisher. Brand names of
companies are listed under their brand
name, so alea can be fount under alea.
When a game is co-published by several
companies, I have listed it with the German
publisher, if a German edition is available,
otherwise under the leading publisher.
There was a general consensus in all the
speeches, at the Award Ceremeny for the
Deutsche Spielepreis – won by Fresko from
Queen Games – as well as at the opening
press conference: The trend of 2010 is that
there is no trend but an incredible variety
of games for each taste and still popular are
new editions of games from years gone by.
A few mini-trends could be spotted all the
same, for instance games on wine, there
were four different ones, Nessie appears
twice, nut surprisingly with the same theme
– taking pictures of Nessie – but with different mechanisms and in four or five games
picture taking itself was the theme, more
exactly tourists take pictures of different
motives – Nessie, animals or tornadoes.
Extremely noticeable and stronger than in
2009 was the presence of Asian companies,
this year besides Japan, Taiwan and Korea
China made its first appearance with several
exhibitors.
Our own booth again was a huge success,
the demand for the Asara and Grand Cru expansions was enormous, especially for the
Asara triangle; the new handbook in both
its English and German editions sold well
and there were waiting lines to play Asara at
our tables, they were permanently full.
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But now let’s focus on the new games that
I saw, have taken home, have been to late
for to pick them up or will arrive soon. When
appropriate I have mentioned publishers
that were present, but did not have new
releases.

2F-Spiele
Friedemann Friese hat a big range to offer,
there were two new releases and two expansions to games previously published.
Famiglia is a card game for 2 players, ages
10 and up, and a mafia theme: Two Godfathers try to hire the best and most members for their own gang by using pairs of
identical gangsters and their special abilities. Füstenfeld allows 2-4 players, ages 10
and up, to realize their dream inn their role
as young princes to make use of their land

to achieve the palace of their dream. They
use farms for hop, barley and water to earn
money for building. Funkenschlag Russland/Japan is the 6. Expansion for Power
Grid, again for 2-6 players, ages 12 and up.
In Russia the choice of power stations is limited and in Japan you can build up two different networks using pre-set starting cities.
Funkenschlag Lagerhalle is the third promo card for the game, to be more exact, this
time the promo card is three cards together,
and could be obtained by donating money
for the Bremen Cliniclowns.

ers, ages 8 and up, designed by Andreas
Steeger.

Abacusspiele
Isis & Osiris, by “in-house designer” Michael
Schacht, is a re-launch of the game of the
same name that was published by Goldsieber in 2001, 2-4 players, ages 7 and up,

place either markers or number tiles on a
board, the markers score the values of the
adjacent tiles. New variants complement
the basic games. Zooloretto Boss for 2-5
players, ages 10 and up, introduces employees and donation money to the game. There
are new office tiles, sponsor enclosures, donations, employees and the offer tile, donation money and normal money cannot be
mixed. Zooloretto Big Boss is part of Zooloretto News #4 and comprises 6 office tiles,
which can be bought from the display to
overlay office tile on one’s own board to be
able to use the advantages of the new offices. This brings us to the expansions for Abacus games of which there was a spectacular
amount this year. There was ZoolorettoKrake, the squid can be used for Zooloretto
or Aquaretto: the first to fill the 6-exclosure
receives the squid and 4 coins, which he can

4globalPlayers
The Swiss company again presented the
card game Mage Battle, currently featuring the basic game and three expansions
- Dämon, Lich and Nekromant, for 2 play-
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keep if he predicts correctly who will have
the most points at the end of the game. If
you were lucky you managed to be on time
to get Zooloretto-Iberischer Luchs. The
Iberian Lynx was a special edition expansion for a Portuguese Convention, the Lynx
goes to the first player to fill his 6-enclosure
and gives that player an additional money
action at the end of the game. We stay with
Michael Schacht,, for his game Valdora
there was an expansion too, the Valdora
Sondertafel 19, you can buy this tile for
the stated number of worker tiles and use
once in the game, at the end this special tile
gives you an additional move. Monuments
Pergamon by Stefan Risthaus expands his
game Monuments, The Altar of Pergamon
must be acquired with a set of symbols and
allows its owner to score his own and other
sets of symbols once in a monument-turn.
And, finally, to complete the list, you could
garner the expansion Charly Verwöhnte
Sau by Inon Kohn for his card game Charly
published in spring, 6 cards with pigs that
only eat two different kinds of food and always cost 2 honey drops.
Abacusspiele is the German distributor for:
dV Giochi – Viva il Re, Lupus in Tabula, Lupusburg
Fata Morgana – Anno Domini: Im Osten,
Neue Welten
Red Glove – Jerusalem
Rio Grande – New England Rails

Adlung Spiele
At his usual black booth in Hall 11 on the
wall to Hall 12 Karsten Adlung showed four
new games for his range: Adlungland by
Silvano Sorrentino for 2-4 players, ages 10
and up, is the game celebrating the 20 year
jubilee of Adlung Spiele, and this is another
of those coincidences, the basic idea is the
same as in Rummelplatz, the jubilee game

of Eggertspiele, but in Adlungland players
must plan and enlarge the fairground to
attract visitors. Antigua is a pirate game for
2-4 players, ages 9 and up, by Ulrich Blum.
You navigate through the “Islands under
the Wind” and use the box for a part of the
game, the cards can be transformed into
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playing pieces. Quirrly ABC by Karsten
Adlung for 2 players, ages 6 and up, or 2-4
players, ages 8 and up, is the letter variant
of Quirrly, you either surch for all letters of
the alphabet or for letters in words in your
own stacks. Spot! by Jörg Domberger for
2-6 players from ages 7 (5) and up, is a set
collection game, you must collect three
cards showing circles or squares forming a
picture.

Admondo
In Hall 4 we found a new Polish publisher, Admondo, offering a game called
Abetto by Wojciech Rzadek, Aleksandra
Włodarczyk and Michał Kołos – with very at-

40 Lines for Meeples

Dagmar de Cassan, Editor-in-Chief

tractive components and not really a game
of luck despite the roulette wheel. 2-4 players, ages 12 and up,aim to earn respect from
their bandit collegues by collecting courage, romance and trophies, the respective
action are decided by the use of the roulette
wheel.

Adrenaline Brush
In addition to the games by Nellie Maan
presented at Nuremberg using a painting
for a game board there are three new titles,
all games now are packed in uniform boxes
and feature a board made up from a nine-

part puzzle. The new games are Pieces,
Snake und Teddy.

Expectations were high for Spiel ’10 in Essen,
because hundreds of websites on the internet did announce at least as many games.
Reality was different, as every year!
Not released, release date postponed or not
yet produced, was the information given at
a lot of booths.
We Austrians have again taken the trouble to
check all halls closely and to collect all games.
And we did find lots and lots!
Here is the result, my article on the games
announced for Essen and shown at Essen or
announced within the Essen timeframe. It
took me a few days longer to write than estimated, but I wanted a detailed report with
as many illustrations as possible.
This report clearly demonstrates again the
diversity of the game community – there are
many possibilities for all, for children, families,
friends and experts, to each his own game.
I would be happy if you would find one or
more interesting games when reading this
report that will find their way onto your
game shelves.
Let me again recommend our Games Companion 2011, the comprehensive report on
the newsworthy current games, not only
those from Essen 2010.
If you like our WIN: The English version is
available as PDF for free download under
http://www.gamesjournal.at
And we do more than publish a Journal: We
are the Foundation Spielen in Österreich.
Visit our web-site. Take a look at our Games
Companion 2010 and get the new Games
Companion 2011 describing 726 games.
http://www.gamescompanion.at
http://www.spielen.at
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Adventure Planing
Again a short moment of confusion at the
booth, the Japanese publisher features
Bouken in his logo, but is actually called
Adventure planning. The new game 2010

Albe Pavo

is called Make you Fortress, similar to the
already published Make you Gunfighters, it
is an abstract placement game for 2 players,
ages 8 and up. On a 4x4 board you should
conquer the opposing fortress, event cards
can be used, too.

Albe Pavo is a new small company arriving
from Italy with a big ambitious plan. Munera: Familia Gladiatoria is the first game
of the series Munera by Matteo Santo. The
series of games will be a simulation of old

Aisopos
Based on the fables of Aesop Yishigi Ogasawara introduces the theme to an abstract
placement for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up. If
you take second look Aisopos features a circular rock-scissors-paper mechanism. You

than Leistiko for 2-5 players, ages 10 and
up, was already announced for Spiel in 2009
and was presented this year – players move
in a walled-in arena to score points and
at the same time the must try to pin their
opponents into the corners of the board
where they cannot move.
The deck-building game Thunderstone gets
two expansions, both by Mike Elliot and
designed for 2-4 players, ages 12 and up:
In Thunderstone: Wrath of the Elements
traps, new heroes and a special monster
are added. Thunderstone: Doomgate Legion brings the Doomgate Cult as a new
opponent, 2 new kinds of card, mercenaries and treasures, which you can find after
defeating the monsters. Tomb of Iuchiban
by Brent Keith for 2-6 players, ages 12 and
up, is the first crossover between Legend

Imperial Rome and its society, economy
and technology. 2-4 players, ages 10 and up,
are entrepreneurs investing into a School
for Gladiators.

Alderac
Entertainement Group

place a piece or move a piece one step, then
the pieces are secretly compared and the
winner is determined using the rock-scissors-paper mechanism. Available in two different editions with different components.

4

This company is offering a few new interesting games, of course some of them have
been published in the US earlier, but are
presented here because they were shown
in Essen:
Legend of the Five Rings is and was one of
the most successful trading card games of
the last 10 years, and now there is a board

of the Five Rings and Tomb introducing the
Dungeon Gods from Tomb and new rules
for honour, clan, loyalty, conflict and more.
The games in the Alderac program that
are licenced from Dust Games - The Island
and Mad Zeppelin – are listed under Dust
Games. The licence for Dust games in the US
has moved from Alderac to Entertainment
to Fantasy Flight Games in July 2010.
Cadwallon City of Thieves see under Truant Spiele as Cadwallon Stadt der Diebe.

Aktuell-Spiele-Verlag

alea

Gefährlich ehrlich by Konrad Bochennek
and Anja Holzapfel continues the series of
communication games for adults. 3-8 players, ages 16 and up, are asked to assess each
other correctly, can answer also for themselves and all that in three different variants
of the game.

As in previous years alea showed at Essen a
prototype as a autum novelty, the game will
be published in spring of 2011. Die Burgen
von Burgund (The Castles of Burgundy)
has been designed by nearly-resident designer Stefan Feld. 2-4 players, ages 12 and
up, are princes who want to expand their
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game, Legend of the Five Rings: Art of
War by Dan Verssen. 2-6 players representing the original 6 clans rival for the control
of 5 key regions. Pressure Matrix by Jona-
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Angelo Porazzi
Games
The coordinator and instigator of Area Autoproduzione himself shows his different
editions of Warangel, this time Create your
Warangel – 9th Generation, with translations into English for Chimeras, Venomians,
realm, by placing settlement tiles corresponding the landscape, this activates the
landscapes. What you can use where is determined by 2 dice that in their turn can be
influenced by certain mechanisms.

Amigo

a simplified version of Bohnanza, the bean
trade featurings rock star beans can now be
handled by families, too. Friesematenten
by Friedemann Friese demands some playing experience, 2-4 players, ages 12 and
up, are sent out with 60 Euros to found an
industrial imperium with factories and sta-

Seasons, Thundrians, Stars, Desertics, Atomics, Ultrasonics, Snakes and DragonWomen.
Members of the 10th generation are Civilizers, and Gekoes, Dogs and Colors from the
11th generation.
Guests at his booth were two Essen newcomers, Nestorgames and Bluestar with
Irondie, see there.

Like every year also this year Amigo was not
only one of the first publishers to announce
the new games for Essen, but also to ship
them, and also like each year is is a big, interesting and manifold range of games.
Within the range of children’s games the series Die kleinen AMIGOs is expanded by Kissenschlacht for 2-4 players, ages 4 and up,

by Liesbeth Bos. The cushions are thrown
onto the bed with the catapult, for each
cushion placed you place a marker on the
bedpost. For soccer fans there are games on
the Barbolzbande license: Barbolzbande
Kartenspiel by Pascal Pieschke and Marco
Leopizzi, for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up, with
the right card you protect your goal, and the
Barbolzbande Würfelspiel by Fritz Behrens for 2 players, ages 8 and up, you need
the correct result of a dice roll to achieve
a goal. The children’s range is rounded off
with Geopuzzle Deutschland, an educational placement game 1 player, ages 4 and
up, also available in editions featuring Europa and Welt (Earth).
The range of family and adult games starts
with a game featuring a TV license by RTL,
Bauer sucht Frau - Das Kartenspiel has
been designed by Uwe Rosenberg; 3-6
players, ages 14 and up, play with clichés
from daily life and mutual assessments.
Bohnanza - Fun & Easy, also by Uwe
Rosenberg for 3-5 players, ages 8 and up, is
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tus symbols to collect victory points. Also
designed by Friedemann Friese was StichMeister, 3-5 players, ages 10 and up, set up
new rules for the trick taking game in each
round. Privacy - Scharf wie Chili by Reinhard Staupe, 5-10 players, ages 16 and up,
expands the success and the theme of Privacy, the questions get more personal and
the themes more intimate! Voll in Fahrt by
Bob Lindner for 2-4 players, ages 6 and up, is
a game of rearranging, the engines must be
moved over bridges into your own depot,
the position of the bridges changes during
the game. Wizard Extreme by Stefan Dorra

for 3-5 players, ages 10 and up, is a new edition of Die Sieben Siegel combined with
Wizard, the red mages are the only trump
colour and in the role of the black mage you
can block the completion of a contract. The
Erweiterung zu Saboteur , that was announced in May will not published, as well
as the edition of Quelf junior, announced
from other sources.

AoS Team
As usual, Alban Viard was offering expansions for Age of Steams for preorder that
had to be picked up within a very narrow
time frame from the booth of SpieleBar
Dortmund, on pre-order only. This year’s
set was Age of Steam Box #2 and features
Age of Steam Paris & Moscow as the main
expansions. Paris is played without hexes,

connections are marked with player’s discs
and a new action “flying boat” allows deliveries on the other bank of the Seine. In Moscow in each round the Mafia gets active in
8 regions, one after the other, at the current
location of the Mafia all cities are black.
The box also contains two mini expansions,
Hexpansion introduces 12 new city hexes
that can be used with nearly any of the expansions. Robots introduces a Robot Factory Hex suitable for the Age of Steam Moon
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expansion, it can be used to better develop
the outer regions of the Moon map.

Aqua Games
The Finnish studio Aqua Design presented
Toscana by Paul Laane, one of the four wine

games at Spiel. 2-5 players, ages 10 and up,
own a vineyard in Tuscany and look after
the daily routine, in each round you can
either hire workers, produce wine or trade
wine.

SmileyFace is a cooperation with FFG and
Edge Entertainment, see FFG.

Argentum Verlag

Asmodee

The success story of Hansa Teutonica by
Andreas Steding is expanded with Hansa
Teutonica Ost-Erweiterung; new features
for the trade game for 2-5 players, ages 12
and up, are sea routes and cities outside the
Hansa network as well as new connections
to the east.
This year’s special highlight is First Train
to Nürnberg, a revised new edition of Last
Train to Wensleydale by Martin Wallace for

Representative for many companies, mostly
French, Asmodee itself publishes games,
too. Within the series “Games in a Bag” Asmodee presents a number of fast, pretty,
small games offering lots of fun, some new,
some as new editions. One of them is Pe-

Arcane Tinmen
For the trading card game The Spoils by
Josh Lyle the company showed the new

expansion Seed II Gloamspike’s Revenge
within the Seed cycle, all events happen on
the basis of a fantasy world where everything has gone horribly wrong.

ArclightGames
Already published in 2009, the deck building card Tanto Cuore by Masayuki Kudou
makes its debut in Europe this year within
the Japon Brand group, 2-4 players, ages 13
and up, embody well-off owners of big estates who want to engage the best possible
personnel. Arclight Games also publishes
the Japanese version of 2F-Games.
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2-4 players, ages 12 and up. You build tracks
and buy second-hand trains to transport
beer, mail and passengers, which now also
can travel first-class. The first track from
Nürnberg to Fürth can bring the deciding
victory points. At the back of the board the
original Last Train to Wensleydale can be
played.

rudo by Cosmo Fry and Alfredo Fernandini,
a dice game for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up,
with a mechanism similar to Liar’s Dice, or
Jungle Speed Die Erweiterung, 80 new
cards for the fast reaction game by Thomas
Vuarchex and Pierric Yakovenko for 2-15
players, ages 7 and up. New is a series of
games in tins, in analogy to games in a bag,
with the identical promise of fun and simple rules. Dobble for 2-8 players, ages 6 and
up, by Denis Blanchot, is a fast observation

Ascora Games
The newcomer from the United States
presents a game originating from Japan:
Kaigan by Kenichi Tanabe. 3-4 players, ages
10 and up, cooperate with Tadatake, a surveyor, who was the first to draw a map of Japan. You earn income from improving your
abilities and from connections to the government and use it to finance the survey of
new regions. I was lucky and could pick up
a copy of the original Japanese game, Inotaizu!

game, the circular cards always share only
one motive. Digger is a fast dice game by
Roberto Fraga. 3-5 players, ages 8 and up,
want to collect as many jewels as possible,
controlled by a timer.
Formula D Singapur/Industriedock, is the
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third expansion for the race game Formula
D, it again combines a Formula 1 race track
and a road track in a race game for 2-10 players, ages 8 and up. The original has already
been published in 2009 by Asmodee, now
the German language edition of Claustro-

OUR REPORT

Bilboquet - Balero - Ball in a Cup, the mechanism is always to catch the object on the
string with the game item.

ASS
Altenburger
Based on the film Sammys Abenteuer ASS
offers a game in a tin, titled Cards4You, and
offering a collection of simple card games,
and must cooperate with miners or specialists, or swap ore for victory points.

B2F Games
phobia by Croc is available; 2 players, ages
14 and up, fight in the conflict of Humans
against Demons.
Asmodee is the German distributor for:
Anaton’s
Art of Games
Bioviva – Wunderwald
Cobi - Systembausteine
Days of Wonder – Smallworld Erweiterungen und Memoir 44 Erweiterungen
Editions du Matagot – Agent Double, Felinia, Jungle, Sun Tzu,
GameWorks – Pix, Sobek, Tikal II, Water-Lily
Gigamic – Keine Herbstneuheit
Hazgaard Editions – Intrigo, Crazy Mix,
Timeline
Hurricane/Swissgames – Mr. Jack Pocket
Lautapelit - Hornet
Libellud - Fabula
Lud Editions - Arlecchino
Ludically – Earth Reborn
Ludocom - Arriala
Lui-Meme - Boomerang
MoonsterGames - Gosu
Repos – 7 Wonders, Tadaam
Ystari – Industry, Mylady und die Musketiere

Aspro
As we all are interested in anything that
remotely resembles a game, I want to mention Kendama in passing, a Japanese dexterity games in the worldwide family of

The Japanese publisher this year had its
own booth next to the Japon Brand booth,
offering Mars is ours by Kabayashi Daiki,
the author himself was there to promote
designed by Reiner Knizia and meant 2-6
players, ages 4 and up.

Awiwa
Entertainment
Awiwa has already been a partner for Hutter Trade for the games Welt der Biere and
Welt der Weine. In 2010 they both offer 100
Einzigartige Orte for 2-6 players, ages 12
his game. 2-4 players, ages 10 and up, send
out robots to win the fight for raw materials
used for terraforming Mars.

Bambus
Spieleverlag
This year Günter Cornett had no real new
game to offer, but presented a luxury version of Chinagold, 2 players, ages 8 and up,
and up, on the topic of climatic change, the
game features location that might disappear due to climatic changes.

Ayatsurare
Ningyoukan
In the Japon Brand group the new publisher
presents its game Witchcraft by Muneyuki
Yokouchi for 3-5 players, ages 10 and up,
you must locate the problem witch in a
magic academy ny playing actions during
the day phase to collect information, during
the night phase the information is evaluated. The second game in the program,
MineOut, has been designed by the same
author, 3-4 players, ages 14 and up, are aiming for fame and success in the mining town

www.gamesjournal.at

mine for gold, one of them in the mountains, the other in the rivers. This edition
features a board painted on wood, special
dice and a special bag for the pieces and the
game itself.
Bambusspiele also was host and partner for
Murmel – Caminos
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Indie Board and Cards – Haggis, The Resistance, Triumvirate

Beleduc
The publisher specializing in childrens
games made from wood had three new
games on show: Legolino is a placement
game for 1 player, ages 4 and up, based
on the Tangram principle. Shapes must be
placed on picture tiles or can be freely combined to new shapes. Magicus by Manfred
Reindl for 2-4 players, ages 4 and up, is a

Bézier Games
The Age of Steam Essen 2010 Map Pack
by Ted Alspach featured three ready-toplay mounted maps, each featuring two
versions of the game, plus a double-sided
bonus map; one map is called California
Gold Rush & Underground Railroad, in
both versions you can use goods delivery
or engine upgrade for a special function.
Amazon Rainforest & Sahara Desert offers fluctuating goods prices in the Rainforest and a strategy based on location in the
desert. Atlantis & Trisland both feature

brewing a potion to save the old magician.
All animals look for ingredients in the magic
wood.

BiWo Spiele
A new game on words and pictures
comes from the publisher of Bildschöne
Wortspiele: Teekessel im Quadrat by Otmar Bettscheider and Karin Herrmann offers three games with 240 picture cards to

demolition game, towers made up from
5 pieces must be torn down fast by turning up the right color under the magic hat.
Tastomino comes from Design Position
bzw. Markus Beese, 2-4 players, ages 4 and
up, play a standard Domino, in which the
marks on the tiles can also be felt.

BeWitchedSpiele

railroads on islands. In Atlantis you must
reach the coast with a network starting at a
central production site, Trisland is designed
for three players and three players only and
exactly symmetrical. One of the two bonus
maps is called Sharing, the gifts must be
transported to the right parties. The second
bonus map is called Really Friendly Sharing, and really offers a cooperative variant
of Age of Steam for 2-10 players.

2-6 players, ages 8 and up, Im Quadrat, FIX
und Pyramide.

Black Dove
Games

Andrea Meyer offered two novelties: Freeze
is a game of communication, 5-10 players,
ages 10 and up, are either actors or audience. The audience players must guess
which rank the actors represent among
each other or in the game respectively,
maybe the host in a Dinner Party setting if

With Dive! Diver! Die! by Terence Lei, Mark
Tham and Edwin Ng the newcomer from
Singapore presents its first game, 3-5 play-

In Perpetual-Motion Machine for 2-4 players ages 8 and up you build the best possible machine from limited resources by
placing your dice on the board with as few
moves as possible.

the rank is 1. The new edition of Hossa has
been repacked into a tin, 3-80 (!) players,
ages 8 and up, must name songs or text or
song titles to a given topic, if you can sing
along or sing part of the song you score additional points.

8
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Bioviva
The French publisher specializes in games
for children and families featuring ecological and nature-related topics. Wunderwald
ist a cooperative collecting game for 3-6
players, ages 4 and up, all animals in the
wood must cooperate with each other in

ers, ages 12 and up, dive for treasures in 4
different expeditions and have the additional option to include the search for the
„Lost Jewel of Zakkara“ in their game. Murder! Mystery Mastermind! Is announced,
it is a detective game for 3-4 Spieler, comprising an investigation and an evaluation
phase.

www.gamesjournal.at
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Blackrock
Editions
At the head of the list of new publications is
The Boss by Alain Ollier for 2-4 players, ages
8 and up, a deduction-, bluff and majorities
game on the topic of – yes, correct – gangs
of gangster, majorities in cities decide

gelo Porazzi and presented his collectible
dice game Irondie for 2 players, ages 13
and up. The marvelously beautiful dice are
made from metal in 8 different colors and 9
different shapes, allowing for endless variations in the game. Each die has the values

1-6 and can be used instead of any standard
die. Simply beautiful!
wealth or damage for the gang. Lapalisse
N7 is a game featuring the Route Nationale
7 leading from Paris to the Coté Azure, a
stopover in Lapalisse (which is the seat of
the company, by the way) can be used for
shopping or visiting the castle. Leader 1
Extension by Alain Ollier und Christophe
Leclercq is an expansion for the bicycle
race game Leader 1 in a coproduction with
Ghenos Games, the expansion features
new rules, new cyclists and new hex tiles as
well as new markers. Kairns see Le Scorpion
Masque

Boadecia‘s
Backyard

additional simple suggestion for the use of
the space ships and the spaceships have
been electroplated.

Catan GmbH
Several interesting new releases have been
published for Settlers of Catan, here I mention only expansions and goodies, the basic
re-editions are listed under Kosmos.
Die Siedler von Catan Edition Österreich for 3-6 players is played without the
minimum distance rule, settlements can be
built on the round settlement spots, roads
on the road marks and only adjacent to an
already built settlement. The expansion
Der Schokolademarkt is available from a
cooperation with Ritter Sport Schokolade.
Die Helfer von Catan feature 10 cards with
characters originating from the PC version
of the game, they offer their services to one
player or another. Axel, der Erneuerer is a
special card for the card game Die Fürsten

The company aims its at friends of unusual
games as well as at fans of luxury editions of
games. They offer Wicked Wickets, a game
of table cricket for the rather hefty price of
approx. 600 Euros. The game enables 2 to

Blast City
Games
At the joint booth with Mondainai Nate
Hayden who has shown his flair for unusual
topics already in his game St. Quentin, presented After Pablo, a strategic economy
game for 2-4 players, ages 17 and up on the

OUR REPORT

von Catan, distributed by Klaus Teuber himself and dedicated to the CEO of Kosmos.

22 players to simulate a game of cricket, using tin model figures on a playing board of
real wood.

Burley Games

Cepia
The game was already published in the
autumn of 2009 in France and the USA but
shown first in Essen: BiSikle by Emmanuel
Arnould for 1-4 players, ages 5 and up, is

Take it higher!, the sequel game to Take it
easy!, was already shown in 2009. This variant by Peter Burley and Reiner Knizia has
been revised for the 2nd edition, still for 1-6
players, ages 8 and up. The rules feature an
topic of the bloody fights of the drug cartels
in Mexico and Columbia after the death of
Pablo Escobar.

Bluestar
Davide Avevara shared a booth with An-

www.gamesjournal.at

a racing game featuring a ball. The special
feature of the game is this so called Z-Ball,
a plastic ball filled with metal marbles that
allows movement control, players mark the
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position reached with their bicycles. The
same principle has been used for RoadZter, with cars instead of bicycles; the cars
are mobile on their own.

The Finnish publisher/distributor was present with ist Logo on a game – it appeared
on Toscana by Aqua Design, which is distributed by Competo. Available in Finnish language only is Tori, the next game in the Helsinki series by Kimmo Sorsamo, this game
features the topic of the Summer Olympics
in Helsinki 1952 and tourists on this occasion, for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up,.

Chili Spiele
After a creative break of one year Klaus Zoch
has shown a new game: Despite it‘s heavy
title, Hinkel & Stein, the game is easy to carry and easy to play, a game of tactic and bal-

ance. 4 players, ages 8 and up, must place
their own stones on a seesaw, called scales,
to earn as many wooden discs as possible.
Each kind of stone offers special possibilities
to influence the game.

Clicker Spiele

with given topics. Killer Party by Emmanuel Viau and Céline Devillers for 8 - 50 players,
ages 14 and up, is a version or new release
of the Assassin / Killer game, once a favorite
on campuses and now packed into a box,
each player has a secret target and must
„kill“ this person and take over his mission.
The last one still in play wins. Photo Party
by Marc Tabourin & Laurent Escoffier is also
a game for larger groups; 6-15 players, ages
8 and up, need a real camera with automatic release and a lot of dexterity to act
according to demand in front of the camera.
For 2011 a new series of games has been
announced, again packed into a tin, but in
another format – three titles are planned,
further information will probably available in Nuremberg: Chazz by Loic Lamy,
L’Atelier des Chefs by Cyril Blondel and
Dweebies by Tim Roediger.
In a German version, published as a coproduction with Hutter Trade, Crazy Dancing
by Nicolas Thiou and Xavier Duthillieux

Stephan Riedel has produced a solo version
for each of his successful games from previous years and has packed them in attractive
tins, there are tins for the games Fleet 1715
Solo, Old Town Solo, Ostfriesenlauf Solo
und Schinderhannes Solo, all aimed at 1

for6-24 players, ages 8 and up was available.
Players form three teams and are dancers
and jury, the dancers must enact the movement commands given by the cards.

player, ages 10 and up.

Cocktail Games
The French publisher, who presented
his program this year at the Huch/Hutter
booth, brought some new games: Compatibility by Craig Browne is a new edition of a
party game for 3-8 players, ages 10 and up,
who must choose pictures in accordance
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Competo

Cranio
Creations
Following the widely acclaimed Horse Fever are two new releases: Escape from the
Aliens in Outer Space was available in two
different editions, a Limited Edition and a

Black Edition. In this game by Nicolo Tedeschi, Mario Porpora, Pietro Righi Riva and
Luca Francesco Rossi 2-8 players, ages 12
and up, try to be Humans and escape from
the Aliens and the damaged space ship or
to be Aliens and catch the Humans. Movement and behavior of the players are the
only hints on their role. Monkey See Monkey Do is a party game by Anna De Martino,
Dante Maiocchi, Salvatore Russo and Vincenzo Russo for 3-12 players, ages 6 and up.
Player in turn enact a role, the others must
guess it. Monkey Do cards awarded for correct enactments force players to adhere to
certain positions in their next role.
Still in planning are Catastrophy, on the
topic of surviving the end of the world, and
Dungeon Fighter, a bash-the-monster
variant including dexterity.

Cross Circle
Games
Cross Circle Games, a Chinese publisher,
was guest at the Mondainai booth, the
game shown was called Poker Face and
was designed by Ta-Te Wu. Not surprisingly
it is a card game with a poker topic for 3-8
(2-10) players, ages 10 and up, a mixture of
bluff, cooperation and card management.
The other games listed on the new release
information of Spiel, Battlefield of Chu
Han War, Edicts of Death, Heart to Heart
and 7 Lords, have not been visible.
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Cuboro
The Swiss company, well-known for ist ball
track system cuboro, shows an expansion
for this system, cugolino hit, marbles can
be raised with the help of a “propulsion
hammer”, aimed for 1 or more players, ages
6 and up. But the focus of the presentation
this time was a book, called cuboro kreativ
denken. It was produced in cooperation
withZKM and features a collection of tasks
from different categories of educational
information that can be solved with the

start with an empty island where you build
hotels, entice tourists to stay and put up
advertising boards to direct tourists to your
hotel. Summy is a placement game for 2
or more players, ages 10 and up; the topic
are calculations, 2 teams alternate to place
correct sums on the table, the display must
be correct in all directions, like a crossword.
Tricky Safari for 2-4 players, ages 7 and up,
is a game of movement and placement, first
the markers of the players are moved, then
all the animals, if you then have your marker
next to an animal you can take its picture.

Czech Board
Games
The new game for2010 is called Verona and
was designed by Petra Chvala. 2-5 players,
ages 12 and up, represent noble families in

Cwali

from a display according to different criteria and must connect them via the shortest
possible route. The card game Coup Royal
by Vlaada Chvatil was already announced
in 2009 and has now been published. 2-5
players, ages 9 and up, embody gentlemen
thieves and want to collect the most valuable loot in this card placement game. For
the cooperative SciFi game in real time,
Space Alert, an expansion has been published, Space Alert Unendliche Weiten
(Space Alert: The New Frontier), again for
2-5 players, ages 12 and up, and featuring
four independent scenarios, new threats an
double actions as well as experience, so that
a character can be developed in the course
of several games.

Dante Spiele
A new German publisher presents its first
game, assisted by Sphinx Spiele: Rotaris

Verona to enhance power and prestige of
the family and to win the economic and military dominance on the board. The game is
the winner of „Czech Board Games Projects“.
help of the ball track system, aimed at 1 or
more players, ages 6 and up. Also new in
the range of books on cuboro is cuboro 3, it
offers puzzle solving using cuboro and sets
complex tasks for 1 or more players, ages 8
and up,.
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Czech Games
Edition
Vlaada Chvatil and Vladimir Suchy, both certainties for interesting games, both brought
new games to Essen. Das 20. Jahrhundert
(20th Century) by Vladimir Suchy for 3-5
players, ages 12 and up, is a game of de-

Corné van Moorsel brought three new
games to Essen: Sun, Sea & Sand for 2-5
players, ages 10 and up, is a development
game on the topic of a tourist island, you

by Andreas Dante is an abstract puzzle or
position game for 2 players, ages 8 and up.
You place marbles and then turn one oft he
two rings to align 5 marbles in your color in
a straight line.

Days of
Wonder
Days of Wonder presented expansions
for two of its most successful titles: Small
World Keine Panik expands the fantasy
territorial game by Philippe Keyaerts for 2-5
players, ages 8 and up, by introducing five
new races – Barbarians, Fairies, Homunculi,
Dwarven Humans and Leprechauns, and
by five new special abilities. Also new in the
Small World universe is Small World Die

veloping regions in a way that at the end
of the game the ecology is as healthy as
the economy. Grenzenlos (Travel Blog) by
Vlaada Chvatil was presented in the Europe/
America version, 2-6 players, ages 8 and up,
have to choose start and finish countries

www.gamesjournal.at
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Insel des Geisterbeschwörers, a mini expansion with a scenario for 3-6 players, ages
8 and up. Small World Fabeln und Legenden introduces a set of 54 event cards.
For Memoir 44 by Richard Borg for 2 players,
ages 8 and up, the English-language-only
expansion Distaster at Dieppe is available,
featuring 2 Overlord-Szenarieos, Diestaster
at Dieppe and The Capture of Tobruk with
6 half-tracks and 6 Jjeps as well as 4 bonus
standard scenarios. Memoir 44: Winter features 10 scenarios for the events of the two
weeks of Christmas 1044 in the Ardennes.
Memoir 44: Breakthrough came out in
spring, Richard Borg and Jacques David offer 15 scenarios in all types of landscapes
featured in Memoir 44 for all front lines of
WWII in the 13x17 Breakthrough Format.
So far only available in French is a new series called Les Jeux du Fictionnaire, a card
game of bluff and quiz by Herve Marly for
4-7 players, ages 15 and up, You answer a

bidding.

Deinko
Deinko is a new Korean publisher within
the Korean pavilion, the game shown was
Cupeed, a game of logic and thinking for

2-4 players. You must make up 3x3x3 cubes
according to given templates by using different parts which in turn are made up from
small cubes. The use of cards changes the
flow of the game.

Die Spiegelburg
question and can also bluff or lie. The series
at the moment features four different editions with 120 questions each on a special
topic. The first game of the series is Classic
Encyclopedia, the other titles are Incroyable with questions on incredible stories,
Tout est relatif on science topics and Naturals on nature-related topics.

Die Spiegelburg is the label of the publishing house of Coppenrath for very beautiful
childrens games featuring different license
topics, the autumn program of 2010 offers
8 different titles. The Capt’n Sharky series
is expanded with two new titles: Capt’n
Sharky Ab auf die Palme (Climb the Co-
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ers, ages 6 and up, prey cards are uncovered
and prey is hunted in activated areas. T-Rex
World Flucht vor dem T-Rex for 2-4 players, ages 6 and up, was designed by Jörg
Domberger, an escape path for player’s dinos is laid out, T-Rex chases them by the roll
of a die. T-Rex World Kampf der Saurier by
Kai Haferkamp is a dice and push game, 2
players, ages 6 and up, try to push the opposing dinosaur off the plank.

dlp games
From Lübeck to the Far East in the step of
one game, the Floating markets of Bangkok, the Bangkok Klongs, are the topic
of the new dlp game, designed by Martin

DDD Verlag
A new designer has joined the „dousand
dead drolls“, Christoph Bauer has designed
1655 - Habemus Papam for 3-4 players,
ages 10 and up. The cardinals want to be
elected pope, you bid with jewels for cards
and votes, personalities with political power
yield additional votes and money by conveying favors, actions cards are needed for

again a good-night game to go to sleep,
Der Mondbär Schlaf gut, kleiner Mondbär (Sleep well, little moonbeam bear).
Reiner Knizia designed a dice game for 2-4
players, ages 3 and up, the die gives you
animals, if you roll the star you may place
a star in the sky for each animal you hold.
Mit Felix durch Deutschland by Kai Haferkamp lets 2-4 players, ages 6 and up, visit
sights in Germany and win station cards,
the distance cards played must fit the distance value measured. T-Rex is the topic of
three games: T-Rex World, Fette Beute by
Klaus Kreowski is a card game for 2-4 play-

conut Tree) by Reiner Knizia is a collecting
game, 2-4 players, ages 5 and up, must try
to climb the palm tree first with their crew
to get the valuable nuts on top. Capt’n
Sharky Piraten-Rauferei,(Pirate Scrape),
also by Reiner Knizia, is a card placement
game for 2-5 players, ages 5 and up, by
playing cards you either assist Sharky or
strengthen his opponent. In the Prinzessin Lillifee series there is Prinzessin Lillifee
Das verzauberte Reh by Reiner Knizia, a
memo game for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up,
players assist Lillifee to rid Rike of her pink
spots. Der Mondbär gets a new game, too,

Schlegel. 2-4 players, ages 10 and up, place
their boats for optimum scores on market
days and for storage. Each boat comprises
goods, a trader and boat value, after each
market day a boat is transformed into storage space.
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Dragon Dawn
Productions

King Up! is a new edition of Viva il Re! by
Stefano Luperto for 3-6 players, ages 8 and
up. The topic of the game is the search for

Designer Timo Multamäki offers a space adventure for 2-6 players, ages 12 and up, with
his game The Phantom League. You start
as a Nobody, and has to decide whether

he wants to reach the top of the scale by
either becoming the most famous or most
notorious. Missions, destroying of ships or
acquired adaptions determine your status.

Drei Magier
Spiele
True to the company’s name, the new
games stay in the magic realm, Die kleinen
Zauberlehrlinge byVioletta Leitner and
Thomas Daum lets 2-4 players, ages 5 and
up, brew magic potions, the necessary ingredients must be pushed to the cauldron
in the dish by using the magic wand, ob-

stacles on the way must be remembered.
Geistertreppe Das Kartenspiel by Jacques
Zeimet for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up, keeps
the topic of the board game, in the card
game the children are laid out ghost side up
and – depending on the task card – must be
found, switched, relocated or guessed.

dV Giochi
For fall 2010 dV Giochi offers 7 titles, three of
them are German editions or new editions
of games already published, all are available
from Abacusspiele:

www.gamesjournal.at
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Eagle Games
Eagle Games is one of the brands under the
umbrella of Fred Distribution. All games
published during the year in the US are first
shown in Europe at Essen.
In the cooperative fantasy game Defenders of the Realm by Richard Launius for
1-4 players, ages 13 and up, players are he-

a new king in the castle. The noblemen of
each player move upstairs in the palace according to secret target cards, on the highest floor they either win the vote for becoming the king or are eliminated from the
game in case of only one vote cast against
them. Lupus in Tabula by Domenico di
Giorgio is the German version of the Italian
game of the same name, yet another version of the werewolf topic, in this case for
9-25 players, ages 8 and up. The sequel to
Lupus in Tabula is called Lupusburg and
restricted to only 4-8 players, ages 8 and up.
The village has now developed into a town,
the mayor and robbers enrich the story, as
do the houses that now can be used by the
population.
Other games in the dV Giochi range that are
currently not available from Abacusspiele
are: BANG! Wild West Show, an expansion
for BANG! by Emilio Sciarra for 4-7 players,

ages 8 and up, featuring 8 new characters and 10 wild west show cards, the last
show card turns all players into renegades.
The Castle of the Devil/Il Castello del
Diavolo by Michael Palm and Lukas Zach,
originally published by Adlungspiele as
„Die Kutschfahrt zur Teufelsburg“, players
are members of secret societies and need
to identify other members. Kaboom is the
winner of the „best unpublished game“
competition of Lucca Games & Comics
2009, 2-5 players, ages 8 and up, are members of a team that must defuse a bomb in
the Toratora building within a time frame of
15 minutes.

roes of the king and must defend the realm
against the four fractions of Orcs, Dragons,
Demons and the Dead. The two expansions
Defenders of the Realm: The Barbarian
and Defenders of the Realm: The Dragon
Expansion supplement the basic game.
The series Railways of the World is expanded by Railways of Europe by Charlie
Bink, for 1-4 players, ages 12 and up, it is
an expansion map that can only be played
using the basic game. Another expansion
to the game is Railways of the Western
U.S by Rick Holzgrafe and Sean Brown. On
the topic of the series there is also a new
card game by the name of Railways of the
World: The Card Game by James Eastham
and Steve Ellis for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up,
offering two versions of the rules for families and experiences players, you use track

cards and town cards to build tracks on a
pentagon-shaped board, to deliver goods
and enhance engines. The expansion Railways Through Time has been announced,
you now travel also among time periods.
Also using the topic of time travel, an expansion for another railway game has been
announced, Age of Steam: Time Traveler,
an expansion for Age of Steam by Charlie
Bink and Sean Brown for 3-6 players, ages
13 and up, with similarities to the Railways
of the World-Expansion also mechanism-
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wise. Baltimore & Ohio is the new edition
of the railway game by Eddie Robbins for
3-6 players, ages 16 and up, that first has
been published by Winsome Games in
2009, a game without any chance component and without auctioning of shares, too.

Edition
Erlkönig
Designer Heinrich Glumpler presented his
game Don Q und die Vermessung von

La Mancha, see also Edition Perlhuhn, and
also his game Reise durch die Jahreszeiten within the Ravensburger tiptoi series,
see also under Ravensburger. Furthermore
he had a few prototypes on display as announced.

ent boards for more or less strategic actions
and placement mechanisms. Takenoko by
Antoine Bauza uses a Japanese setting, the
Tenno has been presented with a Panda,
2-5 players, ages 10 and up are employed
as gardeners, they take care of the bamboo,
acquire land to plant bamboo, irrigate the
land and feed the Panda.
The long-announced Double Agent by
Bruno Faidutti and Ludovic Maublanc for 2
players, ages 10 and up, will be published
next spring, both players try to employ the
double agents and their changing loyality
to their own advantage. Jungle will be published in the series Collection Jeux Duo, for
2 players, ages 10 and up, is is based on the
Chinese game of fighting animals, which
basically is a multiple rock-scissors-paper
game. Sun Tzu by Alan Newman will come

cessfully, the first player to pay his debts
ends the game, the richest player after all
debts are paid wins the game. Eggertspiele
also offered Grand Cru in a luxury version in a wooden box. For the expansion
Österreichischer Weinbau – Grüner Veltliner und Gemischter Satz see also under
Österreichisches Spiele Museum.
Rummelplatz celebrates the 15 year jubilee of eggertspiele, it offers a collection
of games from desigers Inka and Markus
Brand, Peter Eggert, Friedemann Friese,
Philipp el Alaoui, Michael Rieneck, Martin
Schlegel, Stefan Stadler, Tobias Stapelfeldt
and Birgit Stolte, 3-6 players, ages 8 and up,
amuse themselves by trying all the rides
and attractions in the fair ground. An Expansion for Speicherstadt by the name Speicherstadt – Der Münzspeicher – has been
announced for Nuremberg 2011.

Edition
Siebenschläfer

ElfinWerks

Edition Siebenschläfer also was one of the
Essen newcomers this year and showed
two new games: Karla Kuchenfee by Anja

The American publisher/distributor offers
English-language editions of European
games, one of them is Jerusalem, that was

in the same series, it is designed for 2 players, ages 9 and up, players are one of two
Chinese generals fighting for power. Sun
Tzu is new edition fo Dynasties, published
by Jolly Rogers 2005. De Vulgari eloquentia
– siehe Lookout Games.

Wrede, 3-4 players, ages 5 and up, bake a
cake, Karla signals the next ingredient by
knocking. Kleine Froschmusik is also a design of Anja Wrede, 2-4 players, ages 5 and
up, must turn up the frogs with the correct
tone according to the roll of a die.

Editions du
Matagot
Designer Michael Schacht presents us a
world populated with cats, in Felinia the
cats are traders, sailors or adventurers. 2-4
players, ages 10 and up, can use two differ-
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Eggertspiele
In a coproduction with Filosofia and Z-Man
a new edition of Die Händler by Wolfgang
Kramer and Richard Ulrich will be published. The game for 2-4
players, ages 10 and up, was first published
by Queen, the original rules have been
amended by investments: 8 investment
cards give advantages for the following
rounds to the player who wins the auction for them. Grand Cru by Ulrich Blum is
one of the four games on the topic of wine
published this fall, 2-4 players, ages 12 and
up, found wineries and manage them suc-

published by Red Glove and Abacusspiele,
another one Florenza by Placentia Games.

ESG
The Europäische Spielesammler Gilde has
- for the first time – made the yearly collector’s item - which was reserved for members only in previous year - available to
non-members: Alex & Co by Martin Ebel
and Niek Neuwahl is a memo and collecting
game for 3-6 players, ages 10 and up, on the
topic of game designers and their games,
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you collect sets of designers + games.

Fachtagung
Spieleautoren
Spiele entwickeln 2010 is the documentation on the 5th German Game Designers

options for the game which can be combined in any way: The Zylon fleet, Conflict of
Loyalties and Ionaian Nebula.
Civilization by Kevin Wilson is not a reprint
or new edition of Sid Meier’s Civilization:
The Board Game, published in 2002 by
Eagle Games, but is based on the computer
game of the same name: 2-4 players, ages
13 and up, try to develop their civilization,
using one of four different paths to victory.
DungeonQuest by John Goodenough and
Jakob Bonds for 1-4 players, ages 13 and
up, is set into the Runebound Universe,
but uses completely different mechanisms
and also introduces other topic elements,
players guide their heroes through the
Dragonfire Dungeon. The Hobbit is a new
game by Reiner Knizia set in the Lord of the
Rings Universe. 2-4 players, ages 10 and up,
go treasure hunting on Lonely Mountain;
strategic card game is combined with roll of
the dice. Dust Tactics by Paolo Parente and
Olivier Zamfirescu originates from Dust-

Conference at Weilburg, featuring lectures
and workshop.
Distribution by Sphinx Spieleverlag

Fantasy Flight
Games
Once again a plethora of new releases and
coproduction with companies in Europe,
the games and expansions listed are a selection of the most interesting titles, I did
not list each Battle Pack or each reprint –
for instance, that of The Lord of the Rings,
the co-operations and co-productions with
European published are listed with those
companies.
Battlestar Galactica has been provided with
a second expansion, which will appear early
in 2011, Battlestar Galactica Exodus Expansion, by Corey Konieczka for 3-6 players, ages 13 and up. It features three new

games. In the year 1947 three super powers
fight for a revolutionary source of power in
this tactical miniature tabletop.
For Battles of Westeros two expansions
are available. In July the expansion Wardens of the West for House Lannister has
been published, and now in Fall/Winter the
expansion Wardens of the North featuring House Stark makes its appearance. Both
expansions feature plastic miniatures, cards,
and terrain tiles as well as new commanders for the houses and new units for their
armed forces. New mechanisms introduce
gambit cards and formations.
Another game in the making for Fall/Winter
is Mansions of Madness by Corey Koniesc-

zka, each game played leads 2-5 players,
ages 13 and up, through a new story in the
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frame of the Call of Cthulhu Universe.
A new game is SmileyFace, a card game
for families within the series of FFG GToy,
designed by Bruno Faidutti and Gwenaël
Bouquin, 4-8 players, ages 8 and up, try to
collect the majority of points with their smiley cards and nonsense card.
Already available in the US, but new on our
side of the Atlantic is another expansion
for another favorite game: Runebound
Mists of Zanaga by John Goodenough for
2-6 players, ages 12 and up, features a new
board and a few new mechanisms as well
as 165 new cards. Furthermore, there is Ingenious Challenge, three games based on
Ingenious by Reiner Knizia and for 2-4 players, a card game, a dice game and a placement game. Talisman The Sacred Pool is
the newest expansion for Talisman, again

by John Goodenough, but this time for 2-6
players, ages 12 and up. This expansions
features four new characters and more than
80 new adventure cards as well as neutral
alignment cards and offers alternative endings for the newest adventures.
The Universe of the Tannhäuser games
is supplemented with Tannhäuser 2nd
Edition Rulebook by Didier Poli, a new

rulebook with improved mechanisms; it
replaces the original rulebook and comprises the basic rules as well as the expansion Novgorod with the characters Wolf,
Yula, Gorgei und Ramirez. Asteros is a new
expansion with only one character, the Minotaur Asteros, complete with a scenario.
The map expansion Tannhäuser Daedalus
by William Grosselin and Pascal Mignot offers to 2-10 players the opportity to place
Asteros into his labyrinthe or to unleash
him onto the French outpost Gévaudan.
Tannhäuser Union Troop Pack and Reich
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Troop Pack by Didier Poli both introduce
new shock troups, new advance troups as
well as figurines for Command Alpha and
Command Delta, for 2 players, ages 11 and
up.
The Lord of The Rings The Card Game
is the newest game in the series of the so

called Living Card Games, 1-2 players, ages
13 and up, in each set control the mightiest
characters and artifacts of Middle Earth.
An expansion that already came out in
summer is Tide of Iron: Fury of the Bear,
by Robert A. Kouba and for 2-4 players, ages
12 and up, brings the armed forces of a new
nation into play, the Soviet Union, as well as
9 new maps of the Eastern Front.
Warhammer 40.000 Deathwatch is a role
playing system by Jason Little, Sam Stewart
and Ross Watson, 2-6 players, ages 12 and
up, are members of the Adeptus Astartes
and therefore part of the special unit Deathwatch of the Space Marines. Edge of the
Abyss is a new sourcebook for the role playing system Warhammer 40.000 Rogue
Trader, featuring Expanse, the worlds of
Rogue Trader. Another supplement, Rogue
Trader Into the Storm, has already appeared in August.
And finally, an expansion is presented for

Dust Games, see Truant Spiele: Cadwallon:
Stadt der Diebe
Runewars see Heidelberger Spieleverlag,
Runewars: Der Kampf um Terrinoth
Space Hulk Death Angel see Heidelberger
Spieleverlag, Space Hulk Todesengel
Talisman The Frostmark Expansion see
Heidelberger Spieleverlag, Talisman Frostmark Erweiterung
Talisman The Highland Expansion see
Heidelberger Spieleverlag, Talisman Hochland
Warhammer 40.000 Horus Heresy see
Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Warhammer 40.000 Rogue Trader see
Heidelberger Spieleverlag Freihändler

ers, ages 8 and up: In Declic!? each player
chooses one of his hands for „true“ and one
for „false“, and for each question places his
hand on the corresponding spot, then the
stack of hands is scored from top to bottom.

Flaggo
Flaggo is the name of the company, Flaggo is the name of the came and the topic

Fata Morgana
The success story of Anno Domini by Urs
Hostettler is prolonged by the edition Anno
Domini: Im Osten; 2-8 players, ages 10 and
up, can sort answers to „Eastern“ questions
is mentioned in the name, flags! The game
by George Allen for 2-6 players, ages 12 and
up, offers more than 100 questions for each
of the 16 countries on the board, and 200
questions on general knowledge as well as
100 picture questions. You collect points
and letters for correct answers and win the
game if you have all letters to spell the word
Flaggo!
into the correct time frame, for instance
when did Bhutan as last country on earth
introduce TV? For his game „Wie ich die Welt
sehe“ there is a sequel called Neue Welten,
2-5 players, ages 8 and up, fill gaps in texts
on cards with words from other cards that
they receive from fellow players. If you use a
card from the stack it costs you points.
Distribution and partner publisher: Abacusspiele

Flying Frog
Productions
Last Night on Earth is followed by Invasion
from Outer Space – The Martian Game, by
Jason C. Hill for 2-6 players, ages 12 and up,

Ferti
Wings of War: Wings of War, Flight of the
Giants, introduces the early bombers, with
8 different models.
The following games have already been
published in a German edition:
Battles of Napoleon: The Eagle and the
Lion – Coproduction with NG International
und Heidelberger, see NG International
Battles of Westeros see Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Cadwallon: City of Thieves, Coproduction
with and Truant Spiele under license from
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Julian Sentis has designed a game of reaction and communication for 3-8 playa fast game offering lots of action between
carnival heroes like Jojo The Dancing Bear
and the Evil Martians like the Zard Beast,
featuring a modular game board and some
scenarios. The mechanism of the game
is based on Last Night on Earth and the
games are compatible.
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Fragor Games
Fraser and Gordon Lamont have again
brought an animal-themed game to Essen,
this year featuring ants. In Antics! for 3-4
players, ages 10 and up, each player tries to

OUR REPORT

Fzzzt!, What’s my Word?
In addition to this there are sometimes
American editions of European games, for
instance this year Carson City or Yin Yang
by Reiner Knizia, which is published as Fifty-

FunForge

bring his booty and leaves into their own
anthill while trying to avoid interference
from other ant clans and trying to find the
necessary balance between building up the
hill and ingesting food.

franjos
After a creative break this year franjos has a
new game on show: Cinco is a variant of x
in a row, in this game you need to align 5

Fifty bei Zoch erscheint. Stoplights was
already presented in 2007 at Essen by jklm,
the publisher is called Mr. B and already in
2007 Fred Distribution was the American
distributor for the game. This year he publishes a new edition; again you should display 5 of your lights, and can cover cards
already on display. The new edition packs
the cards in their box into a tin.

Fun Q Games
At the Cepia booth another game was presented, too: Triplica is a card game for 1-6

Pony Express from 2009 is followed by Isla
Dorada, The Gold Island, is a joint venture

by Bruno Faidutti, Andrea Angiolino, Alan R.
Moon and Pier Giorgio Paglia. 3-6 players,
ages 8 and up, make a crash landing on an
unknown island that is rumored to be full
of treasures. You optimize your card hand
to direct the expedition where you want it
to be.
Pony Express siehe Heidelberger Spieleverlag.

GameHeads

pieces. Each of the 2-4 players, ages 8 and
up, plays a card to place a piece on a square
with the same or a higher number than the
number on the card.

for 1-6 players, ages 7 and up, you have a secret target card and lay out symbols in rows
accordingly.

Fred
Distribution

FunBox365

In cooperation with Heidelberger Spieleverlag GameHeads published Unter Geiern by
Michael Nietzer, which has been in the pipeline already for a while. 2-6 players ages 10
and up, are vultures and fly across the desert
to scan for prey. When several vultures have
landed to scavenge the same carcass they
need to fight for it. Derringer by Michael

A publisher from Taiwan at the Swan Panasia booth presented games that are only
available in Chinese: Go! Go! City Heroes
for 2-6 players, ages 5 and up, is a card game,
Google translate only yielded the information that there are three kinds of adventurers in the game and that you must have fast
reactions. Let’s Go! Crazy Office for 3-8
players, ages 12 and up, is a card game, too,
you must survive the craziest situations in
your office routine, make up to the boss and
make you colleagues feel guilty.

Nietzer and Oliver Wolf was announced under the name of Saloon Poker in 2009, it is

The American distributor publishes games
unter the brand names Eagle Games and
Gryphon Games.
Eagle: - Defenders of the Realm, Defenders
of the Realm: The Barbarian, Defenders of
the Realm: The Dragon Expansion, Railways
of the World Railways of Europe, Railways of
the Western U.S, Railways of the World: The
Card Game, Railways Through Time, Age of
Steam: Time Traveler Baltimore & Ohio
Gryphon: Bridgetown Races, Charon Inc.,
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a GameHeads only production, 2-7 players,
ages 8 and up, play a poker variant. The richest player wins at the moment when one
player is bankrupt; there are cards with 1, 2
or 3 different values that all can be used for
combinations. The game comes in two editions, one for travel, the other as luxury edition in the chest. Das letzte Bankett by Michael Nietzer and Oliver Wolf is announced
on the website, but is not yet available; it is
an action game for 6-20 players, the king
must be eliminated, either by the ladies using a poison cup or by the gentlemen using
a dagger. You use role cards and use their
abilities to rearrange the players until the
murderer sits next to the king.

GamesWorks
Sebastién Pauchon again offers a varied
and facetted program of four new games:
Pix by Laurent Escoffier and David Franck
demands of 4-9 players, ages 8 and up, to
draw pictures using Pixels; the less pixels,
which are black magnetic squares, you
use for your creation the more points you
score. Sobek by Bruno Cathala for 2-4 players, ages 13 and up, plays with the topic of

building a temple in Egypt, workers must be
sustained and players rival for delivering the
best goods for the highest profit. Tikal II is
a sequel and a re-development of Tikal, the
game of the year 1999, by Wolfgang Kramer
and Michael Kiesling for 2-4 players, ages 13
and up. Players now explore the interior of
a temple but need keys to move freely between the rooms. Water Lily on the other
hand is a lovely placement game by Dominique Ehrhard for 2-4 players, ages 8 and
up, the frogs run a race for the hand of the
princess. You must move your pieces down
covered corridors. If you have the best positions in these corridors you will be named
prince. Going underground too early yields
only a few points, but if you are the last in a
corridor you do not get points at all. So timing is essential!
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Gary Games
Since Dominion the genre of deck building
games is booming; Ascenion: Chronicle
of the Godslayer by John Fiorillo, Justin
Gray, Brian Kibler and Robert Dougherty

play it on one of the 7 regions of the board,
either to the pubs or the bosses.

Gen 42

for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up, is based on
this principle, too. The display changes with
every move and you receive victory points
from cards, activated cards and defeating
monsters.

Gemblo

John Yianni was showing his new version
of Hive, already announced in Nuremberg,
a black and white edition called Hive Carbon, for 2 players, ages 8 and up, including
the expansion Hive Marienkäfer, which
is also available separately. The Lady Bug
piece moves three steps, two on top of the
hive and one down again. It may not move
along the outside of the hive and may not

At the Korean Pavilion Gemblo was showing games, too – after the predecessor of
Blokus, Gemblo, designer Justin Oh did
present other topics: In Color Mio he stays
with colors, 2-7 players, ages 5 and up, need
to collect the most color cards in this reac-

end its move on the hive. The car racing
game Junkyard Race for 2-4 players, ages
9 and up was reprinted, if you are the first
to finish five rounds and has crossed at least
one bridge between two finish line flags,
wins the game.

tion game. Toc Toc Woodman is a dexterity
game for 2-7 players, ages 5 and up, a tree
is made up of single discs and you need to
push those discs out without toppling the
tree.

Gémklub
In co-production with Heidelberger Spieleverlag Captain Cool by Zoltán Aczél and
Péter Árvai was produced, 2-7 players, ages
8 and up, use bluff and strategy to hold up
their own in the harbor tavern and to offer
the best criminal crew to the hiring Captain
Cool. All choose a card simultaneously and

Gen X Games
For Luna Llena there is the expansion Luna
de Muerte, again designed by Servando
Carballar for 2-7 players, ages 14 and up.
The expansion holds six new cards for the
werewolf player, new material and 15 special abilities that are distributed randomly
among the players at the start of the game.
Target Earth by Jacobo Caginal is a simulation of an Alien Invasion on earth, the
complete planet is the battlefield, some
countries defend the planet, some ally
themselves with the aliens. The alien actions are determined randomly in each
round, there is no alien player.
Total Rumble by Óscar Arévalo for 2-12
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players, ages 8 and up, is a sports simulations, the players are wrestlers with special
combat abilities, and might also use chairs
or ladders to eliminate their opponents.
And finally, there also was an expansion for
Mechanisburgo from 2008, Mecanisburgo,
Expansion II, by Servando Carballar, 2-7
players, ages 14 and up, can now conquer
planet Mars, The Freedom Mutants League
is a new faction ans wins when the city is
destroyed.

Genie Games

should connect two sides of the board with
your own markers, but you place the markers of your opponent. Florancala designed
by Sjaak Griffioen is a version of Mancala
for 2-4 players, ages 6 and up, played on a
flower-shaped board with 12 leaves. At the
beginning four pieces lie in each leave and
you can place markers in the inner circle to
reserve a leave. Ordo by Dieter Stein is designed for 2 players, ages 10 and up, you
must reach the base line of your opponent
with one of your own pieces, but all pieces
of each player must be connected to each
other in one single group after each turn.
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Gigantoskop
Back at Essen after some year’s absence the
Swedish publisher showed a game called
Genesis by Peter Hanson. 2-6 players, ages
10 and up, embody angels and assist God

Ghenos Games
In cooperation with the Spanish company
Games for Table Ghenos presents new
sports simulations: Formula 1 by Alfredo
Genovese and Ari Emdin simulates a Formula 1 race for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up.

in his work, a dark angel opposes them. You
move along the day spaces God has activated and collect the essences of chaos, matter
and life and swaps them for daily work like
sea, mountains or birds.

Giochix Edizioni

Another publisher presented at the booth
of Swan Panasia, showing Mr. M’s, for 2-6
players, ages 10 and up, topic of the game
is murder in the palace, one player embod-

Rio de la Plata by Michele Quondam for 3-5
players, ages 12 and up, is a strategy game
on the topic of the settlement of the Argen-

The first to cross the finish line after three
rounds wins the game. The two designers
have also created NBA All Stars, as basketball simulation for 2-10 players, ages 8 and
up, and UEFA Champions League for 2-4
players, ages 8 and up.
Leader 1 Extension – see Blackrock Editons
ies Mr. M, the other players chase him; coproduction with FunBox365.

Gerhards
Spiel und Design
The publisher of beautiful wooden games
hat three new games to offer: Avverso by
Henrik Morast for 2 players, ages 10 and up,
has a board made up of 25 hexagons, you

Gigamic
The French publisher did not present a
special Essen novelty but showed the four
games presented at Nuremberg, Papayoo,
Regatta, Yami und Kakuzu.

tine, especially the establishing of Buenos
Aires along the banks of the Rio de la Plata.
The city must be defended and developed;
for this, players must cooperate, but they
also must act egoistically to get the most
important political offices for themselves.
De Vulgari Eloquentia see Lookout Games,
distributor Heidelberger Spieleverlag.

Giseh Verlag
Martyn F has designed TWRS for 2 players,
using blown glass and metal, this special
edition is now available from Giseh in a limited edition. You want to free all your towers and occupy territories, if you control the
bigger part of the board at the end you win.
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ties.

games are aimed at experts or adult gamers.

Gmeiner Verlag

Goldsieber

The publishing house for books again offers a neat little crime game, Sieben unter
Verdacht, designed by Reiner Knizia for 1-5
players, ages 10 and up. Seven suspects

The new game for fall 2010 is not really new,
but a revised new edition of Linie 1 by Stefan Dorra: A track placement game for 2-5

have been arrested and witnesses make
their statements, players use those statements to determine the culprits.

players, ages 10 and up, the game now features a new die and new rules for the end
game.

GMT Games

Goliath Toys

Dominant Species by Chad Jensen for 2-6
players, ages 12 and up, is an abstract simulation of the beginning of a new ice age

All but one of the games that were shown
at the Nuremberg Toy Fair have been published during the year, the only „latecomer“
is Käse Kaos, a game on cheese and mice

Giuoco
After the railway game presented in 2009
Chislaine van den Bulk this year shows an
abstract position game called Lino, for 2
players, ages 8 and up. Starting with an

asymmetrical lay-out, players alternate in
relocating three squares of the board. Then
in turn they place markers to complete
rows. Such completed rows are scored immediately, and at the end of the game you
score rows of 4 or more of your own markers in a final scoring.

GlobaLudo Games
A new publisher from Denmark showed
Global Cooling by Henrik Thorhauge Sorensen, Thomas Hilden Lydholm and Henrik
Jongdahl Sorensen, a game featuring pow-

er production on 7 continents, designed
for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up, and based
on mechanisms known from Monopoly
and other such games. You should build as
many global windmills as possible by placing a forest and a windmill on your proper-
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with all the resulting consequences for all
living creatures. Each player represents one
animal species, mammals, reptiles, birds,
amphibians, spiders or insects. Labyrinth
The War on Terror by Volko Ruhnke for
1-2 players, ages 12 and up, picks up the
topic of the fight against worldwide terror
and the ideological conflicts behind it. The
program comprises another 21 titles, which
have reached the status of final production
in the P500 System (the game is finalized
and produced when more than 500 preorders have been received). Most of these
games are Cosims on historical events, but
also games like Space Empires 4X by Jim
Krohn for 2-4 players, ages 12 and up. 4X in
the title denotes eXplore, eXpand, eXploit
und eXterminate, all the actions needed in
a development game with a space setting.
All age information on GMT games has to
be treated with caution, because all these

for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up. The greedy
mice get lost in the cheese and players need
to rescue their mice by rolling cheese pieces
and finding those of the correct shape.

Gorilla Games
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Lifeboat by Jeff Siadek for 4-6 players, ages
10 and up, has been published by Le Joueur
in a new edition under the name of Les Naufrages du Titanic.

Graham‘s Games
Dicewords made its first appearance in
2006 and now has been published in German, the umlauts and diphthongs have
been nicely integrated into the game – the
basic mechanism is the same, you must
form words from the letters on the dice and
note if you can get necessary letters by rerolling. A new game by Graham Lipscomb is

Juggler, a letter juggling game. 2-6 players,
ages 12 and up, use special letter cards and
assemble words in their hand; if you can use
all cards for a word you stop the game for
a scoring.

Grimpeur
Within the Japon Brand group Grimpeur
had three new games on show this year:
Catch Out by Shinsuke Yamagamo for 2-6
players, ages 10 and up, is a card game on
number values. Players hand cards to their
neighbors, naming a value, lying is allowed.
If the named value is doubted, the cards
are distributed following detailed rules.
Nobunaga by Mito Sazuki for 2-5 players,
ages 12 and up, covers the topic of generals fighting for fame and victory points in
Nobunagas army, both loose if Nobunaga
as non-playing character scores highest. In
Rainbow, designed also by Mito Sazuki, 2-6
players, ages 8 and up, collect cards for vic-

tory points for a piece of the rainbow. Table
cards are awarded as victory points for laidout combinations of hand cards.

Grubbe Media
The series Edition SOS Kinderdörfer
Spiele aus Aller Welt has been begun in
spring of 2010 with eight games and is now
expanded by four new titles:
Baschni for 2 players, ages 6 and up, is a

Gry Leonardo
The Eagle und the Star is followed this year
by Magnum Sal, by Marcin Krupiński und

variant of checkers with formation of stacks
and has been assigned to Russia. Cachinas
for 1 or more players, ages 4 and up, is a collection of marble games and has been assigned to Bolivia. Gomoku is a predecessor
of Go, based on the x-in-a-row mechanism
and assigned to China for Chinese games.
Holzweg, a collection of match placement
games for 1 or more players, ages 4 and up,
represents Germany in this series.
Within a joint venture with Adesso the first
game in a series of educational language
games has been published. Un Fine Set-

Filip Miłuński, a game with a historical topic.
2-4 players, ages 10 and up, are heading a
group of workers in excavating a salt mine,
must sell the salt and fill the orders of the
King. If you earn the most money with these
activities you will be named Royal Steward
of the salt mine Magnum Sal and win the
game.

Gryphon Games
Gryphon Games is another brand of Fred
Distribution. Under this brand a new game
is Charon Inc. by Emanuelle Ornella and

timana a Roma assists 2-5 players, ages 14
and up, to discover Rome and learn Italian
at the same time. Another game in the series is A Weekend in London.

Grübel-Spiele
Kordula Kupferschmidt offers educational
games for teaching, the latest example in
her range is Musik – Musikinstrumente in
the series Doppel-Grübel, 2-4 players must
find pairs.
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Fred Binkitani for 2-5 players, ages 13 and
up. On the biggest moon of Pluto the
players embody CEOs of Mega Corporation colonizing and exploiting the planet.
Bridgetown Races by Carey Grayson for
2-4 players, ages 10 and up, has been announced. It is a race game, in which players
use bicycles, taxis, buses, cars, streetcars,
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motor bikes or their own feet to be the first
to cross every bridge. The auction-holding
robots in Fzzzt! by Tony Boydell are given a
re-edition, 2-4 players, ages 8 and up, bid for
cards from a display and place them either
as a production card or into their personal
display. What’s my Word by Joli Quentin
Kansil is a re-edition, too, the original game

was called My Word and published in 1972
by Gamut of Games. 2 players, ages 10 and
up, guess at the opponent’s word using
a predecessor of the Mastermind mechanism.

Haba
The „inventors for children“ offer their usual
attractive and extensive range of new releases: 1000 und ein Schatz is a collecting
game for 2-6 players, ages 5 and up, by Marco Teubner. Players assist Ali Baba and his
friends to steal the treasures of the 40 robbers. Ball der Prinzessin by Christine Basler
and Alix-Kis Bouguerra is an enchanting

memory version for 2-6 players, ages 4 and
up. When the princess pirouettes on the
mirror board you can check if she is wearing the dress with the pattern determined
by the die roll. In the memory and scanning
game Basti Bär hilft seinen Freunden by
Kristin Mückel in the take-me-home box
2-4 players, ages 3-8, assist the animal babies to find their corresponding parents.
Das große ABC Spiel Duden by Hanna
Bachmann for 2-4 Spieler von 5-9 Jahren is
a game of movement and collecting, players want to be the first to leave the park
with the complete alphabet. If you solve a
task you may move your marker-at certain
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location you thereby collect a puzzle part
for the alphabet. Gib Gummi! by Wolfgang
Dirscherl for 2-5 players, ages 4 and up, is
a racing game, but you only now after the
first car has passed the finish line if you have
won, because then the secret task cards are
revealed, as each player can move each and
any car.
Meine ersten Spiele Gitti Giraffe by Haru
Bartel is a construction and stacking game
for 1-4 players, ages 2 and up, the colorful

animal blocks allow free play as well as first
games using rules. Meine ersten Spiele
Matrose Ahoi! by Haru Bartel for 1-4 players, ages 2 and up, asks players to stack
blocks, complete puzzle or cooperate in a
game of dice and movement, so that Sailor
Matze catches his boat. Ratz Fatz Ich und
Du is another game in the Ratz Fatz series
by Hajo Bücken, this time for 2-6 players,
ages 3 and up, the collection of games trains
reaction and lingual development, aided by
topics from a child’s environment – family,
kindergarden, school, food or clothes. Ratz
Fatz in Bewegung by Hajo Bücken supplies
poems, rhymes and stories, keeping 1-4
players, ages 3-12, constantly on the move,
because when a certain object is mentioned, you must move. Robin Hund by
Eugen Wyss for 2-5 players, ages 6 and up,
demands memory, dexterity and luck with
cards from the players, to assist Robin Hund
in robbing Count Gierig von Geiz of his gold
and give it back to the inmates of the forest. Schätzinsel is an educational game by
Kirsten Hiese for 2-5 players, ages 5 and up,
the treasure chests must be balanced using
cooperation and exact observation.
SOS Wildwasser by Christoph Beere for
2-4 players, ages 5 and up, again demands
good memory and dexterity to enable you

to place the animals in the rubber dinghy
without toppling them out of the boat,
memory is needed to collect the most pairs
to win the game. Tier auf Tier das Große
Abenteuer by Klaus Miltenberger for 2-4
players, ages 5 and up, is yet another installment of the stack-the-animals story, in this
new game you must roll the die and place
the corresponding animal on the hanging

bridge or relocate an animal on the bridge,
and all that by using one hand only. TurboTeam by Bernhard Lach and Uwe Rapp is a
race game using dice for 2-4 players, ages 5
and up, alle teams of animals want to win
but must take care not to step into a dung
heap, because that costs time!

Hall Games
The new release of 2010 is called Luna and
was designed by renowned designer Stefan
Feld. 1-4 players, ages 12 and up, are priests

of a moon cult. Your novices must collect
influence points und master situations that
are created by three player-independent
characters.

Hans im Glück
The rider on the pig offers two new games
that are not realy typical for the „normal“
range of Hans im Glück games: Loch Ness
is a placement and betting game by Ronald
Wettering, very heavy on the chance side,
2-5 players, ages 10 and up, are tourists
and want to take pictures of Nessie. To do
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so they must place their markers and try to
guess where Nessie will surface next. This
is determined by cards played face down;
Nessie moves the total value of the cards.
Ranking by Ralf zur Linde and Stefan Dorra
for 3-5 players, ages 8 and up, is a game of
bluff. You try to push up your own motif,

it is introducing: revolutionary changes to
the game, from a circular board to a new
electronic game unit featuring sounds and
music to new variants for 2-6 players, ages
and up. The unit chooses the event cards,
too.
The new version for Trivial Pursuit announced in spring is now available in German under the name of Trivial Pursuit
Wetten & Gewinnen. It introduces betting to the game, you bet whether the active player knows the correct answer. 2 or
more players, ages 12 and up, can choose
their categories as they wish. Trivial Pursuit Master Edition is is the sequel for the

selected to correspond to a given topic, in
the ranking without others getting wise to
it, because that could loose you points. Dominion Blütezeit is an exclusive product
for some shops till the end of the year, so it
is listed under Dominion Prosperity at Rio
Grande Games.

Hasbro
Lots of what has been listed now as a new release for Essen has already been announced
and shown at Nuremberg, but nonetheless
the Fall range is listed here again:
Achtung Frosch (Pop goes Froggio) is a
game of action for 2-4 players, ages 3 and
up, the spinner chooses Elefun or one of his

friends to be found among the cards. If you
find the animal, you press the button and
the frog jumps. If you catch Froggio, you
may keep the friend card. Commander Kikeriki (Cosmic Chicken) for 2-4 players, ages
5 and up, in the tradition of Looping Louie,
but you must collect asteroids that the
chicken drops. u-build Monopoly introduces a completely new flair to Monopoly,
the set-up of the game is variable, 2-6 players, ages 8 and up, can determine the size of
the board and the time they want to play.
3D buildings complete the new build-mebefore-you-play look. Monopoly Revolution announces already with ist name what
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Genus edition and features very difficult
questions for 2 or more players, ages 12 and
up. Both editions have also been provided
with a new design. Trivial Pursuit Steal is
a card game in the Trivial Pursuit family for 2
oder mehr players, ages 12 and up, for each
correct answer you receive a knowledge
wedge card. 600 new cards have been announced for the party game Cranium, for 4
or more players, ages 16 and up.
Very interesting and really new is the flash
technology, first used in Boggle Flash, five
letter cubes interact with each other, they
recognize each other and words formed
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Chevallier and Pascal Pelemans. 3-4 players, ages 13 and up, choose intrigue cards
and then play them or buy influence cards,
for immediate display. Hocus Pocus by Elliot Hogg is licensed from Dust Games; it is
a card game for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up,
players are Mage apprentices and want to
collect as many magical jewels as possible.
You play a Hocus card, all others play a Pocus card which can deflect the Hocus card,
but also strengthen it.
Two new releases announced for autumn
will be released in spring of 2011: Crazy Mix
by Guillaume Blossier and Fréderic Henry
for 2-8 players, ages 8 and up, is a card game
for fast thinkers, you must find the Secret
Symbol with correct color, shape, size and
filling. Timeline by Fréderic Henry for 2-8
players, ages 8 and up, reminds me of Anno
Domini and other related games featuring
temporal sequences, you want to be the
first to position all your cardsCadwallon City of Thieves / Stadt der
Diebe see Truant Spiele
Takenoko see Editions du Matagot

Heidelberger
Spieleverlag
Faced with the plethora of new releases
a little structure is necessary – so first all
Heidelberger’s own productions are listed;
then all German editions of games from
other publishers and then the publishers
for whom Heidelberger acts as distributor.
Heidelberger Productions:
For A la carte an expansion is coming, A la
Carte Dessert, by Karl-Heinz Schmiel for 2-5
players, ages 8 and up. The expansion intro-

with them by lining the cubes up in the correct order. You want to make up as many
words as possible within a given time frame,
each correct word adds 5 seconds to your
time.

Hazgaard Edition
Intrigo is a placement game on intrigues
focusing on the palace of the Venetian
Doge, created by Catherine Dumas, Charles

duces recipes for a few desserts, the com-
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plete cooking equipment for a 5th player, 16
menu cards, 2 new coffee cups and a spice
dispenser for a spice mixture of all spices but
salt. Crime & Mystery: Bakerstreet Files
by newcomer Johannes Krenner provides
an unusual crime game for 3-6 players, ages

12 and up. You will need an exceptionally
good memory to prove the culprits guilty
using clues and facts. All detectives report
on their investigations and must then correlate questions and information on facts
with the suspects. 87 new absurd mission
cards for the game within any game or
event, Erwischt, comprise the expansion
Erwischt! Zusatzkarten by Christian Lemay for 4-50 players, ages 12 and up. Die
Gift Trap minis in blau, pink,und orange
are miniature editions of the game on gifts

by Nick Kellet for 5-8 players, ages 8 and up.
tabu is a mini edition for 6-8 players, ages
16 and up. Mobbing has been designed by
Frank Stark and Raphael Gottlieb, 3-6 players, ages 12 and up, try in this card game to
become boss of the company and shoulder
aside competitors more or less unfairly. On
the topic of monsters there are two different games from two different designers:
Monster auf der Flucht by Andreas Pelikan
is a card game on space travel, 2-5 players,
ages 8 and up, assist aliens from the center
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of the galaxy to find a new planet and at
the same time bet which aliens will settle
the best planet. Monster unterm Bett on
the other hand comes from France and has
been published in 2009 under the name
of La Chasse au Monstres by Le Scorpion
Masque, Antoine Bauza designed a cooperative memory game for 1-5 players, ages 3
and up, Ben is afraid of the monsters under
the bed, but each monster is afraid of a certain toy that can be used to frighten it away.
Psychometer by Uwe Rosenberg is designed for adults, it is an assessment game
for 1-5 players, ages 16 and up. The active
player names an attribute from a card, and
all players including himself asses the active
player on this attribute. For correlations in
the assessments points are awarded.
German Editions of Fantasy Flight
Games:
Arkham Horror Innsmouth Horror by
Richard Launius and Kevin Wilson for 1-8
players, ages 12 and up, is available since
2009 from FFG, now there is also a German
edition, expanding the Horror in Arkham
with individual stories for the investigators
and the morbid charm of the town of Innsmouth that is not really friendly-minded toward to investigators. Descent: Schrecken
des Blutmeers by Kevin Wilson and Sally
Karkula for 2-6 players, ages 12 and up,
continues the Descent saga, the campaign
modus is expanded and culminates in a
confrontation with the Overlord. In Die
Schlachten von Westeros by Robert A.
Kouba 2 players, ages 13 and up, fight under the banners of the Houses of Westeros.

In the universe of A Game of Thrones you
fight using the game mechanisms of BattleLore to achieve power in the Seven Kingdoms and for continuation of their own lineage. Runewars: Der Kampf um Terrinoth
by Corey Konieczka for 2-4 players, ages 13
and up, gives each player a fantasy empire
to control and lets him fight for dominance
in Terrinoth, you must combat, find artifacts,
negotiate with natives and finally unite Terrinoth with the help of the Dragon Runes.
Space Hulk: Todesengel for 1-6 players,
ages 13 and up, by Corey Konieczka is a cooperatives card game, players are members
of terminator troops and have to fight their
way using tactics and fire power through a

symbiont infected Space Hulk.
For Talisman there are two new expansions
available in German: Talisman Die Frostmark Erweiterung by John Goodenough
for 2-6 players, ages 9 and up, carries the action into the icy regions of the north, with

4 new characters, new spells and alternative endings, one of them a battle against
the Ice Queen. Talisman Das Hochland by
John Goodenough for 2-6 players, ages 9
and up, leads you into the mountainous regions an the quest for the magic water, 100
new cards and an additional board as well
as 6 new characters assist in defeating the
Eagle King. Warhammer 40.000 Freihändler (Rogue Trader) is a role playing system
within the Warhammer 40k universe, in German there is a rule book and a collection of
scenarios, Lockruf der Weite, including the
scenarios Eye of the Needle, The Heathen
Trail und The World Beyond.
Warhammer 40.000 Horus Heresy Der
Große Bruderkrieg by John Goodenough
and Jeff Tidball is an epic fantasy adventure
game within the Warhammer universe, 2
players, ages 13 and up, fighte ach other as
traitor or loyalist allied to the Space Marines
or the Chaos Space Marines, using a carddriven combat system.
For Warhammer Invasion, the card game by
Eric M. Lang for 2 players, ages 12 and up,
there is a Battle Pack Cycle expansion called
Warhammer Invasion: Zyklus der Feinde
comprising the German Packs Flammen
über Derricksburg, Fall von Karak Grimaz,
Die Stumme Schmiede, Erlösung eines
Magiers, der Vierte Wegstern and Die Blutende Sonne. Warhammer Invasion: Zug
der Verdammten is again an expansion, by
Eric M. Lang and for 2 players, ages 12 and
up, introducing two new races, Lizardmen
and the Undead in the service of the Vam-
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pire Counts.
Other Co-productions:
In cooperation with Nexus and FFG Micro
Mutants: Invasion for 2-4 players, ages
10 and up, is coming, it expands Micro
Mutants by Spartaco Albertarelli and
Marco Maggi. Two new armies enter the
fray: Samurachnides as a warrior race and
Xenomantides as a race of space-faring
amazons.
Together with NG International Die Akte
Whitechapel is published in German, a
detective game for 2-6 players, ages 14 and
up, by Gianluca Santo Pietro und Gabriele
Mari, one player as Jack the Ripper must
eliminate 5 victims without being caught,
the others are policemen who must catch
him.
Constantinopolis by Giancarlo Fioretti
now finally – after many announcements in
the last few years – is published in coopera-

tion between Edge Entertainment, Fantasy
Flight, Homoludens, Stratelibri and Heidelberger. In Constantinople, the center of the
Byzantine Empire, 2-5 players, ages 12 and
up, are merchants and want to be the best
of them, for this they must meet contracts
and establish trade connections to enlarge
their business.
Pony Express by Antoine Bauza and Bruno
Faidutti, that was already published in 2009
by FunForge and is also listed as a new release, is available as a German language
edition; 3-5 players start the race to Sacramento to be the first to deliver the mail.
Octi, is a new edition of a Foxmind title, and
a strategy game for 2 players, ages 8 and
up, by Don Green, in each move you must
decide whether you want to move your
marker or develop your marker.
Together with Feder & Schwert the role
playing system Warhammer 40.000
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Schattenjäger is published, the adventure
volumes for the Haarlocks Erbe cycle are
announced, Volume 1 will be Schicksalsfäden.
Battles of Napoleon: The Eagle and the
Lion – Coproduktion with NG, see there
Coup Royal – Coproduction with Czech
Games Edition, see there
Das 20. Jahrhundert – Coproduction mit
Czech Games Edition, see there
Unter Geiern – Coproduction mit GameHeads, see there
Captain Cool – Coproduction mit Gém Klub,
see there
Heidelberger acts as distribution partner
for:
Alea, no new release
4globalPlayers, no new release
Argentum , two new games
Cwali, three new games
Czech Games – Grenzenlos
Emma Games, no new release
Ferti, Declic
Ghenos, three new games
Hall Games – Luna
Cranio Creations – Escape from the Aliens
from Outer Space
Giochix Editizioni – Rio de la Plata
Grubbe, four new games, see there
Krokospiel
Kronberger Spiele
Kuznia Gier
Le Scorpion Masque
Lookout Games – Agricola Erweiterungen,
Automobile, Barone der Eisenbahn, De Vulgari Eloquentia, Merkator, Minen von Zavandor, Mutterböhnchen, Poseidon
Ludoart
NG International / Tenkigames – Dakota
Placentia Games - Florenza
PD Verlag - Navegador
Phalanx Games
Post Scriptum
Scribabs
What’s Your Game

Hiku-Spiele
Real news on the publisher and the new
games are scarce, but some information can
be collected on the new games that have
been announced: Bamogo by Peer Sylvester is a game for 2 players, ages 10 and up,
aim of the game is to connect opposing
sindes of the board, there are markers in
three colors and you can make the connection in any color. Orado by Hartmut Kommerell also is designed for 2 players, ages 10
and up, you place your markers into the 13
spaces to „color“ them, you hold 8 markers
of one color and five of another, to win you
must create fewer identical color combina-
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tion in adjacent spaces than your opponent
. Raupenrallye by Elke and Sascha Schauf is
designed – as are the other games – for two
players, but for ages 6 and up, again with a
leather board that mutates into a storage
bag, and semiprecious stones for markers –
you want to be the first to get your 7 caterpillar pieces into the center of the apple, the
die can yield extra actions.
Philipp Kolhoff has designed Schäfchen ins
Trockene, 2 players, ages 10 and up, must
guard their herd of sheep with the help of
shepherd and shepherd dog, you move the
sheep either into shelter for creating progeny or off the board for scoring. The goal is
to decimate the opposing herd until it cannot longer reproduce. Cargo must remain
restricted to the information on the name of
the designer and the technical dates, for 2
players, ages 6 and up.

Histogame
As an expansion for his historic Cosim Maria published in 2009 Richard Sivél offers s
Schlesien Gambit, again designed for 2-4
players, ages 14 and up. This expansion
modifies the politics rules in the expert version of the basic game, the cards for bluff are
missing for one round.

Historische
Spiele Zander
Once upon a time there was a publisher by
the name of Zwey Raben, showing amazingly beautiful and precious games made
from wood, hand made and elegant. Today
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this publisher is called Historische Spiel
Zander, and the games are still beautiful,
elegant and precious, Dieter Zander has
stayed true to his passion. At the moment
the range is small, the most interesting
game is Kosakenschubsen, a dexterity
game for 2 players, ages 6 and up. On the
board similar to a sand timer you must push
the opposing markers off the board.

Homoludicus
Toni Serradesanferm in 4 Monkeys lets
prove 2-4 players, ages 8 and up, in their
guise a laboratory monkeys in the NASA
Laboratories that they are very clever mon-

keys well fit to be monkey astronauts and
fly into space. You as a monkey must recognize projected forms as fast as possible.
De Vulgari Eloquentia see Lookout Games

HUCH! & friends
The Günzburg company offers a varied
and well-mixed program of self-productions and co-productions. Some of the Essen news have already been presented in
Nuremberg – for instance the logic games
in the Logicus series City Skyline by Reiner
Knizia and Logicus Puzzler XXL as well
as Fauna Logic von Tzafir Kazula. The two
board games Saustall and n-tv Börsenspiel
have been announced in Nuremberg, too:
Based on the bestselling Kommissar
Kluftinger books there is a crime game
called Saustall by Michael Rieneck, 2-4
players, ages 10 and up, hunt the culprit
who has done murder with a cheese wheel
– the case develops during the game, the
actions of the players direct the evolving
story. In n-tv Börsenspiel by Simon Haas
for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up, you need
to find the optimum timing for buying and
selling, if you manage your starting capital
of 500 Euros best you have good chances to
win. Speed chips determine the sequence
in which players can trade.
Nürnberg – Die Stadt der Zünfte
(Norenberc) by Andreas Steding has been
published in cooperation with White Goblin
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Games and lets 2-5 players, ages 12 and
up, work for influence on the City Council
of Nuremberg, to gain this influence you
must have the craftsmen from the various
guilds on your side. Khan by Christwart
Conrad has also been co-produced with
White Goblin Games, 2-4 players, ages
10 and up, are generals of Khan out to
conquer land and score for owned yurts
and largest connected areas. There also is a
co-production with the second half of the
former company QWG, Era of Inventions
by Anthony Daamen, 3-5 players, ages
12 and up, are inventors creating their
inventions, and then patenting them and
introducing them into the market, you
can change the sequence in which the
inventions were made originally.
Among the quiz and knowledge games
the topic this time is geography and not
comestibles, up to 5 players, ages 8 and
up, can demonstrate their knowledge on
the cities of Hamburg and Cologne in Das
kleine Hamburgquiz and Das kleine
Kölnquiz as well as in Welt der Hamburger
and Welt der Kölner.
Campos is an abstract placement game
by Pietro Vozzolo; 2-4 players, ages 8 and
up, first build up the display and then
take it apart again. You can add to pieces

as a human”?
Hive Carbon see Gen42
Hive Marienkäfer see Gen42

Hurrican Games
The success story of Mr. Jack is expanded
by a new chapter, Mr. Jack Pocket. Bruno
Cathala and Ludovic Maublanc let 2 players,

ages 14 and up, search for Mr. Jack, Sherlock
Holmes, Mr. Watson and the police dog are
on the hunt.

Hutter Trade
Hutter Trade is representing new companies and acting as their distributor: The Irish
company Purrfect Puzzles and pixel products, in addition to his long-time distribution- and cooperation partners:

or add one piece and play a scoring card;
the scoring cards demand special area
configurations. For Carson City by Xavier
Georges for 2-5 players, ages 13 and up,
there is an expansion Carson City: Ein
neuer Anfang, allowing players to choose
their starting equipment individually.
An especially attractive and interesting
game is Fauna Junior by Friedemann Friese, the children’s edition of Fauna. 2-4
players, ages 5 and up, can think about and
answer questions like “Do panda bears live
in the mountains”? or “Is a Python as heavy

Awiwa – 100 Einzigartige Orte
Cocktail Games – Crazy Dancing
Gmeiner Verlag – Sieben unter Verdacht
Sirius – Hegemonia, Skyscrapers, Van Helsing
What’s your Game? - Vinhos
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Hyptic
The Finnish company had ist first Essen
presentation and showed a game with an
unusual topic: In Tornado Alert by Ilmo
and Joel Nurminen 2-6 players, ages 8 and
up, must take pictures of tornadoes during three rounds of the game, and then the
storm pictures are scored – the locations are
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Another game that was announced at iello
is the European edition of Innovation by
Asmadi Games, see there.
A new publisher presenting itself at Essen

the Rubicon, each player embodies a noble
family influencing the power struggle.

Igramoon

IQ-Spiele

with its first game, Expedition Sumatra by
Britta Stöckmann and Jens Jahnke, a placement and collecting game on the topic of
captivating wild animals for zoological gar-

At the booth with the pretty educational
games a game already shown in Nuremberg was on display, Nuschel doch mal by
Susanne Galonska, up to 8 players, ages 4
and up, can train their lingual creativity, the
die determines how the word on the card
must be pronounced. Three more games
are new releases by Susanne Galonska, too,
which have been published during 2010:
Der Wortwal for 1-6 players, ages 9 and up
is a lttrgm, players need to supplement the
missing vowels in their mind and be the first
to voice the correct word and receive the

getting more and more dangerous in each
of the three rounds.
dens. 2-4 players, ages 8 and up, make paths
through the jungle, collect animals and load
them onto ships.

iello
The new edition of Scripts & Scribes by
Steve Finn under its new name Biblios was
not ready for display at Essen. 2-4 players,
ages 8 and up, are monks and must collect
the best and most comprehensive library
ever, so they hire scribes and copyists and
acquire raw materials. As payment for this
all they use donated gold. Le Roi des Nains
(The Dwarven King) by Bruno Faidutti for
3-5 players, ages 10 and up, is is a trick taking card game the mechanism of which is
based on a traditional French card game
by the name of Barbu. A total of 80 cards
feature the suits dwarf, goblin and human,
each round you are dealt two contract card,
of which you must honor one. Somehow
completely overlooked by all was King of
Tokyo, a new game by Richard Garfield, the
designer of Magic und RoboRally. It was on
show as a prototype, a happy tussle of mutants, robots and other guises. In each turn
you roll combinations of dice that can be
used to implement actions.
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Indie
Board & Cards
At the booth of German partner Bambusspiele the new publisher from the US
showed three new titles:
Haggis is NOT a game on the Scottish national dish, but a trick taking card game for
2-3 players, ages 12 and up, by Sean Ross.

card. Hasen-Hosen for 1-8 players, ages 6
and up, is again a word game on missing
letters, you roll the die for a vowel and look
for a card denoting a word where the vowel
rolled is missing. Raus die Maus for 1-6
players, ages 5 and up, is a scanning game,
you must recognize small differences in letter sequences and meanings of words.

Irongames

You want to be the first to get rid of your
cards, score that and at the same time catch
other cards worth points for scoring. The
Resistance by Don Eskridge is a deduction
game for 5-10 players, ages 13 and up. The
topic is secret identities, you either want to
dislodge the government or suppress the
opposition as a spy, you win with three successful or three failed mission respectively.
The expansion „The Plot thickens“ with 15
new cards is already included. Triumvirate
by Travis Worthington also is a trick taking
card game, this time for 2 players, ages 12
and up, the struggle for power in Rome is
turning into civil war due to the crossing of

Bernd Eisenstein brought a new game and
an expansion for a game to Essen. The expansion is called Peloponnes Hellas Erweiterung, is meant for 1-6 players, ages 10
and up, and adds the new states Syracuse,
Thebes and Delphi to the game, as well as
new landscapes, buildings and sea tiles.
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The “secret” mini expansion for Peloponnes
has been revealed to be the Peloponnes
Athen Erweiterung, this expansion brings
support from Athens for the city states, but
of course this support comes with a price
tag. The new game of 2010 by Bernd Eisenstein is called Porto Carthago, a development game for 3-5 players, ages 12 and up.
Five rounds of play represent 5 decades, in
which you use your servants to generate
income or to receive and load goods, all for
gaining influence at the palace. The player
with the best business will be the most influential senator.

Jactalea
Already announced at Nuremberg 2009,
Splits by Francesco Rotta has now finally

Jira‘s Games
Two new games, one of them with fantasy
setting, by author and publisher Jíří Mikoláš
are new in the program: Bizzarie for 2-8
players, ages 7 and up, presents a fantasy
world where everything is possible; drag-

Isensee
Verlag
Each year at Essen Florian Isensee presents
one and only one new game, this year Geschenke für den Radscha, 2-4 players need

been published. 2 players, ages 8 and up,
first build up the game board together, then
place their tower containing all their pieces
at the edge of the board. Then the tower is
split any way and moved up to an obstacle
– edge, gap or another piece. If you cannot
move, you lose.

Japon Brand
Again the conglomerate of Japanese publishing companies brought many interestto bring gifts to the Radscha, they cross the
desert to find a Magic Lantern and a Flying
Carpet, but the tracks are blown over by
sandstorms.

ons, Red Ridinghood and other characters
appear in somewhat different situation than
those wie are familiar with, the monsters
are jointly created by the players and then
chosen and scored depending on questions
posed. Goal! Game! for 2-8 players, ages 8
and up, is a soccer simulation in which dice
are used, combinations similar to Poker are
compared, the better combination wins the
confrontation.

jklm Games

iToy
Consulting
The family edition for Bet Your Brain that
was announced already at Nuremberg, Bet
your Brain Familien-Edition, designed for
2-4 players, ages 9 and up, has now been

A role playing system with a space setting
with pirates in spaces, simply SpacePirates:
Simple rules inviting a player to assist in
developing and create the game and the
adventures.

ing new game to Essen. In 2010 the group
presented and distributed games by
Arclight - Ayatsurare Ningyoukan - B2F
Games – Grimpeur - Kanai Factory - Kawasaki Factory – Nekomado - Okazu Brand One Draw Ltd - Qvinta Essentia - Pigphone
– Saien - Yoshigi Ogasawara

The jklm company name and the logo are
now only visible on the new edition of 1960
Railways on the Isle of Wight by Mike Hut-

jcgames

published. The game mechanism is the
same; the questions are – according to the
target age group - easier.
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ton, otherwise all business is happening under the label Prime Game.
Distribution partners are still:
Burley Games
Games for the World
Ragnar Brothers
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Joen

joint booth in Hall 4, this time Gemblo was
there again, and Joen, Deinko, Piece Craft,

Arena Circle is a placement game, 2-4 players, ages 5 and up, want to score points
by placing their pieces onto the movable
board, either in the same color or of the
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Kitablo
Victor Petersen from Australia presents his
company and an interesting selection of
small colorful educational games. Especially
interesting for me is Fan Fan Dui to learn
Chinese letters. Get a Letter is an educational game for our Latin alphabet, de-

and Magic Bean, too – see under the company names.

Kanai Factory
same size and more than three of them, in
any direction.

Jumbo
The family games in the Jumbo range are
this year published for Essen, there are two
new titles: Bin ich Beethoven? is a version of Hedbanz and other games, where
one player carries a definition on his head,
which he must guess – in this game for 4-16
players, ages 12 and up, an electronic unit
determines the characters for the players.
Das große Spiel der Marken tests 2-6 play-

Seiji Kanai presented a new game within
Japon Brand from his own company Kanai
Factory, Mai-Star is a card game for 3-6

players, ages 10 and up, the topic is geisha
rivalry for fame, riches and to be the successor of the legendary unsurpassable MaiStar.

Kawasaki
Factory
Kawasaki Factory with Japon Brand presents the Sequel to the successful R-Eco, REco Recycle, by Susumo Kawasaki. 2-4 players, ages 12 and up, on their knowledge of
the important brands that we encounter
daily; logos, packages, product and companies are the topic.
And for all friends of Rummikub there now
is Rummikub XPRESS for two players, the
numbers rolled must be arranged in combinations, which may be changed, combined
and added to the display.
Haus Anubis Lebenselixier see Studio 100.

Kabi
The Korea Association of Boardgame Industry was present this year again with a big
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ers, ages 10 and up, must again profit from
garbage recycling, this time for a positive
result you receive the plant card, the environment manager scores depending on the
result of the plants.

signed as Fan Fan Dui for 2-3 players, ages 3
and up. The Fruit Game is a collecting game
for 2-4 players, ages 5 and up, you make up
sets of fruits, but if you are too greedy, you
will get nothing. Unravel is a word game for
2-6 players, ages 8 and up, you must form
and guess words, and ask after letters. Word
Minnows for 2-6 players, ages 6 and up, is
a domino on the topic of word placement,
each half of the tile shows half of a word. All
those game were still in the designing stage
and presented as prototypes.

Kosmos
Not only alphabetically at the head of the
program, but for me also the best game in
the fall range of new Kosmos games is Der
Pate, another literature/film based game
by prominent designer Michael Rieneck.

2-4 players, ages 12 and up, are godfathers
of Mafia clans and look after the clan’s finances, influence und fame, using the
results of dice rolls, the dice are placed according to the currently valid criteria und
then implemented. For the successful game
Die Säulen der Erde there is the new Das
Kartenspiel, also by Michael Rieneck and
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Stefan Stadler, 3-4 players, ages 10 and up,
use craftsmen cards to earn victory points in
a trick taking game. Suit colors are assigned

to players, the trick goes to the owner of the
suit, a trick taken by a neutral card goes to
who played the card.
Celebrating the 15-year-jubilee of the immensely successful game by Klaus Teuber a
Die Siedler von Catan Jubiläumsausgabe
for 3-6 players, ages 10 and up, is published,
with wooden parts in a wooden box, including the extension for 5 and 6 players. Die
Fürsten von Catan is a revised new edition
of Die Siedler von Catan Das Kartenspiel
by Klaus Teuber for 2 players, ages 10 and
up, the basic rules have been changed in a
few details, city improvements have been
moved into the theme sets included in the
game, each scenario in the game introduces another theme set.
Eclipse Biss zum Abendrot by Keith Tralins, Brian David-Marshall and Matt Wang
end the trilogy on Twilight, 2- players, ages
13 and up, prove their knowledge on the
third film.
High Five! by Nils van Teijingen is a placement game with number cards for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up, you place cards next to
other cards and then place a frame to show
which cards are scored. Jäger der Nacht
by Yasutaka Ikeda for 3-8 players, ages 10

and up, is a revised edition of Shadowhunter, a cooperative deduction game on
the ancient conflict between vampires and
werewolves, the humans are caught in the
middle.
Nichtlustig Doppelgänger is a somewhat different memo using the graphics
of Joschka Sauer. 2 or more players, ages
5 and up, need to find the Doppelgänger,
the doubles do the opposite of what their
originals do and, in addition, wear a mous-
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tache. Schwarzer Freitag is the first result
of Friedemann Friese’s Friday project, he
wanted to create a game by working at it
only on Fridays. 2-5 players, ages 8 and up,
dive into the stock market and in dire need
the government offers monetary aid – an
astonishingly realistic simulation with some

satirical elements.
Strauß voraus! is a new edition of the
game Savannah Tails, published in 2009 bei
Fragor. 2-5 players, ages 8 and up, race their
ostriches. The board is modular, featuring a
simple and a difficult side, and animal obstacles like cheetahs or porcupines. Turmbauer by Matt Mette, is an abstract building game for 1-4 players, ages 8 and up,
you must get your own marker as high up
as possible, the publishing date has been
postponed.

2-4 players, ages 8 and up, are merchants
traveling the trade routes of central Asia
selling carpets, spices, fruits and other

goods. They choose secretly what the want
to sell and then start a Dutch auction of their
goods. As a preview Régents by Joël Boutteville was shown, ein game on placement
and majorities for 3-5 players, ages 12 and
up, on the topic of succession to the Scottish throne after the demise of Alexander
III. On the company’s website you can find
a preview on the 2011 releases: Froutch la
Fée by Delphine Lemonnier is a cooperative
game for 1-6 players, ages 8 and up, it tells
a story of little fairies and a dragon. Caribbean Sea by Jeremie Caplanne and Alain
Epron for 2-5 players, ages 10 and up, is yet
another game on treasures, harbors and the
Caribbean Sea.

Krimi Total

Kupferberg
Kreativ

Jörg Meißner offers three new titles, all for
ages 12 and up: Das Gift der Rivalen by
Heike Roggenkamp for 9-10 players and

This publisher, too, presents crime games,
Die Rache der Frauen is the first such
game exclusively for women, designed for 6

Drei Rosen für Charlie by Jörg Meißner offer suspence in the usual surroundings, Die
Legende der Sturmklingen on the other
hand, by Björn Lippold for 8-9 players, is the
first such game with a fantasy topic.

bis 10 players, ages 16 and up, all characters
are women.

Krok Nik Douil
A new publishing company from France
has entered the stage, their first game was
called Maamut, the new release presented
at Essen is Le Marche de Samarkand - der
Markt von Samarkand – by Bruno Fricout.

Kuznia Gier
Pirates 2ed Edition Goveror’s Daughter,
von Małgorzata Majkowska, Tomasz Majkowski, Michał Stachyra and Maciej Zasowski for 2-4 players, ages 12 and up, die
daughter of the governor was abducted
and must be freed. Kingpin: Cartel for 2
players, ages 15 and up, by Rafal and Krzysztof Cywicki and Krzysztof Hanusz introduc-
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Le Joueur
A French publisher, for the first time at Essen, presents new releases and re-editions,
for instance Les Naufragés du Titanic by
Jeff Siadek for 4-6 players, ages 10 and up,
which was published in 2002 by Gorilla

Laurin‘s
Spielwerkstatt

thus throw their owners out of the game.
Knobelwürfel for 1 or more players, ages
6 and up, transfers the Rock-Paper-Scissors
principle to a dice game.

Lautapelit
The Finnish publisher sends us out to collect honey, in Hornet by Jani and Tero Mollis 2-5 players, ages 10 and up, direct a pair
of hornets across the landscape studded
with flowers and hornets nests. A nest is
owned by the player who has the most honey there, you win with three own nests or

two nests with the highest honey content.
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into the period after the last big ice age, you
must develop your civilization before the
big flood happens, you must collect and allocate resources and share with other players.

Le Scorpion
Masque
One of the publishing partners of Heidelberger offers – in cooperation with Blackrock Editions - Kairn by Daniel Quodbach, a
dexterity game on a prehistoric topic for 2-5
players, ages 6 and up. You position stones
with the help of your fingers and can then
improve the positions with the help of tools.
Super Comics was designed by Roberto
Fraga and Christian Lemay, 3-20 players,

es a fourth party to the game, the Latinos
of the Cartel.

Werner Bäumler showed two of his own
creations: Fang den Mufti is a game of dice
and movement, 2-4 players, ages 8 and up,
try to transport opposing muftis to jail and
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Games under the name of Lifeboat. Players sit in life boats and must ensure their
own survival. Art Express is a new release
designed by Gregory Detrez for 3-6 players, ages 8 and up, it is a mixture of a drawing game and a reaction game, at first you
draw, if you are done you grab a chip and
then you all drawings are revealed and each
player grabs the drawing he believes he can
correctly guess at.
Hacker for 4-7 players, ages 8 and up, by
Christophe Raimbault from 2009 has been
provided with German rules, players – true
to the game title -hack into bank computers and steal the money, the opposing
players are sent a virus. Cité by Guillaume
Besançon is another new release, 3-4 players, ages 10 and up, need to develop a town.
To that purpose you collect resources and
can exchange resources with other players. L’Aventure c’est dur is a family game
by Ludovic Chapelière for 2-6 players, ages
8 and up, you travel around the country
with distance cards to defeat the dragon.
Sandwich too, is a 2010 release, Maeva da
Silva, Descamp Christine and Christophe
Raimbault have come up with a card game
for 3-6 players, ages 6 and up. Aim of the
game is to assemble sandwiches by snatching cards from the table and combining
them into 3 sandwiches with 3 ingredients
each. Deluges by Guillaume Besançon for
3-4 players, ages 12 and up, takes us back

ages 12 and up, embody a super hero of
their choice and must implement challenge
cards together with a partner hero. If you
win, you keep the card.

Lego
In the autumn four new games have been
published: Foremost the flagship game,
Harry Potter Hogwarts, a game of movement and collecting for 2-4 players, ages 8
and up, You use moving staircases and se-

cret corridors to collect the items necessary
for the exam. Atlantis Treasure offers an
adventure game to 2-4 players, ages 9 and
up, you hunt with submarines for treasures
in the coral reefs, using torpedoes and compasses. Meteor Strike for 2 players, ages 7
and up, is a placement and action game,
you should catch meteors and bring them
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to your own moon base. Orient Bazaar
sends 2-4 players, ages 7 and up, to the
market, in this trading game you always sell
goods of one kind, the more items the more
money you earn, dice rolls enable you to relocate market stalls.

Lock‘n Load
Publishing
White Star Rising, see Spielworxx. Another

Leo Marshall
Designs
With a © of 2007 not really new, but for the
first time shown in Essen - LeCardo, a word
placement game with cards for 2-4 players,

game announced is Lock ´n Load: Forgotten Heroes Vietnam, also by Mark H.
Walker

Logis
ages 8 and up, by Hugo Marshall and Priscilla McIntosh. You do not assemble words
from letters, but phrases and figures of
speech from words, like a crossword, adjacent words must make up valid phrases in
all directions.

Each year there is at least one new game for
Essen coming from the Lithuanian publisher, this year the game is called Arme Ritter

Libellud
From the publisher that produced the German Game of the Year 2010, Dixit, comes
a new creative communication game Fabula by Régis Bonnessée and Jean-Louis
Roubira. 3-6 players, ages 6 and up, embody

For Lookouts biggest success, Agricola by
Uwe Rosenberg, there are several expansions – foremost Agricola Die Goodies,
a box of additions will all wooden parts,
boards and additional decks, but in English
only! For the Agricola L-Deck 8 new cards
have been published and 120 new cards
were released for the Agricola Gamer’s
Deck, selected from 400 ideas for cards
sent to the publisher. The Agricola Tannenbäumchendeck, sometimes also called Forest Deck by some sources, offers cards with
forest topics from tales, films and books.
Let’s stay with expansions and with Uwe
Rosenberg, for his second game with
cult status – Bohnanza – there is Mutterböhnchen, the first expansion for the Ladybohn expansion. And it is a hefty expansion,
2-6 players, ages 12 and up, can now use
the text cards to interfere with other players
rather drastically, and the kids of the Mutterböhnchen, organized into little rascal gangs

and was designed by Volker Cullmann for
2-6 players, ages 6 and up. In four tournament rounds there are 10 confrontations in
total, where you use knight cards and tournament cards and play appropriate knight
cards on face-up tournament cards.

Lookout
Games
On occasion of the 10 year jubilee of the
company Lookout ignites a fireworks of
new releases and expansions:

may steal bean coins when they can plant
them on their own fields.
Automobile is the new edition of Martin
Wallace’s game on the car industry that has
appeared first 2009 under the Treefrog label. 3-5 players, ages 10 and up, buy up factories that produce low-value, middle-value
and high-value cards, but in each round you
know only part of the market demand. In
co-production with Giochix Edizioni, Editions du Matagot, Homoludicus and Z-Man
Games De Vulgari Eloquentia by Mario
Papini is published. 2-4 players, ages 14 and
up, play their part in developing the „people’s Latin“ of the common people. You garner victory points by studying manuscripts
or finding rare documents. Die Minen von
Zavandor by Alexander Pfister for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up, is the sequel game to
Zepter von Zavandor, now you deplete the

characters from the tales of William Grimm,
one player embodies Grimm himself. According to a story prologue items are laid
out, players as possible characters in the
story choose an item and continue the story
accordingly, Grimm rewards points and depending on the result the respective story
is used.
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shafts and trade with bank and fellow players using gems, aim of the game is to cross
the coronation hall and reach the throne.
Merkator was designed by Uwe Rosenberg, 1-4 players, ages 12 and up, trade at
Hamburg during the 30 Years War and must
travel to acquire goods and meet contracts.
Income is invested in goods and buildings
for prestige. Railroad Barons by Helmut
Ohley for 2 players, ages 12 and up, is a new
member of the 18xx family, albeit not focusing on railway companies themselves but
on mega corporations that buy up more
and more railway lines.
Poseidon by Helmut Ohley and Leonhard
Orgler is a resources management game for
2-5 players, ages 12 and up, again based on
18xx with an ideal entry into the game for
newcomers to the series, but you control
countries instead of railway companies und
use ships instead of trains.

Following the epic saga of Dungeon Twister
Christophe Boelinger now publishes Earth
Reborn in his own company, a post-apocalyptic conflict game featuring detailed miniatures. 2-4 players, ages 12 and up, enact
thrilling missions on a modular board.

Ludocom
Arriala by Florian Fay presents an unusual
topic – the building of a canal segment in

players, ages 10 and up. Already announced
for 2011 is Yggdrasil for 1-6 players, ages
13 and up, by the same team of designers,
a game on Nordic gods that want to avoid
Ragnarök.

Ludowaves
The Finnish company showed demos on an
experiment to comb ine video games and
board games, they called this „The Future of
Boardgames“.

Lud Editions
The designer of Blokus, Bernard Tavitian, has
founded a new company and has produced
a new abstract game. Arlecchino is aimed
at 2-4 players, ages 6 and up, you should
move or take away squares made up from
triangles of a varying number of colours,
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France. 2-4 players, ages 8 and up, are builders, which must employ their workers in the
best possible way to build the biggest segment of the canal. You can direct your own
workers as well as those of others, but only
your own workers score.

Lui-meme
The publisher that has created a classic
game with Die Werwölfe von Düsterwald,
this year showed Boomerang by Domi-

Ludocortex
Trollland by Bruno Cathala for 2-4 players,
ages 18 and up, is a satirical card game for
all the family, a parody on politics in France:

so that at the end of the game as many of
your own squares as possible are left on the
board. Nexos is a placement game for 2-4
players, ages 7 and up, you should try to
place all your 24 pieces of different shape.
German edition see Winning Moves.

Ludically

nique Ehrhard and Michel Lalet. 3-5 players,
ages 8 and up, go out hunting by throwing
boomerangs on the table or passing and
taking boomerangs. If you pass first, you go
hunting last! New release of Lascaux, published 2007 at Phalanx.
Players embody rivaling chieftains of clans
who try to banish as many irritating immigrants as possible to preserve the Trollland
as it is.

Magic Bean

Ludonaute
Another French company showing a new
release at Essen: Offrandes by Cédric
Lefebvre and Fabrice Rabellino reinacts the
conflict between Athens and Sparta for 1-6
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Another publisher participating in the Korean Pavilion showed Shake Shake, a variant
of Tetris where a round tower is constructed, sometimes wobbling a bit, using blocks
in four colors.

Mattel
The focus of the Mattel presentation at Essen was Mindflex, the new game concept
for 1-4 players, ages 8 and up, which can

move a ball in a labyrinth by the power of
your thoughts. Increasing concentration increases brain activity, which is transformed
into electricity and activates a ventilator
whose airflow keeps the ball afloat.

Mayday Games

Black Hole provide special effects.

Mayfair Games
Mayfair Games on the one hand publishes
straight English-language editions of German-language games and on the other
hand publishes a varied and interesting
program of indigenous productions:
Without naming a release date a new edition of 1830 by Francis Tresham, for 2-6
or 7 players, ages 14 and up, has been announced, with a revised set of rules. Glenn‘s
Gallery by Reiner Knizia is a card placement
game. 3-5 players, ages 10 and up, are
charged to spot trends for a gallery and recommend those works of artists to the gallery owner that are of most interest to the
customers. Lords of Vegas by James Ernest
and Mike Selinker places 2-5 players, ages
12 and up, at Las Vegas embodying real estate agents, you build the biggest and most
profitable casinos, invest into development
companies and hire the best CEOs for their
own enterprises! In the Mayfair-specific series of „Catan Histories“ Settlers of America
Trails to Rails by Klaus Teuber is released.
3-4 players, ages 10 and up, go West to
found towns, construct a network of railway lines and ensure the supply of goods.

monastery of Santa Maria de Belém. The
Caravelas Blackship-Expansion for 2-4
players, ages 8 and up, introduces a black
ship into the game, if your ship meets this

black ship there may be dire consequences
for your ship. Another game in the program
is S. Jorge Trophy by the same designer,
2-6 players, ages 7 and up, embody one of
the persons that did live in the castle in the
past, these personalities hold a tournament,
the winner of which will reign over the castle for the next 1000 years.

Meter
Morphosen
From the publisher specializing in unusual
variants of well-known game mechanisms
a very special memo game is available:
Was ist das? by Antje Damm for 2 or more
players, ages 5 and up, features pairs of

From the USA for the first time come Mayday Games and offer three interesting
games: Hagoth Builder of Ships by Mike
Drysdale. 2-4 players, ages 6 and up, use
cards to design and construct ships and
sail the best ship combination up north. For

ships launched you receive victory points
at the harbor and at the end of the journey.
King’s Vineyard by Sandeep Kharkar and
David Haslam is a card placement game for
2-4 players, ages 8 and up, the king chooses
his head vintner from the apprentices at
the vineyard and hands out goblets, bottles
and barrels depending on his judgment on
the vines. In Space Junkyard by Gilad Yarnitzky 2-4 players, ages 10 and up, use the
space garbage to rigging their ships, asteroids yield raw materials, which can only be
taken up the storage limit; Wormhole and
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And of course there is one English edition
of a German games among the indigenous
production, because Wacky Wacky West
by Klaus Teuber is a new of Drunter und
Drüber!, which is so old that this edition
may be considered new. 2-4 players, ages 8
and up, build their eccentric town, the have
forgotten tracks, roads and the river which
must all be built, but by tearing down other
buildings, and you must at the same time
defend special buildings against being torn
down.

MESA
boardgames
The Spanish company has published Caravelas by Gil d‘ Orey and João Menezes, a
game on the topic of Portuguese discoveries, the pepper tax if you enter the Lisbon
Harbour and of donations for building the

cards which show two different motifs, for
instance a clothes peg that mutates into a
crocodile on the second card.

Mondainai
Strategy Games
Harald Enoksson from Sweden again
brought a handmade game with a very
small „print“ run, this time on the topic of
Swedish politics: 2010 Swedish Parliament, 1-10 players, ages 10 and up, represent a party in the election for Parliament
and must try to improve this party’s result
from 2006 as much as they can by playing
cards to improve the party position in 10
different topics, for instance Fair market vs.
Free Market.
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Köhrsen, the latest addition to the children’s
series of black stories, featuring 50 galactic
puzzles.
The quiz game Weihnachts-Quiz by Andrea Köhrsen on the other hand, already
released in September, offers 150 questions
and answer on the „quiet“ time of the year.

Moskito
Spiele
Moonster
Games
Goblins fighting Goblins: In Gosu, a card
game by Kim Sato, 2-4 players, ages 10 and
up, can set up their own Goblin army and

A la Carte Erweiterung Desserts, see Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Nuremberg. 2-4 players of ages 10 and up
try to connect opposing sides of the board
with their blocks. In doing so you can build
over opposing blocks, but no part of the
construct may be higher than three levels.

Nekomado
In cooperation with the Japanese Professional Ladies Shogi Association Dobutsu
Shogi in the Greenwood, by Madoka Kitao
for 2 players, ages 6 and up, is published as

Mücke
Spiele
In the Edition Bohrtürme two new games
have been published, Namibia and Ghawar, both finalists in the designer competition 2009/2009 on the use of the drilling rig
pieces from the game Giganten. Namibia
by Brian Robson makes 3-4 players, ages
10 and up, look for diamonds, gold, silver
and copper and lets them transport these
raw materials to the harbors at the coast
and sell them there. Ghawar by Johannes

send it into battle. You try to use powerful
combinations of goblins and to mutate incompetent goblins into more capable ones.

a sequel to Dobutsu Shogi. You still try to
catch the opposing lion or move your own
lion into enemy territory, the pieces are still
animals, but starting positions and number
of squares correspond are those of standard
Shogi.

Nestorgames

Moses
Verlag
The book publishing company presents
many new releases for their Black Stories series, black stories 6 by Holger Bösch is the
latest collection of mysterious stories with a
murderous background. black stories Krimi-Edition are 50 jet-black stories origination from the world of crime stories. black
stories 1+2 are available as a collector’s
item in a tin and Zeugen ausschalten for 2
players is a witty version of Battleship, you
must eliminate a Terror Trio on your sheet
of paper as well as the Bloody Gang. And
finally, there are silver stories by Andrea
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Halbig is a placement and collecting game
for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up, a successor
for King Saud is needed, his nephews must
direct the raw oil production at Ghawar as a
capability test.

Murmel
Spiele

A Spanish company and a Spanish designer: Néstor Romeral Andrés, for the first time
presenting in person an ambitious and incredible huge program of mostly abstract
games in simple packages and a flexible
board. The focus of the presentation at the
Area Autoproduzione booth of Angelo
Porazzi was one of the 2010 releases, Vicious Fishes by Tom Vasel for 2-6 players,
ages 10 and up, six schools of fish fight for
their territory in the pond, players support

As a guest at the Bambus booth, as usual,
Murmel had Caminos by Stefan Kögl to
show, already presented as a prototype at

one group and also bet on the looser. The
other titles released in 2010 are: 18 ghosts
by Michael Rieneck, 2 players, ages 8 and
up, assist the bored ghosts to escape from
the ancient castle, the winner of the game is
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who has first freed one red, blue and yellow
ghost each – Buffalos by Néstor Romeral
Andrés, 2-3 players, ages 5 and up, is an expansion for Hippos & Crocodiles published
in 2009, for a third player with a new board
and 8 buffalo pieces - Essentia by Fernando
Lafuente, 2 players, ages 8 and up, represent
to Orders of magicians that are fighting for
territory domination by using golems with
special abilities which depend on the territories - Jin Li by W. David MacKenzie, 2 players, ages 6 and up, each control two Koi fish
in a pond and score points for proximity to
other Koi - La Diose Suegra by Diego Ibañez is an expansion for El Mercado Azteca,
limited to a print run of 20 copies! – Momentum by Phil Leduc, 2-4 players, ages
10 and up, place pieces according to the
principle used for marble games, the newly
placed piece transfers momentum, the last
piece in the chain of movement moves one
position away from the newly placed piece
- Nestortiles by Néstor Romeral Andrés, a
game system with plugging tiles, which can
be combined into cubes or game boards
– Omega by Néstor Romeral Andrés for
2-4 players, ages 8 and up, is another ab-

stract placement game, you try to make up
groups of your color, but all players can use
pieces of all colors - Ostriches by Bruno
Cathala and Bruno Faidutti, 2 players, ages
6 and up, direct armies of ostriches, which
unfortunately stick their head into the sand
so that you do not know which are yours
and what are their abilities, the winner is
the player who first has four ostriches with
visible heads in play - Pentactic by Néstor
Romeral Andrés for 1-6 players, ages 6 and
up, you place Pentominos into your own
board and may place Pentominos into
boards of other players to block completion
of the boards, depending on the variety
played and the number of players you need
different amounts of game sets - Robosoccer by José Carlos de Diego Guerrero, 2
players, ages 7 and up, play soccer, you can
push other robots and also jump over them
to achieve a goal by reaching the opposing
base line - Snorkels by Mark Engelberg, 2
players, ages 6 and up, try to catch an opposing Snorkel by blocking all of its four
breathing tubes - Star Fleet Scramble by
Jacob Davenport, 2 players, ages 8 and up,
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control a space fleet with three ship types
and try to destroy enough opposing ships
to defeat the enemy fleet - Symbol by Ben
Stanley, 2 players, ages 10 and up, place
element pieces and use the fifth element,
death, to defeat the opposing leader piece
and to control regions - The Aztec Market
Ayudarjugando Erweiterung comprises
10 new tiles for The Aztec Market, by several
designers as the result of a competition Top Speed by Néstor Romeral Andrés, 1-10
players, ages 8 and up, race each other with
cards, the car components can be acquired
separately - Topology by Gerd Breitenbach
and Markus Hagenauer for 2-4 players, ages
10 and up, players place markers to make
up paths, if a circle is closed you score according to the size of the circle - Way of
the Dragon by Néstor Romeral Andrés, 2-5
players, ages 7 and up, roll the dice to determine which of the animals representing one
of the five elements will be the first to reach

the end of the path - Zaic by Eric Dresner for
2 players, ages 8 and up, a placement game
on your own biggest area including covering of opposing areas.
Currently the complete program numbers
52 games.

NG International
Nexus
As a co-production with Fantasy Flight
Games and Heidelberger Spieleverlag Battles of Napoleon: The Eagle and the Lion
by Ugo di Meglio and Sergio Guerri is published as part one of a series on the battles
of Napoleon Buonaparte. The historic simulation for 2 or more players, ages 12 and up,
provides 10 different battles, represented

by way of miniatures, modular boards and
cards. Magestorm by Piero Cioni for 2 players, ages 12 and up, is a conflict simulation
in a Fantasy setting, in the World of the
Two Suns armies confront each other, and
mighty Mages go to war – you control one
magician and are the leader of either the
human Kragis or the elven Láusjan.
Dakota see Tenkigames
Letters from Whitechapel – see Die Akte
Whitechapel, Heidelberger
Micro Mutants Invasion – see Heidelberger
Distributed by Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Noris Spiele
Contrary to the announcement of 2009
that for Essen no Noris games will be published, but Noris will be published in spring
and Goldsieber in fall, there is a Noris fall
release under the Noris Logo: Captain
Jack’s Gold for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up,
is a pirate game on the topic of gold, pirates

and buccaneers. Capturing and boarding of
ships as well as trading and selling of booty
enhances your tgreasures and is rewarded
with metal coins.

Numbskull
Games
The company under the Skull Logo was represented for the first time at Essen by a German partner and showed Blockadebrecher as German language edition of Blockade
Runner by Patric Stevens and Alex Stevens,
2-6 players, ages 12 and up, are blockade
runners who, during the American Civil War,
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either support the Confederates or simply
want to make profit. As an expansion for the
game Grand Conquest by Donald Benge, already re-published in 2009, Camelquest ist
published, which introduces a new central
island. The Last of the Independents by
Patrick Stevens is a historic simulation for
3-5 players, ages 10 and up, in a setting of
the USA shortly after WWII on the topic of
car industry. Design, technology and advertising decide the success of a brand in the
booming car market of the Fifties.

Okazu
Brand
A somewhat different railway game – in
String Railway from Okazu Brand within
the Japon Brand group, designed by Hisashi
Hayashi, 2-5 players, ages 8 and up, lay out

railway lines and station with strings and
want to connect as many stations as possible with their own lines.

Oliphante
An Italian company re-publishes a game
by an Italian designer, Coyote by Spartaco
Albertarelli, a game for 3-6 players, ages 10

One Draw
This Japanese publishing house brings
some interesting new releases, too, and also
an expansion: Greedy Kingdoms Treasure
expands the card game Greedy Kingdoms
by Hayato Kisaragi for 2 players, ages 10
and up, featuring 18 new cards and a bonus
priest card. Grimoire, also designed by Hayato Kisaragi and for 2-4 players, ages 10 and
up, is an adventure game with cards, players
utilize the old grimoires – spell books – to
acquire treasures and companions, in each
round more spells become available. RRR
- Regality vs Religion: Revolution – is an abstract placement game by Senji Kanai and

Hayato Kisaragi for 2 players, ages 10 and
up, players alternate in placing their characters on the 3x3 board. These characters
influence other characters on the board, at
the end you win with the most allies.

Onni Games
The company coming from Finland this year
had ist own booth at Essen and showed
Aether by Touku Tahkokallio, a placement
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a category influences the value of cards you
did win from this category by giving correct
answers.

Österreichisches
Spiele Museum
At the booth of the Austrian Games Museum the Games Companion Game by Game
2011 was available in a German and an
English edition with 726 game descriptions.
Furthermore, there were expansions for the
games Asara and Grand Cru. Asara: Das
Haus des Flaschengeists is a new triangle
for Asara by Wolfgang Kramer, this triangle
allows you to choose an action from one
of the other parts, regardless whether still
free or already taken. Grand Cru Heuriger
und Gemischter Satz by Ulrich Blum can
be used instead of one of the regular improvements in the basic game; the expansion introduces Austrian wines to the game.

Knotz! by Fred Horn was also available,
a game on a card as a joint production of
three European game clubs from the Netherlands, Italy and Austria. 2 players, ages 8
and up, first place all their markers and then
take them off the board one by one, markers thus isolated are also taken off, the first
to have no markers left on the board wins.

Out of the Box
The American company showed one Essen release and some games that already
came out during the year: In Shake ‘n
Take by Keith Meyers for 2-10 players, ages
8 and up, all players have aliens but only
two markers are available to catch them.
and up, within the games family of „guess
what you carry on your head“. In this version
you bid the number if Indians on your head,
if you overbid, you lose; first published by
Kidult Games 2003.
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game for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up. The
four elements Earth, Air, Water and Fire fight
the 5th element Aether, the various element
tiles draw their power from the type of
their location and from their surroundings.
Another novelty in the program 2010, but
only available in Finnish, is the trivia game
Arvuutin for 2-8 players, ages 8 and up. You
answer questions by playing number cards
from your hand, the number of questions in
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The word game Word on the Street is now
available in an edition packed into a bag,
Word on the Street Party, and there is also
children’s version of the game, called Word
on the Street Junior for 2-8 players, ages 8
and up. Pirate versus Pirate by Max Winter Osterhaus is a variant of Ninja vs. Ninja
with a pirate topic, 2-3 players, ages 8 and
up, ant to conquer the island, to do so they
need gold and silver or must eliminate the
other pirates. The logic shunting game Flip
by Ariel Laden for 1 player, ages 5 and up,
was first published by Schmidt in 2009 and
is now appearing in English as Flips Cat and
Flips Dog. The series of travel games called
„10 Days in ….“ by Alan R. Moon and Aaron
Weissblum is expanded by the new title 10
Days in the Americas, 2-4 players, ages 10
and up, make up a route, the Game was
published in German by Schmidt under the
name Europatour.

At the joint booth of Krok Nik Douil and others yet another French publisher presented
a game at Essen for the first time: Ordalie
by Cédric Joint for 2 players, ages 10 and up,
was previewed, players are knight fighting
each other with a deck of cards numbered
1-12. Already published is O’penzedoR,
again by Cédric Joint, 3-5 players, ages 8
and up, open doors in accordance with the
title of the game and face the spells behind
those doors.

PD-Verlag
Again this year, Mac Gerdts has come up
with a new use for his rondel, this time for
expanding the Portuguese colonial empire

Pareto
Games
A new American company specializes on
experimental educational games, in Essen
they showed Thin Air .. Rare Earth .. Car-

bon Panoply = Pareto Games 3-in-1 by
C.G. Bridgwater for 2-4 players, ages 12 and
up, the game is packed in a jute bag for easy
carrying, players are heads of state who
want to produce renewable energy from
wind, water and other resources. The components of the game are made from renewable resources, too.

Pavillon Noir
Edition
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in Navegador. 2-5 players, ages 12 and up,
take part in colonizing representing merchant dynasties, the three phases of the
game are governed by discovering different
ocean. In the rondel you either choose market, builder, sailing, workers, colony, privilege or ships. Antverpia by Mac Gerdts for
2-5 players, ages 10 and up, is yet another
expansion for Hamburgum with a new map
and different rules for donations and the
church slot on the rondel, parish areas are
not featured.

Pearl Games
One of the highlights of the Essen fair was
presented by this new company from Belgium with Troyes by Sébastien Dujardin,
Xavier Georges and Alain Orban, 2-4 players, ages 12 and up, experience 400 years
of construction history for the cathedral of
Troyes and thus the rise of one of the most

important medieval towns – at the same
time they plead the intentions of a famous
citizen of Troyes and win fame when guessing the intentions of other players.

Pegasus Spiele
Again and as always the company under
the wings of the horse announces an amazing and copious portfolio of new releases:
At first, here are the games that were already
announced in Nuremberg and are now being published: Kings & Things, the legendary classic by Tom Wham and Rob Kuntz,
2-4 players, ages 12 and up, must persuade
200 inmates of the country to fight for them
so that they can take over the throne. Killerkarnickel Weiße und Stählerne Erweiterung by Jeffrey N. Bellinger, the third set of
double expansion, is finally published in a
metal box. A new adventure game or rather
game system for heroes is Quest Zeit der
Helden by André Wiesler, Alexander Dotor
and others, for 2-5 players, ages 10 and up.
Players are heroes in a series of adventures
= quests, one of the players is their foe and
controls the challenges the heroes must
overcome by cooperating and acting together. Angriff der Orks is the basic introductory box of the system.
Die Abenteurer: Der Tempel des Chac

by Guillaume Blossier and Frédéric Henry
is the German edition of The Adventurers,
published in 2009 bei Alderac. 2-6 players,
ages 10 and up, explore a temple in the jungles of Middle America, the winner will be
who manages to escape from the temple
with the most archeological finds. Also first
published by Alderac and now available in
German from Pegasus is Thunderstone
by Mike Elliot; 1-5 players, ages 12 and
up, search the Grimhold Dungeon for the
Thunderstone. To this purpose each player
assembles his own individual deck of cards
containing adventurers and equipment.
The cultic classic Junta now gets a companion in a dice edition by Sebastian Resl and
Christoph Reiser, Junta Viva el Presidente,
with a mechanism based on Im Wandel
der Zeiten Das Würfelspiel. 3-5 players,
ages 10 and up, live as retired politicians in
well-guarded mansions, want to become
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Pfifficus Spiele
The new game Gold der Karibik by Anselm
Ostertag was announced, but the date of
publication was postponed, at the moment
there is no further information.

president and plunder the funds of development money or enlarge their mansions.
Firenze by Andreas Steding is a resources
management game for 2-4 players, ages 12
and up, players take on the roles of architects, which must meet building contracts
and acquire the necessary building materi-

Phalanx Games

OUR REPORT

nent among them the Battle of Grünwald /
Tannenberg.

Piatnik
The traditional Austrian company has ignited the fireworks of new releases in spring,
in Essen only one new game came out, also

The third title has been published in the
series Angriff! (Conflict of Heroes) with
completely different graphics, Angriff! Fall
Weiß – Polen 1939, by Uwe Eickert and

already announced in Nuremberg: Tick
Tack Bumm Das Kartenspiel by Francesco
Berardi. In the card version of the bestseller
Tick Tack Bumm the bomb is ticking for 2-4
players, if you cannot discard a card you
detonate the bomb and must pick up the
shards which are all cards discarded so far.
als, but in each round you must continue to
build each tower that you have started. For
Munchkin there are news too, mini expansions in the shape of boosters known from
trading cards, but still the game is not a trading card game, each pack holds the same 15
cards – there are Munchkin Fish’n‘ Chips,
Munchkin Zum Töten freigegeben and
Munchkin Die Rache des Weihnachtsmanns. Munchkin Steige eine Stufe auf
features 135 cards comprising all changes
for Munchkin sets that have already been
published, based on the actual status of
changes from Steve Jackson Games.
For Pocket Battles, 2009 published by Z-Man
Games, Pegasus presents the German edition of Pocket Battles: Römer vs. Kelten
by Francesco Sirocchi and Paolo Mori for
2 players, ages 8 and up, the battle field
shows three sectors. You must eliminate at
least half of the opposing forces to win.
Finally the titles that have been published
during the year and have been announced
as Essen released, among them Don Quixote Sancho Pansa, an expansion for Don
Quixote by Reinhard Staupe, and Mystery
Rummy 3 Dr. Jekyll & Mister Hyde, the
third case in the series by Mike Fitzgerald.
Pegasus is the distribution partner for
Alderac
Out of the Box
Sirius (Die drei Musketiere)
Steve Jackson Games
Z-Man Games
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Michal Ozon for 1-4 players, ages 12 and up
it is an expansion for Angriff! Ostfront, you
need Part 1 or Part 2 to of the series to play
Fall Weiß.

Phalanx Polska

Piece Craft
Ice Skating is a rare topic for board games, in
the game by this Korean Publisher, Figure
Grand Prix by Gun-hee Kim, 2-5 players,
ages 8 and up, participate in an Ice Skat-

The Polish Phalanx department offers a special edition of God’s Playground by Martin
Wallace for up to 4 players instead of only

3, ages 13 and up, called Boże Igrzysko, a
game on the history of Poland from approx.
1400 to approx. 1750. In this historic simulation the conflict between cooperation
with others and amassing personal victory
points it the dominant feature of the game.
The 2nd new release is Teutons by Jaroslaw
Andruszkiewicz, Waldek Gumienny and
Michał Ozon, a simulation for 2 players, ages
12 and up, on medieval Poland, Lithuania
and Novgorod against the Knights of the
German Order featuring four battles, promi-

ing contest, players represent starters from
6 different nations. The game is the winner
of the 2010 Korea Boardgame Create Competition.

Pigphone
The Japanese publisher within the Japon
Brand group presents two new releases by
Kai Fujiwara: Busstop the Boardgame is
a placement game for 2-5 players, ages 9
and up, players try to lure the same kind of
passengers into their buses. The Truckers:
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version 1.5 for 3-5 players is a race across
town, if you own the most money for goods
loaded and delivered after 5 rounds you
win the game.

the game Florenza by Stefano Groppi you
complete 9 phases and at the end you pay
for materials and artist fees.
Distribution see Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Pilot
Games

Plaiq
Group

Friedemann de Pedro presented a new
game on WWII, Duel of the Giants, 2-4

A team of designers had brought Woo-Do,
a role playing game with cards, designed
by Stan Dubitsky and Eli Semisouloff to use
for dating and getting to know each other

players, ages 12 and up, simulate the tank
battles of the Eastern Front in 1943.

pixel
products
New in the distribution program of Hutter
Trade are the beautiful memo games, with

in bigger groups of more than five people.
Some players are puppets and supply the
portraits. Other players are magicians and
must guess them. Another offer in the
program is Sleeprosarium for 3-5 players, a rather dark game with a horror topic
on transferred souls and dreams. There are
some more games, all based on role playing
and discussion, the exact production stage
is not known.

Portal
Publishing
From the Polish publisher two new releases
have been on show: 51st State by Ignacy
Trzewiczek for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up,
portraits a world after a war and after the

breakdown of the USA, players try to structure a new country. Each card can be used
to attack a location or to make a treaty with
this location or to integrate this location into
your state. The second novelty is an expansion for Stronghold by the name of Stronghold: Undead, again by Ignacy Trzewiczek,
it introduces a new story for 2 players, ages
10 and up, a castle is invaded and the defenders have to throw back an army of the
Undead, honor is no longer important, because both parties fight against time. The
German edition is published in cooperation
with Phalanx Games.

Prime Games
Together with the company of designer
Richard Denning, Medusa Games, Prime

Games publishes The Great Fire of London 1666. 3-6 players, ages 10 and up,
must at the same time fight the fire and
decide in the role of big land owners in
London which areas can be destroyed and
which must be protected. Beside those primary goals you must meet secret tasks, e.g.
support others or preserve certain areas of
the town. Mijnlieff by Andy Hopwood is a
version of Tic-Tac-Toe with planning ahead
for 2 players, ages 6 and up, each piece has
special abilities.

Productief
The Dutch publisher with a program of
games and educational games has shown
Der Mix Match by Reiner Knizia as a novelty,
2-6 players, ages 8 and up, try to use cards
from the display to achieve the sum that has

an emphasis on the version where you look
for three cards, one of them Suche 3 Formen, you need to find three motifs belonging together.

Placentia
Games
In renaissance Florence 2-5 players, ages
14 and up, want to finalize works of art. In
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been rolled with 2 dice.

Queen Games
The extremely big range of new releases
from the company is currently in several
different stages of production, but is listed
here regardless whether the game is published or delayed.
Already announced in Nuremberg for an
Essen date, a new member of the Alhambra
family is published: Alhambra Das Kartenspiel by Dirk Henn for 2-6 players, ages 8
and up, now you can build your alhambra
without outer walls, the cards are laid out
and you score for majorities in the various
kinds of buildings. Based on this game there
will be special editions, Alhambra Niederlande and Alhambra Belgien, die 2-6 players, ages 10 and up, build and lay out landscape typically for the respective country.
Another game in the Alhambra Family is
New York by Dirk Henn, 2-6 players, ages 10
and up, enlarge the metropolis during the
boom years of the 1930ties.
Expanding the big winner of the year,

Fresko, there is a separate box, Fresko Die
Glaser by Marco Ruskowski, Marcel Süßelbeck and Wolfgang Panning, adding three
expansions to the game, Der Wunschbrunnen, Das Blattgold and Die Glaser.
Again already announced in Nuremberg as
an Essen release was a new edition of Dirk
Henn‘s Showmanager, 2-6 players, ages 10
and up, want to perform the best musical in
the right location with the most talented actors. Dschunke by Michael Schacht, for 3-4
players, ages 10 and up was announced for
Essen, too, under the title Junk with new
special cards and a set of revised rules, but at
the moment the game is not listed among
the planned releases. The third game
planned to be released in a new edition at
Essen should have been Wallenstein, again
a game by Dirk Henn. For this game two different editions were planned, one of them
a limited special edition with components
differing from those in the regular edition,
On show in Essen was Discover India by
Günter Cornett and Peer Sylvester, 2-5 players, ages 8 and up, discover the multitude
of India’s cultures, traditions and sights. Cas-
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telli has been announced, in a placement
and position games princed fight for dominance in the residues of once huge estates.
A new series is started by the publisher with
German Railways, featured as Iron Horse
Collection No. 1, which is the German edition of Preußische Ostbahn by Harry Wu.
Na So Was by Stefan Feld was announced in
spring too, then by the name of als Sh’t Hap-

OUR REPORT

Kawakami, a creative game with cards for
3-6 players, ages 8 and up. You must escape

a haunted mansion and give the best explanation why you can use a cat and a piece of
chocolate to save yourself from a crumbling
floor.

pens, 2-5 players, ages 8 and up, in the guise
of Anteater Anton roll the dice against the
termites hoping to find something to eat after all, and distribute their dice on three termite hills. The ravens have been circling for
a long time in a holding pattern, put finally
they have landed, Ri-Ra with the subtitle
Räuberraben auf Beutezug by Gebrüder
Frei continues the line of children’s games.
2-5 players, ages 5 and up, go chasing away
the cheeky ravens with Farmer Bruno, the
ravens want to steal the farmer’s fruits.
An Expansion has been announced also for
the second spring release of 2010, Samarkand, but this is all that is known so far. The
same goes for the expansion that has been
announced for Shogun by Dirk Henn by the
name of Shogun-Tenno’s Court, components and box are already featured on the
website.

Quined Games
Carson City: Ein neuer Anfang, see Huch &
friends, Era of Inventions, see Huch & friends

R & D Games
This year Richard Breese offered a special
surprise, a game within the Key series by
another designer than Richard Breese. Key
Market for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up, was

designed by David Brain, you control and
direct a family of workes and try to build up
a flowering industry empire from limited resources over the period of two years.

R & R Games
Frank DiLorenzo himself was present in Essen again after long years of absence and
brought an expansions for his game Masters of Venice, that was published in 2009.
The Masters of Venice Expansion features
5 new character cards for 2-5 players, ages
10 and up. The new game of 2010 is Hey,

Qvinta
Essentia
Together with Japon Brand the company presented Cat & Chocolate by Ryo
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Waiter! by Anthony Rubbo. 2-4 players,
ages 10 and up, are waiters and want to
serve dishes, you play two cards and use the
left half of one for action and the right half
of the other for the goal of the action.

1-4 players, ages 9 and up assemble a track
and then race on this track with the help of

second adventure in the series Wer war’s?
by Reiner Knizia for 2-4 players, ages 7 and

dice for speed. Cards taken at the end of a
move are added up for the time you took to
complete the track.

up, the inmates of the town have lost their
memory and must now be assigned to their
houses and their pets.
Safari memory plus by Brad Ross is presented as a family game and was already
published in summer. 2-4 players, ages 6
and up, go on photo safari in this memo
variant and look for pairs of animals, the
pairs found remain in the display.
The autum program also brings a game
aimed at more experienced players, Wolfgang Kramer sends 4 players, ages 9 and
up out to build towers in Asara. You acquire
the necessary material by placing buyers on

Ragnar
Brothers
After A Brief History of the World there now
is Workshop of the World by Gary Dicken

Ravensburger
with Steve and Phil Kendall; 3-5 players,
ages 14 and up, simulate the peak of the
industry area in England by playing a canal
era and a railway era.

Raindropchess

The program of new releases is headed by
the tiptoi System, a highly technical and
fascinatingly simple version of the old electro contact mechanism, with a multitude of
possibilities: if you touch a spot in a book
or on the game board or even on a puzzle
ball that has previously already been fun assembling you receive – depending on the
chosen mode – instructions, information,
must answer questions or complete tasks.
There is a starter set each comprising the a

The Dutch company offers a game of the
same name, Raindropchess. This is a chess
variant for 2 players with a rather high element of chance. In each move you can place
the respective markets, the various kinds of
materials of the tower parts earn you different amounts of prestige at the end of the
game.

a piece on a square with the help of a set of
cards, you can choose the square. The opposing king must be checkmated by such a
placing of one of your own pieces.

Rallyman
This French company, too, was one the
publishers presenting game at the Krok
Nik Douil booth together with other companies, this presented a game of the same
name as the company: Rallyman is a car
racing game by Jean-Christophe Bouvier,
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pen in combination with a boor or a game,
additional books and games are available.
The games in the series are:
Abenteuer Tierwelt by Wolfgang Kramer,
1 or more players, ages 4 and up - Das Geheimnis der Zahleninsel by Reiner Knizia,
1 or more players, ages 5 and up Die Englisch-Detektive by Kai Haferkamp,
1 or more players, ages 4 and up Magors Lesezauber by Kai Haferkamp, 1 or
more players, ages 4 and up - Reise durch
die Jahreszeiten by Marco Teubner and
Heinrich Glumpler, 1 or more players, ages
4-8.
Krawall vorm Stall by Michael Feldkötter
for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up, is a race game
on hens and chicks, the chicks are placed
according to the roll of a die and earn you
race cards. Wer war’s? Schräghausen is the

rebel.pl
A new Polish company brought two new
releases to Essen: Basilica by Łukasz M.
Pogoda, 2- players, ages 10 and up, are
tasked with building a cathedral, to plan it
and to oversee the work, but at the same
time they should get the upper hand on
the other player. To do so the must place
the bigger area and assemble more workers there. K2 by Adam Kałuża is designed
for 1-5 players, ages 10 and up. They want
to bring a team of climbers to the top of
the second highest mountain on earth, to
achieve this all have an identical deck of
cards and must take weather and acclimatization of the mountaineers into account.
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Rio Grande
Games

Red Glove
During the summer the Italian company, in
cooperation with Abacus, published Jerusalem by Michele Mura, 2-4 players, ages 12
and up, must controll key regions in Jerusalem to have power over the city. To control
such a region earns you income, this income is used to build towers for the fortress.
Sometimes topics for games seem to be
afloat in the air, this year again there were
two games by the same name and not sur-

prisingly similar topics, Red Glove too published a game called Loch Ness, designed
by Walter Obert for 2-5 players, ages 4 and
up. In this Loch Ness, too, you should take
pictures of Nessie, but this time by moving
the tourists around the lake and drawing
picture tiles from a bag in case of success.

Repos
Production
One of this year’s highlights was brought
to Essen by Repos with a game basically
untypical for the company, because it is
straightforward and complex: 7 Wonders
by Antoine Bauza makes 3-7 players, ages
10 and up, build up the 7 Wonders of the
World. For this cards are used that are
allocated in a special procedure, players
score after three eras for conflicts, coins,
wonders, mundane buildings, mercantile
buildings, guilds and exploration buildings.
The second game is more like Repos: It
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was originally published as Monstermaler
by Friedemann Friese, Andrea Meyer and
Marcel-André Casasola Merkle, eand is
now revived under the name Tadaam! by
Repos, 4-9 players, ages 8 and up, draw one
half of a given motif, the other player must
complete the picture, the game now offers
four levels of difficulty.
Le Donjon de Naheulbeuk by Antoine
Bauza and Ludovic Maublanc is a game
bsis on radio episodes from France, 3-6

players, ages 10 and up, try to save the
last remaining statues of Gladeulfeurha;
dungeon-crawling of the finest including all
the cliques of the genre from the haughty
sorceress to the burping ogre.

Retsami
A new game on a board with a chess board
pattern: Retsami by John Wildsmith for 2
players. The board has 9x9 squares, from
the left bottom corner a meander line rows
between columns and rows to the center,
players must move one of their markers to
the center along this line.

Dominion Prosperity is the 3rd expansion
for Dominion by Donald X. Vaccarino for
2-4 players, ages 8 and up. This expansion
features new basic cards and 25 new kingdom cards. New England Rails by Walter H.
Hunt and Gregory M. Pozerski for 2-5 players ages 12 and up was announced, but did
not make the Essen date for publication.
Players try to maximize their assets and develop businesses in six New England states,
so among other things they try to win contracts for delivering mail or the installing

warehouses.
An immense amount of new releases of
2010 from different companies will be published in an English edition from Rio Grande
Games, to list them all would take up to
much space, therefore I list only the companies: 2F-Spiele, Abacus alea, Czech Games,
Giochix, Kosmos, PD-Verlag, Ystari

RomBol
The Rombol booth each year is the booth
where my wishes and my potential diverge
the widest, I would like to have them all
in the museum, but this is impossible due
to space and financial reasons as well – so
again I must restrict myself to list the beautiful wooden puzzles/riddles/logic tasks: 6
Pieces in a Cube, Kalaha mini, Zwei Herzen by Will Strijbos, Benedettis 7er and
Benedettis Käfig by Gregory Benedetti.
Ultimus by Niek Neuwahl for 2 players is
a new release of a game that has already
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been published earlier.

RuhrstadtNetzwerk
A once-and-only-once presentation due
to the event of Kulturhauptstadt – Cultural
Capital 2010 was given to aufRUHR! – Das
Ruhrstadt Spiel for 4-6 players, ages 12 and
up, by Tibor Bartholomä. The game was de-

Die Verlobungsfeier for 9 players by Roger
Krykon, Meuterei auf hoher See for 4-7
players by Jan P. Rinck and Jagdunfall for
8-9 players, ages 12 and up, von Cornelia H.
Müller.

SandTimer

signed as an instrument for city marketing
and public relations on the topic of transforming the Ruhr region into RuhrStadt.

The Belgian company has brought again
an expansion for the game Experiment,
E5 short for Exchange Explosion Evaporation Experiment Expansion by Sander

game leave the sinking island with artifacts
to win together.
In the segment of easy family games the fast
action card game Hands Up by Jacques Zeimet is re-published, now 2-8 players, ages 6
and up, can wring their hands without damaging the cards. Boxxy for 2-4 players, ages
10 and up, is a game where you search for
words in the tradition of Boggle, there is 1
min time per round. Penta by Reiner Knizia
is a logic game with pentominos for 1 player, ages 8 and up, shapes on the board must
be covered using pieces of the same colour.
Qwirkle by Susan McKinley Ross is a longtime favorite in the US and now at least has
come to Europe, 2-4 players, ages 6 and up,
try to place symbols in sets. You can place
symbols from your hand in one row only in
each turn, and score points for making up
rows of different symbols in the same colour or the same symbols in different colors.
Take it or leave it by Arno Steinwender and
Christoph Puhl is a dice game for 2-5 play-

Saien
Saien presented the most spectacular game
with Japon Brand, Hau La, a building game
Vermyns and Tim de Rycke for 3-6 players,
ages 8 and up, it features 21 new cards e.g.
broken bottles, and new rules for 1-point
tasks.

Schmidt Spiele
for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up, made from
pieces that look like marking bracelets, the
arrow-shaped ends are stuck into the holes
of pieces below. Each player marks his highest position, if you are the one highest up at
the end you win.

After a very big news program at Nuremberg Schmidt Spiele also offers a wide
range of new games at Essen:
Die verbotene Insel (Forbidden Island) by

ers, ages 8 and up, All dice are rolled once
and players in turn choose a die from the
display until all are gone or all players have
passed, and then use the dice to meet demands on cards, dice taken and not used
score negative.
New in the segment of games for children
is Autobingo 2 for 1-3 players, ages 5 and
up, the travel tin introduces 4 new topic
cards for the scanning game for use on long
journeys. The license topic Lauras Stern is
featured in a Memo for 2-8 players, ages 4
and up, and a Quartett for 2-5 players, ages

Samhain
Verlag
Yet another publisher where Dinner crime
stories, crime party games, play-along
crime stores, whatever the name of the
genre may be, are featured, there are some
new stories, all for players ages 16 and up,
with one exception.
Das letzte Würstchen for 4-7 players and
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Matt Leacock is the Essen release in the segment of challenging family games. 2-4 players, ages 10 and up, must in this cooperative

4 and up. The series Easy Play for Kids is
expanded with Kugelhund by Christine
Basler and Alix-Kis Bouguerra, 2-4 players, ages 5 and up, try to direct the dogs as
fast as possible into the burrows pre-set by
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larger board.

Sinonis

cards.
It’s own booth in Hall 4 was awarded to Das
grosse Welt der Wunder Wissensspiel for
2-8 players, ages 8 and up, based on the TV
series of the same name, clever explanations can help you to win the game.

And yet another new company from Poland
presenting three new games for the first
time at Essen: Alchemicus by Andrzej
Kozakowski was already published in 2009,
2-4 players, ages 14 and up, want to change
metal into gold with the help of the Spirit
of Transmutation. Master of Economy by
Andrzej Kurek for 2-4 players, ages 14 and
up, use companies to enhance their private
assets, you might even control several

Senet
Games

OUR REPORT

Two titles were planned for autumn, the
above mentioned Hegemonia by Pascal
Bernard und Guillaume Bouilleux sends
2-5 players, ages 10 and up, into the fight
for dominance in the Mediterranean and
will include more than 100 miniatures,
the release date of the game has been
postponed
indefinitely.
Skyscrapers
by Christophe Boelinger and Fréderick
Condette for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up, is
as the name suggests a building game on
skyscrapers including a slotting mechanism.
Distribution see Hutter Trade

Smartgames
The designer of the Gipf project, Kris Burm,
has come up with a new dexterity game
called Flixx, for 2 players, ages 6 and up. You
snip balls into target slots on the board.

From Belgium the company brought a new
replica of an antique Roman game. Duodecim Scripta is a word game for 2 play-

businesses; the game is entirely without
chance elements. Show Business for 2-5
players, ages 12 and up, was designed by
Grzegorz Majewski, you manage a music
group which represents one of the five
most important music genres and motivate
it to write popular songs.
ers, the exact rules have not been handed
down, Senet Games provides rules for a
variant called alea that is mentioned in old
sources.

Sierra Madre
Games
Phil Eklund has finally finished work on
High Frontier, 2-5 players, ages 12 and up,
design and construct rockets to be able to
use nanotechnologies on asteroids. Water is
essential for this and water tanks are a cur-

Sirius

Smiling Monster
Games
Guided Lands by Jörg Weseloh is a system
of tabletop battles for use with all kinds of
fantasy miniatures, aimed at two players,

The Russian publisher cooperates with
Hutter Trade, the games already announced
at Nuremberg were again announced for an
Essen release, the game Hegemonia listed
in Nuremberg has now disappeared from
the announcements.
In Van Helsing by Frederic Moyersoen
2-5 players, ages 10 and up, engage to
fight Count Dracula, but can be bitten and
chance sides. Mäusezocken is a dice game
ages 14 and up. The system works for all
miniatures os size 25 to 35 mm. Players are
regents that want to become High King.
With a modular system you can create people, equip them and send them into battle
using a dice-independent system for initiative.

rency in the game. The High Frontier Erweiterung introduces an event cycle, Alien
invasions and a solitary game as well as a
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by Reiner Knizia, 2-4 players, ages 7 and up,
embody cats and want to catch as many
mice as possible.
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Soylent
Games

game was shown at Essen, taken care of by
the designer.

Spielerei

A new German company presents a SciFi
Game by the name of Interstellar Mayhem. 2-6 players, ages 12 and up, are

The magazine of Karsten Höser also
had a jubilee to celebrate, 25 years, and
celebrated with a game, Zeit der Zünfte

Spiele aus
Timbuktu

fighter pilots that want to recalibrate their
somewhat aged space ships to gain control
over an asteroid field. When a space ship is
destroyed, you take a new one and reenter
the fray on the modular board.

If you were lucky and did meet Michael
Schacht in person, you could get from him
another expansion for Zooloretto in the
post card format, the Zooloretto Glücksschwein, which you can win if you are the
first to fill your size 6 enclosure. If money
by Tobias Thulke. 2-4 players, ages 8 and up,
place number tiles to determine the value
of craftsmen groups that are turned up after
tile placement, depending on the value you
score craftsmen with or without number
tiles on them.

Sphinx
Spieleverlag
Henning Poehl remains in the „black“ genre,
his novelty for 2010 is called Im Bann der
Mumie, 3-5 players, ages 16 and up, hunt
the treasures on the Eternally Cursed One,

Spieltrieb
works as a tie breaker, the money of the
owner of the lucky pig is doubled. In the
exposition of ESG on games from the Ruhr
region you could find the game Ruhrgebiet by Michael Schacht, which is a private
edition that he has made up for his gaming
group.

The news in the program this year are a mix
of in-house products and commissioned
titles. The in-house products are: Jets by Till
Meyer and Dagmar Frei for 2-6 Spieler is a
race game on the topic of electro cards in
the desert, individually equipped by the
players, and Eynsteyn by Till Meyer for 2

Spiele-Idee
embodied by one of the players, the others
try to acquire as much treasure as possible.
Sphinx is acting as distributor for
Sierra Madre Games
Dante Spiele
Fachtagung Spieleautoren GbR

Following Attandara from2009 Horst Rokitte had announced for his company a new
release called Key West by Martin Schlegel,

Spielbox
The edition 6/2010 of spielbox featured
some giveaways or goodies, too: An expansion, Carcassonne: Die Pest by Christwart
Conrad, and a special card Wizard Extreme
Revolution for the card game Wizard Extreme from Amigo.
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3-5 players, ages 12 and up, must try to use
the resources typical for the Key islands –
cigars, tourism and fruit– as best as they
can. Despite the sudden und unforeseeable
death of company owner Horst Rokitte the

players, ages 8 and up, you should connect
opposing sides of the board with a continuous line, pieces already placed can be
secured by a marker. Der Blaue Kristall by
Wolfgang Steinke for 3-6 players was one
of the commissioned game, players should
be the first to fix a photovoltaik set on the
roof of their house, in two different levels of
difficulty. Patolli was commissioned by the
Museum Rietberg Zürich, the game for 2-4
players is based on a Middle American ancient version of Pachisi or Ludo, revised by
Christiane Voegeli.
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Spielworxx

Stratelibri

The new small company of Uli Blennemann
specializes in limited editions of Cosims and
publishes White Star Rising by Mark H.
Walker for 2 players, ages 12 and up, within
the system Nations at War, in cooperation

In cooperation with Fantasy Flight Games
Stratelibri publishes Olympus by Andrea
Chiarvesio and Luca Iennaco, a game on

with Lock’ n Load Publishing. A preview and
the opportunity to pre-order were offered
for Das Boot, a coproduction with Compass Games for 1 player, ages 16 and up,
originally called Steel Wolves, by Stephen C.
and Brien J. Miller, on the topic of the submarine war in WWII.

Steffen-Spiele
The company of the beautiful games, usually in red and black, offers three novelties:
In Findevier by Jacques Zeimet 2-6 players,
ages 5 and up, are searching for the animals
that play hide and seek with wood gnomes,
you only ever see half of all the animals.
Scho K.O. by Andreas Kuhnekath and Steffen Mühlhäuser is – despite the enticing
name – an abstract placement game for 2
players, ages 8 and up, each of who tries to

the ancient city states of Greece. 3-5 players, ages 12 and up, develop their state and
worship their respective gods to get the upper hand on the Peloponnes.

Stronghold
Games
The new American publisher as a start specializes in new editions of well-known and
old games; in Essen the first three titles of
the program were shown:
Code 777 by Robert Abbott and Alex Randolph for 2-5 players, ages 12 and up, is a
game of deduction, you must guess your
number combination by asking questions
of the other players. Only Stronghold and
Boardgamegeek name Randolph as a coauthor, other sources and my database
only name Robert Abbott. Survive: Escape
from Atlantis is a new edition on the game

OUR REPORT

Strothmann
Spiele
Yet another new company, this time with
an electronic-free computer board game as
announced by the company headlines: i9n
von Dieter Strothmann for 2-5 players, ages

10 and up. A game on oil wells, you drill
for them through several perforated level.
If your reach the bottom level, you have
found oil.

Studio 100
Media
Based on the TV series Anubis there is a new
game, Haus Anubis Das Lebenselixier for
2-4 players, ages 8 and up. On the three-

dimensional board players collect the ingredients for the elixir of life.
Distribution Jumbo Spiele.

Surprised
Stare Games

form the biggest bar of chocolate with pieces of his own color. Sedici by Niek Neuwahl
for 1 or 2 players, ages 8 and up, is a placement game as well, but more a puzzle or a
logic riddle on all 16 possible pieces made
from a square of 8 triangles where the triangles are colored black and white.

www.gamesjournal.at

on the sinking of Atlantis by Julian Courtland-Smith, once published in German by
Schmidt, accompanied by the expansion
Survive: Giant Squid. The 3rd new edition
is Confusion: Espionage and Deception
in the Cold War, also by Robert Abbott. 2
players of ages 12 and up set up the start
formation of the opponent and see the information on the opposing pieces. You announce a move, if your opponent confirms
its legality you move, otherwise not.

Tony Boydell had brought Totemo to Essen,
2-4 players, ages 6 and up, set up their to-
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tems using colored cubes. The cubes must
be placed according to color next to each
other, congruence can be achieved in all
three dimension, the more connections of
the same color the more points you score.

Thinkfund.net is a Korean distributor
of games, which also cooperates with
producers, for instance with Gemblo, see
there. Pentomiro is an in-house production,
a logic puzzle with pentominos 1 player,
ages 6 and up.

Swan
Panasia
The company produces Chinese versions of German board game, for instance of Power Grid or Settlers of Catan,

Topyspiele
dam and set in the series Ports of Europe.
2-4 players, ages 8 and up, control a fleet,
transport raw materials and process these
into final products in the harbors. In Antwerpen the sequence of actions in your turn
can be chosen individually. Rotterdam has
been re-published with the graphics of the
Ports of Europe series. Already announced
for 2011 is Fortuna, a resource management game set in ancient Rome. The program is completed by Dutch editions of Die
Speicherstadt, Imperial 2003 and Loch Ness.

An unobtrusive booth in Hall 4, down the
hall at the back, with nice children’s games
and a happy logo, new in the program are
Das Regenbogenspiel and Spass hoch 4,

Theta
Promotion

and acts as distributor for:
FunBox365
Genie Games
Go Youth
Han Dynasty
Jog Studio
TwoPlus

Minotaurus is back! In the game of collecting and throwing game by Michael Sohre
for 3-5 players, ages 8 and up, you first collect pairs of horns. Pairs of identical value
are secure and are scored at the end, un-

a variant of x-in-a-row on 16 columns.

Treefrog
At the booth of Martin Wallace you could
find London, in a way the thematic sequel
to Great Fire of London, 2-4 players, ages 10

Tenkigames
Under the Tenkigames logo that was acquired by NG International a new came
called Dakota is published, designed by
Piero Cioni. 3-5 players, ages 10 and up,

secured horn tiles can be acquired from an
opponent by successfully throwing a ring
over the horns of the sculpture.

Thinkfund
control a group of settlers or a tribe of native American Indians; All players cooperate
with and compete against each other to enhance the status of their respective group.

48

and up, reconstruct a new town from the
residues in the ashes of the fire and again
and again must decide between business
and palace, fighting poverty or full employment, all this over a period of more than 250
years from 1666 till today. Age of Industry,
a revised edition of Brass, was already published in summer.

The Game Master

Truant
Spiele

Hans van Tol had Antwerpen as a new release on show at Essen, a new variant of the
game mechanisms already used in Rotter-

The German edition of Cadwallon: The City
of Thieves by Laurent Pouchain and Pascal
Bernard for 2-4 players, ages 12 and up, is
called Cadwallon: Stadt der Diebe. The
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equipped will survive.

Christendom, Judaism and Islam – by using
science, culture and trade.

UGG Games

game is a coproduction of FFG, Hazgaard
and Truant under license from Dust Games.
Players are members in a division of the
Thieves guild and must rob the merchants
of the town.

OUR REPORT

The distributor for GMT and other publishers specializing on Cosims like Decision
Games again should the complete range
of products, but is also publishing in-house
productions. In the planning stage is the
German edition of Twilight Struggle, Glei-

University
Games
From the Dutch company comes Vidi, a
game of words and dice for 2-6 players,
ages 10 and up. You form combinations of
nouns given by the roll of two dice. Mord
im Mondschein is a find-the-culprit de-

Tuonela
Productions
For The Club from 2008 the first expansion
was available: The Club: DJ Set by Jussi Autio for 2-4 players, ages 15 and up, together
with a second revised edition of the Club.

chgewicht des Schreckens, by Ananda
Gupta and Jason Mathews for 2 players,
ages 13 and up, a simulation of the Cold War
between 1945 - 1989.

Ulisses
Spiele

The expansion also features an independent game called King & Queen of Clubs
that uses the components from The Club.
M.U.L.E and Sampo are still in the prototype stage.

In combination of publishing and distribution this year a new volume was published
for the adventure game book John Sinclair,
published in 2009, John Sinclair Der Erbe
des Templers by Markus Plötz for 2 or more
players, ages 14 and up, accompanied by
the John Sinclair Der Erbe des Templers

Twilight
Creations

tective game based on the Mastermind
mechanism, 2 or more players should find
the usual Ws – who, where, why, with what?

Valley
Games
The Canadian publisher offers in his program a few new editions of European
games, so Bargain Hunter by Uwe Rosenberg, published first as Schnäppchenjagd
bei Queen Games. 3-4 players, ages 10
and up, collect pre-determined cards in
a trick-taking game. Another re-edition is
Baumeister/Master Builder by Wolfgang
Kramer for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up,
with new graphics, and also mit Liberté by
Martin Wallace. Days of Steam, originally
published by Stratamax, is expanded with
Days of Steam Locomotives, featuring 28

After Zombies!! on the topic of Humans
must escape the Zombies there is now
Zombie Survival by Todd and Kerry Breitenstein 1-4 players, ages 13 and up, with

the topic of simply surviving the attack of
the Zombies. You choose equipment and
provisions to survive the attack, the best

www.gamesjournal.at

Kartendeck. A new product is Markus
Heitz‘ Justifiers Das Abenteuerspiel as
Buch and Kartendeck, both by Markus
Heitz and Markus Plötz for 2 or more players,
ages 14 and up, already published in 1988
with Star Childe Publications as Justifiers.
Protagonists are antropomorph animals,
colonizing planets for mega corporations.
Toledo 1085 by Javier Jesús Dominguez
Cruz is a cooperation with Edge Entertainment, 2-4 players, ages 12 and up, are
charged with turning Toledo after the conquest by Alfons VI into a flourishing symbiosis of three cultures and three religions –

track cards and four cards to enhance the
engines.
Bugs by Keith Meyers is an in-house production for 3-6 players, ages 10 and up. You
try to get rid of the insect swarm on their
property, to be successful you must get rid
of your cards. Crows by Tyler Sigman for
2-4 players, ages 10 and up uses the topic
of crows and their weakness for glittering
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nal seesaw, again 2 or more players, ages 16
and up, must complete tasks and come up
with the correct assessments.

Wattsalpoag
As was the case in the last years Kris Gould
has again brought a game on an interesting
items; players try to attract as many crows
as they can. Two by Two by Rob Bartel is a
collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8 and
up. You move your boat and collect pairs of
animals for your own ark before the water
rises.

Verlag Das
Große Schach
A chess variant by the name of Das Große
Schach comprises a chess board made of
10 x 10 squares and 60 pieces, the pieces

topic, Last Call: The Bartender Game. 2-5
players, ages 8 and up, will not be served
their drings until the bartenders hold the
correct bottles, the bottles are handed on
until someone can fill and order – but if you
hold too many bottles the drink will be watered down.

What‘s
Your Game?
Another among the many Highlights of piel
’10, some say THE highlight, was Vinhos by
that have been added to the game are
called Unicorn, Eagle, Minister, Cardinal,
Hammer and Arrow, and of course the basic
set-up is different.

W&L
Spielspass Verlag
This company carries fun at play in ist name,
Spielspass, and offers two new releases:
Party-Alarm by Melanie and Tobias Eiger is
Vital Lacerda, jointly produced with Hutter.
2-4 players, ages 12 and up, are vintners in
Portugal wanting to market their brand.
Within 6 years you must expand the vineyard, produce and market wine, engage experts, pay interest and wages, that is manage your vineyard successfully.

White Goblin
Games
a party game for 4 or mor players, tasks are
completed in two teams to create a good
mood. Geschlechter Kampf 2 by Gerd
Schlechter is the second round in the eter-
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Inca Empire by Alan D. Ernstein is a slighty
revised new edition of his game Tahuantinsuyu from 2004, 3-4 players, ages 12 and

up, embody regional leaders wanting to enhance their prestige in eyes of the Sapa Inca
by expanding and improving the empire.
Rattus Pied Piper by Åse and Henrik Berg
is an expansion for Rattus, 12 new personalities assist 2-4 players, ages 10 and up, to
get a grip on the Black Death. In Galapagos
by Åse and Henrik Berg 2-5 players, ages 12
and up, are biologists following in the tracks
of Darwin and aiming at discovering rare
species and mounting exhibitions.
Khan see Huch & friends
Norenberc see Nürnberg, Huch & friends

Winning Moves
This year Winning Moves had only an information booth at Essen, but all the same
was showing new releases. There was the
usual large among of new releases for the
Top Trumps card games, as an example Top
Trumps Hundewelpen is listed here. New
in the program is nmbrs!, that was shown
by he Dutch company of the same name at
Essen in 2009, is was designed by Korneel
Joppe, you place number cards according
to the rules. Plateau X by Hendrik Simon is
a placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10
and up. You need to get your own marker as
high up as possible, the paths and the board
keep changing, squares can be covered,
the marker can only step one level higher
or lower and may not enter a square with
another marker. Wobble by Ad Bruynzeel
is a dexterity game, you place color marker
randomly and must then maneuver the ball
in this sequence into the corresponding col-

ored holes in the corner of the board.
Nexos is a coproduction with Lud Editions,
see there.
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and Gilles Lehman, 1-5 players, ages 12 and
up, take on the roles in the well-known story
of Milady Winter a the three musketeers on
the quest for the collier of the queen. The reedition is titled Industry and comes from
Michael Schacht. His economic game Industrie for 3-4 players, ages 10 and up, was
originally published by Queen Games and
takes players and their industries through
five eras, factories and technologies need to
be auctioned as clever as possible.

Winsome Games
John Bohrer again brought his by now
traditional Essen set of limited games, this
time the package held six games and expansions, and was – as usual – already sold
out at the start of the Fair, so the titles are
simple listed here due to non-availablilty
of the games. Age of Steam Poland, an
expansion for Age of Steam, Baltimore &
Ohio: Maine Lumber Expansion by Eddie

players, cards on top of each other yield
rows to win chips, these chips in turn are set
out in rows.

Yoka Games
For the first time in Essen, this publisher
showed titles in Chinese language: Sanguosha for 2-10 players, ages 15 and up, is a
traditional Chinese game with similarities to
Robbins, Preußische Ostbahn Oldenburg
Expansion by Harry Wu, SNCF by David
V.H. Peters, Texas & Pacific by Harry Wu and
West Riding Revisited by Han Heidema.

World of
Twilights
War of Edađh by Ash and Nigel Pyne was
originally published by WarriorElite and is

now being re-published by World of Twilights, the Italian company. The game offers
a fantasy card game to 1-4 players, ages
7 and up, with endless possibilities from
combat to chase to negotiation, with easily
adaptable modular rules.

Yago Pool
In addition to a dart game and a finger billiards game the company presented a card
game, Yago Pool Kartenspiel for 2-4 players, ages 6 and up. Playing cards feature red
playing points and see-through-points. You
roll the dice for cards and swap with fellow
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Z-Man Games
Z-Man Games is another publisher offering
a wide range of English edition of German
games and in-house productions. Newly
released but originally published earlier
were Bottle Imp by Günter Cornett, the reedition of Flaschengeist for 3-4 players, ages
10 and up, and Cities, a re-edition under the
same name of the game by Martyn F. from
Emma Games, for 1-4 players, ages 8 and
up,.
Cleopatra’s Caboose by Steve Zamborsky
is a railway game in a setting of Ancient
Egypt, 3-5 players, ages 10 and up, bid for
a game designer of their choice which is
determining the sequence of play and a
special ability. Otherwise you build track,
transport fruits and improve towns as well
as constructing pyramids. Malta by Tim

Bang!, Fu Shen for 3-4 players, ages 10 and
up, is a narrative game on the basis of Chinese history. Other titles in the program are
Za Dan for 5-8 players, ages 8 and up, and
Soccer Box for 2-4 players, ages 12 and up.
In the planning stage are Chinese editions
of for instance Tikal, and also Kaiten Sushi
by Daniele P. Correale, 2-4 players, ages 8
and up, take sushi made out of wood off the
board with chopsticks.

Ystari
The company featuring a „y“ in the title of its
games as kind of logo has one new game
and one re-edition to offer. New is Mylady
und die Musketiere by Francois Combe

Mierzejewski for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up,
features a modular board where positions
are moved, turned or made to disappear;
you rival for an advantageous position on
the bard and a strong hand of cards. The
King Commands by Magnus Esko is set
in the period after King Arthur’s death, 2-6
players, ages 10 and up, are the last remaining Knights of the Round Table and fight for
the remnants of gold, but must be able to
tell stories to win.
New card games are: Burrows by Jeb Havens, players build ducts for squirrels in the
placement game for 2-5 players, ages 6 and
up. Queen’s Ransom by Kevin L. Jones for
2-5 players, ages 10 and up, and Tien Zi
Que by Ta-Te Wu were already announced
in spring and shown again in Essen.
Merchants & Marauders by Christian Mar-
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cussen and Kasper Aagard sends 2-4 players, ages 13 and up, to the Caribbean in the
guise of pirates or merchants, a singular

trade system is combined with a thematic
combat system.
De Vulgari Eloquentia see Lookout Games
Middle Ages see Die Händler, Eggertspiele
The Mines of Zavandor see Lookout Games
Inca Empire see White Goblin Games
Luna see Hall Games
Kings & Things see Pegasus
Rattus Pied Piper see White Goblin Games

Zoch
In the card game Fifty Fifty by Reiner Knizia
3-5 players, ages 9 and up want to combine
smiling and grim halves of faces into complete faces, surplus halves score negative.
Flinke Stinker by Inon Kohn is a race with
a memory component for 2-5 players, ages
6 and up, you must avoid the Puma and
bypass other obstacles, overtaken skunks

ders from town to town. Mord im Arosa by
Alessandro Zucchini is a 3D crime game for
2-6 players, ages 10 and up, in which tokens
are thrown into the game for victims and

clues and must be traced by acute listening. Pig 10 by Ayelet Pnueli asks 2-8 players,
ages 6 and up, to play cards onto stacks, if
you reach a total value 10 exactly you receive the stack played so far, if you surpass
10, your neighbor gets it instead of you.
Safranito by Marco Teubner for 2-4 players, ages 10 and up, is a bidding and action
game for spices, you must top bids of fellow
players or snip them off the display.
Fifty Fifty as Yin Yang see Fred Distributions

deployment. In addition, the company announces Bloody Crossroads: Gettysburg
Day as first game in the series Fight for Colours, based on the game system also used
in Conflict of Heroes. In Essen Academy
Games was represented at the ElfinWorks
booth for the English editions and at the
Phalanx booth for the German editions of
its games.

Asmadi
Games
The American publisher announces Innovation by Carl Chudyk. 2-4 players, ages 12

Zockato
Silenzio by Thomas Baier and Sven
Keuchler for 2-6 players, ages 5 and up, is –

and up, build a civilization on the basis of
different technologies and inventions from
the Stone Age to modern times – all these
inventions are represented by cards. To win
you must score achievements, which are
gained from points or complying with certain criteria.

must go back. The game was already announced at Nuremberg, as was Safranto.
Geistesblitz by Jacques Zeimet is a reaction game, 2-8 players, ages 8 and up, must
grab the correct shape in the correct color
as fast as they can. Husch Husch Kleine
Hexe by Heinz Meister gets another reedition, 2-6 players, ages 3 and up, must get
the witches to the finish line, but the witches hide underneath the hats and you must
find the witch corresponding to the die roll.
Mille Grazie by Dirk Hillebrecht is a position
game for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up, one of
them is a nobleman, the other robbers that
want to ambush the nobleman who wan-
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contrary to the name of the game – NOT a
silent game, topic of the game are correct
noises in several versions of the game.
Finally, a list of new releases from companies that were not present in Essen with a
booth.

Bala Ra
Jack Hanauer did not have a booth this year,
but was showing his new games by walking
through the halls, he was kind enough to

Academy
Games
Announced in a prototype stage is Sturm
Europa!, a Cosim by Michael W. Tan on the
topic of WWII in Europa, the units keep type
and strength hidden until the moment of
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present us with one copy each: Kukundu
brings his first game Bala Ra to mind due to
its graphics, 2-4 players, ages 8 and up, want
to collect the most treasures on the jewel island of Kukundu and be crowned sovereign
of the island. Agent Makarov is also a game
for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up, topic of the
game is a conspiracy to murder the king,
each player tries to be the first to prevent
the assassination.

Double-O Games
Lonny Orgler was also walking around the
halls and showing his new game in the 18xx
range, 1880 China für up to 7 players.

The Spanish company publishes Rockband
Manager by Antoine Bauza for 3-6 players,
ages 10 and up. Players are managers of a
band, must hire musicians, get contracts
for them and produce albums. Civilization
is produced in cooperation with FFG and
SmileyFace as a coproduction with FFG
and Arclight.
Toledo 1085 see Ulisses Spiele.

Edition
Perlhuhn

OUR REPORT

In coproduction with Eggertspiele and
Z-Man Games Die Händler by Wolfgang
Kramer and Richard Ulrich is re-published,
see Eggertspiele.

Gabob
Games
Sometime on stumbles on games reported
from other sources and these games somehow fascinate and one wants to tell others
about them. One of those games is Wok

With Don Q. und die Vermessung von La
Mancha by Heinrich Glumpler the series
of games on the topic of Don Quichote is
continued, 2 players, ages 8 and up, survey La Mancha. At the start they have only
fragmented information on the squares of

Dust Games
Mad Zeppelin, licensed to Alderac or Fantasy Flight respectively, was designed by
Olivier Pauwels, 2-6 players, ages 10 and up,
are crew members on an Imperial dirigible,
bring resources from the colonies to the

emperor and defend the Nostra against onboard traitors. The Island by Bruno Bacelli
and Marco Pelan is a card game for 3-5 players, ages 10 and up, the island realm needs
a king and players lead their house into the
conflict for power on the island.
Dust Tactics see Fantasy Flight Games.

Edge
Entertainment

Star that debuted at Origins 2010. Tim Fowley turns 1-4 players, ages 8 and up, into
owners of a Chinese restaurant and you
are not asked to earn the most money but
to make a certain amount of profit to win.
Especially fascinating are the beautiful and
detailed components of the game.
the board and must release this information in the course of the game. You also
make a decision on the color you play during the game. In the course of 2010 Edition
Perlhuhn also published: The Göttinger
Ploppfrosch for 2 or more players, ages 5
and up, by Reinhold Wittig – you blow air
into the frog until it plops and hope that he
will do so with the next player. Ombatu by
Reinhold Wittig is designed for 3,4 or 6 players, ages 8 and up, it is the tactical variant of
Omba, you try to block your opponents on
an area of 5x5 instead of 3x3. Vier, by Reinhold Wittig as well and meant for 4 players,
ages 6 and up, is about finding and making
up of lines or squares, at first by rolling a die,
later by strategy only.

Filosofia

Games for
Table Races
In cooperation with Ghenos the Spanish
company publishes sports games, among

others in 2010 Formula 1 or NBA-All Star,
see Ghenos Games.

Games for
the World
In previous years present at the jklm booth,
Shaun Derrick did not come to Essen this
year, but two new titles in his range for soccer simulations games are available: For
The World Cup Game there is Expansion
6 featuring the World Cup 2010 with 20
new cards. Also new is a card variant for the
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Purrfect
Puzzles
New in the distribution portfolio of Hutter
Trade are the absolutely unusual and very

Constantinopolis is published as a joint
project by Edge Entertainment, Fantasy

The
Creativity Hub
We were happy to great a surprise visitor
at our booth; Rory O’Connor from Ireland
brought a copy of his so called Rory’s Story
Cubes – a small box holding 9 dice, each

game, The World Cup Card Game 2010 for
2-8 players, ages 10 and up, you can simulate the complete World Cup in about 75
minutes.

Homo
Ludens

The company is in business since 2009, the
newest release is Homesteaders by Alex
Rockwell, 2-4 players, ages 13 and up, play
a game of auctions and ressource management to settle the Wild West.

beautiful puzzles from Ireland which are
especially notable for the Celtic motifs and
architectural motifs.

Selecta
As usual, I am tempted to say, there are
beautiful, attractive and functional new

Vainglorious
Games

Flight, Homo Ludens, Stratelibri and Heidelberger, see Heidelberger

Intellego
Holzspiele
The publisher of beautiful and elegant
games made of wood did not show them
at a booth, but new releases are on offer
all the same: str8ts is based on the pen &

dice has an individual symbol on each of the
6 sides, so there are 54 different symbols –
you roll all dice and then tell a story using
the symbols. You can give the symbols an
interpretation of your own. The game was
picked up by Gamewright for their program
of 2010.

games at Selecta: Grimaffen by Reiner Knizia for 2-6 players, ages 5 and up, is a game
on gestures and miming with a memory
component, the respective actions must be
done in the correct sequence. Kunterbunte
Autorelli by designdirect for 1-4 players,
ages 2½ and up, offers to version for a car
race game with dice either in a cooperative
way or with determining a winner.

Britannia has been conquered by the Romans, the administrators of Armorica want
to enhance their prestige by enticing rich
Roman immigrants into the country. Ar-

Tasty Minstrel
Games
morica by Eric B. Vogel for 2-4 players, ages
12 and up, is the third game in the Celtic Nations Series of the company.
paper game shown last year at Essen and is
a Sudoku variant, you can either play a normal Sudoku or solve a str8ts puzzle, where
some numbers and black blocks are already
entered in the grid.
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With this we say good bye again to Essen for
this year and are already looking forward to
Spiel 2011, the hustle and bustle in the halls,
the new games, the new faces, the games,
the goodies, and, again, the games.
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Designers and their games at ESSEN 2010
Aagard Kaspar
Merchants & Marauders,
Z-Man Games
Abbott Robert
Code 777, Stronghold Games
Confusion, Stronghold Games
Aczél Zoltán
Captain Cool, GémKlub/
Heidelberger
Adlung Karsten
Quirrly ABC, Adlungspiele
Albertarelli Spartaco
Coyote, Oliphante
Micro Mutants Invasion,
Heidelberger / Nexus / FFG
Allen George
Flaggo, Flaggo
Alspach Ted
AoS Amazon Rainforest &
Sahara Desert, Bezier
AoS Atlantis & Trisland, Bezier
AoS California Gold Rush &
Underground, Bezier
Aos Really Friendly Sharing,
Bezier
AoS Sharing, Bezier
Perpetual-Motion Machine,
Bezier
Amdin Ari
Formula 1, Ghenos
Andrés Néstor Romeral
Buffalos, nestorgames
Nestortiles, nestorgames
Omega, nestorgames
Pentactic, nestorgames
Top Speed, nestorgames
Way of the Dragon,
nestorgames
Andruszkiewicz Jaroslaw
Teutons, Phalanx Polska
Angiolino Andrea
Isla Dorada
Arévalo Óscar
Total Rumble, GenX
Àrvai Péter
BiSikle, Cepia
Àrvai Péter
Captain Cool, GémKlub/
Heidelberger
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Autio Jussi
The Club DJ Set, Tuonela
Averara Davide
Irondie, Bluestar

Bellinger Jeffrey N.
Killerkarnickel Weiße &
Stählerne Erweiterung,
Pegasus

Bacelli Bruno
The Island, Dust Games

Benedetti Gregory
Benedettis 7er, Rombol
Benedettis Käfig, Rombol

Bachmann Hanna
Das große ABC Spiel Duden,
Haba

Benge Donald
Camelquest, Numbskull
Games

Baier Thomas
Silenzio, Zockato

Berardi Francesco
Tick Tack Bumm Das
Kartenspiel, Piatnik

Bartel Haru
Meine ersten Spiele Gitti:
Giraffe, Haba
Meine ersten Spiele Matrose
ahoi!, Haba
Bartel Rob
Two by Two, Valley Games
Bartholomä Tibor
aufRUHR, Ruhrstadt-Netzwerk
Basler Christine
Ball der Prinzessin, Haba
Easy Play for Kids Kugelhund,
Schmidt Spiele
Bauer Christian
1655 Habemus Papam, DDD
Verlag
Bäumler Werner
Fang den Mufti, Laurin’s
Spielewerkstatt
Knobelspiele, Laurin’s
Spielewerkstatt
Bauza Antoine
Le Donjon de Naheulbeuk,
Repos
Rockband Manager, Edge
Entertainment
Monster unterm Bett,
Heidelberger
Pony Express, Heidelberger
Takenoko, Editions du
Matagot
Beese Markus
Tastomino, Beleduc
Behre Christoph
SOS Wildwasser, Haba
Behrens Fritz
Barbolzbande Würfelspiel

Blum Ulrich
Antigua, Adlungspiele
Grand Cru, Eggertspiele
Grand Cru Heuriger
und Gemischter Satz,
Österreichisches Spiele
Museum
Bochennek Konrad
Gefährlich ehrlich!, AktuellSpiele-Verlag
Boelinger Christophe
Earth Reborn, Ludically
Bonds Jakob
DungeonQuest, FFG

Berg Åse
Galapagos, White Goblin
Games
Rattus Pied Piper, White
Goblin Games

Bonnessée Régis
Fabula, Libellud
Borg Richard
Memoir 44: Distaster at
Dieppe, Days of Wonder

Berg Henrik
Galapagos, White Goblin
Games
Rattus Pied Piper, White
Goblin Games

Bos Liesbeth
Kissenschlacht, Amigo

Bernard Pascal
Cadwallon: Stadt der Diebe

Bösch Holger
Black Stories 6, moses Verlag

Besançon Guillaume
Cité, Le Joueur
Deluges, Le Joueur

Bouguerra Alix-Kis
Ball der Prinzessin, Haba
Easy Play for Kids Kugelhund,
Schmidt Spiele

Bettscheider Otmar
Teekessel im Quadrat, Biwo

Boutteville Joël
Régents, Krok Nik Douil

Bink Charles
Railways of Europe, Eagle
Games
Age of Steam: Time Traveler
Railways through Time, Eagle
Games

Bouquin Gwenaël
SmileyFace, FFG
Bouvier Jean-Christophe
Rallyman, Rallyman

Binkitani Fred
Charon Inc, Gryphon Games

Boydell Tony
Totemo, Surprised Stare
Games

Blanchot Denis
Dobble, Asmodee

Brain David
Key Market, R & D Games

Blondel Cyril
L’Atelier des Chefs, Cocktail
Games

Brand Inka
Rummelplatz, Eggertspiele

Blossier Guillaume
Crazy Mix, Hazgaard
Die Abenteurer: Der Tempel
des Chac, Pegasus
Timeline, Hazgaard

Brand Markus
Rummelplatz, Eggertspiele
Breitenbach Gerd
Topology, nestorgames
Breitenstein Kerry
Zombie Survival, Twilight
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Creations
Breitenstein Todd
Zombie Survival, Twilight
Creations
Bridgwater C.G.
Pareto Games 3-in-1, Pareto
Games
Brown Sean
Railways of the Western U.S.,
Eagle Games
Stoplights, Mr. B / Fred
Distribution
Browne Craig
Compatibility, Cocktail Games
Bruynzeel Ad
Wobble, Winning Moves
Bücken Hajo
Ratz Fatz Ich und Du, Haba
Ratz Fatz In Bewegung, Haba
Burley Peter
Take it Higher!, Burley Games
Burm Kris
Flixx, Smartgames
Caplanne Jérèmie
Caribbean Sea, Krok Nik Douil
Carballar Servando
Luna Llena Luna de Muerte,
GenX
Mecanisburgo Expansion II
Target Earth, GenX
Casasola-Merkle MarcelAndré
Tadaaam!, Repos
Cathala Bruno
Ostriches, nestorgames
Sobek, GameWorks
Trollland, Ludocortex

Dante Andreas
Rotaris, Dante Spiele

Chvatil Vlaada
Coup Royal, Czech Games
Edition
Grenzenlos, Czech Games
Edition
Space Alert Unendliche
Weiten, Czech Games Edition

Daum Thomas
Die kleinen Zauberlehrlinge,
Drei Magier

Cioni Piero
Dakota, Tenkigames / NG
International
Magestorm, NG International

David Jacques
Memor 44: Breakthrough,
Days of Wonder

Domberger Jörg
Spot, Adlungspiele
T-Rex World Flucht vor dem
T-Rex, Die Spiegelburg

David-Marshall Brian
Eclipse Biss zum Abendrot,
Kosmos

Dominguez Cruz Javier
Jesús
Toledo 1085, Ulisses Spiele

de Diego Guerrero José
Carlos
Robosoccer, nestorgames

Dorra Stefan
Linie 1, Goldsieber
Ranking, Hans im Glück
Wizard Extreme, Amigo
Wizard Extreme: Revolution,
spielbox

Combe Francois
Mylady und die Musketiere,
Ystari
Conrad Christwart
Carcassonne: Die Pest,
spielbox
Khan, Huch / White Goblin
Cornett Günter
Bottle Imp, Z-Man Games
Chinagold, Bambusspiele
Discover India, Queen Games
Correale Daniele P.
Kaiten Sushi, Yoka Games
Courtland-Smith Julian
Suvive: Escape from Atlantis
Cullman Volker
Arme Ritter, Logis / Savas
Takas
Cywicki Krzysztof
Kingpin: Cartel, Kuznia Gier
Cywicki Rafal
Kingpin: Cartel, Kuznia Gier

Chapelière Ludovic
L’Aventure est dur, Le Joueur

d’Orey Gil
Caravelas, MESAboardgames
Caravelas Blackship,
MESAboardgames
S. Jorge Trophy,
MESAboardgames

Chen Helen
aufRUHR, Ruhrstadt-Netzwerk

da Silva Maeva
Sandwich, Le Joueur

Chevallier Charles
Intrigo, Hazgaard

Daamen Anthony
Era of Inventions, Huch /
Quined

Chiarveso Andrea
Olympus, Stratelibri
Chudyk Charles
Innovation, Asmadi Games
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Chvala Petra
Verona, Czech Board Games

u

Daiki Kabayashi
Mars is ours, B2F Games
Damm Antje
Was ist das?, MeterMorphosen
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Davenport Jacob
Star Fleet Scramble,
nestorgames

de Martino Anna
Monkey See, Monkey Do,
Cranio Creations
de Pedro Friedemann
Duel of the Giants, Pilot
Games
de Ryke Tim
E5, Sandtimer
Dehio Romuald
aufRUHR, Ruhrstadt-Netzwerk
Denning Richard
The Great Fire of London 1666,
Prime Games
Derrick Shaun
The World Cup Game
Expansion 6, Games for the
World
The World Cup Card Game
2010, Games for the World
Deschamp Christine
Sandwich, Le Joueur
Detrez Gregory
Art Express, Le Joueur

Ragnar Brothers
DiLorenzo Frank
Hey Waiter!, R & R Games
Masters of Venice Erweiterung,
R & R Games
Dirscherl Wolfgang
Gib Gummi!, Haba

Dotor Alexander
Quest Zeit der Helden,
Pegasus
Dougherty Robert
Ascension, Gary Games
Dresner Eric
Zaic, nestorgames
Drysdale Mike
Hagoth Builder of Ships,
Mayday
Dubitsky Stan
Woo-Do, Plaiq
Dujardin Sébastien
Troyes, Pearl Games
Dumas Catherine
Intrigo, Hazgaard
Duthillieux Xavier
Crazy Dancing, Cocktail /
Hutter

Devillers Céline
Killer Party, Cocktail Games

Eastham James
Railways of the World The
Card Game, Eagle Games

di Giorgio Domenico
Lupus in Tabula, dv Giochi

Ebel Martin
Alex & Co, ESG

di Meglio Ugo
The Eagle & The Lion, NG
International

Eggert Peter
Rummelplatz, Eggertspiele

Dicken Gary
Workshop of the World,

Ehrhard Dominique
Boomerang, Lui-même
Water Lily, GameWorks
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Eickert Uwe
Angriff! Fall Weiß Polen 1939,
Phalanx
Eiger Melanie
Party-Alarm, W&L Spielspass
Eiger Tobias
Party-Alarm, W&L Spielspass

Cuboro
cugolino hit, Cuboro
F Martyn
Cities, Z-Man Games
TWRS, Emmagames/Giseh

Eklund Phil
High Frontier, Sierra Madre
Games
High Frontier Erweiterung,
Sierra Madre Games

Faidutti Bruno
Agent Double, Editions du
Matagot
Isla Dorada, FunForge
Le roi des Nains (The Dwarven
King), iello
Ostrices, nestorgames
Pony Express, Heidelberger

El Alaoui
Rummelplatz, Eggertspiele

Fay Florian
Arriala, Ludocom

Elliot Mike
Thunderstone, Pegasus
Thunderstone: Doomgate
Legion
Thunderstone: Wrath of the
Elements, Alderac

Feld Stefan
Die Burgen von Burgund, alea
Spiele
Luna, Hall Games
Na so was, Queen Games

Ellis Steve
Railways of the World The
Card Game, Eagle Games
Engel Gitte
Bet your Brain Family Editon,
iToy
Engelberg Mark
Snorkels, nestorgames
Enoksson Harald
2010 Swedish Parliament,
Mondainai

Feldmann Anna
aufRUHR, Ruhrstadt-Netzwerk
Feldkötter Michael
Krawall vorm Stall,
Ravensburger
Fernandini Alfredo
Perudo, Asmodee
Finn Steve
Biblios / Scripts & Scribes, iello
Fioretti Giancarlo
Constaninopolis, Heidelberger

Epron Alain
Caribbean Sea, Krok Nik Douil

Fiorillo John
Ascension, Gary Games

Ernest James
Lords of Vegas, Mayfair

Fitzgerald Mike
Mystery Rummy #3, Pegasus

Ernstein Alan D.
Inca Empire, White Goblin
Games

Fowley Tim
Wok Star, Gabob

Escoffier Laurent
Photo Party, Cocktail Games
Pix, GameWorks
Esko Magnus
The King Commands, Z-Man
Games
Eskridge Don
The Resistance, Indie Board &
Cards
Etter Matthias
Cuboro 3, Cuboro
Cuboro Kreativ denken,
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Fraga Roberto
Digger, Asmodee
Franck David
Pix, GameWorks
Frei Dagmar
Jets, Spieltrieb
Friedel Gerald
aufRUHR, Ruhrstadt-Netzwerk
Fricout Bruno
Le Marche du Samarkand,
Krok Nik Douil

Friese Friedemann
Famiglia, 2F-Spiele
Friesematenten, Amigo
Funkenschlag Russland/Japan,
2F-Spiele
Funkenschlag Lagerhaus 1-3,
2F-Spiele
Fürstenfeld, 2F-Spiele
Rummelplatz, Eggertspiele
Schwarzer Freitag, Kosmos
Stich-Meister, Amigo
Tadaaam!, Repos
Fry Cosmo
Perudo, Asmodee
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Expansion, FFG
Gottlieb Raphael
Mobbing, Heidelberger
Gould Kris
Last Call, Wattsalpoag
Gray Justin
Ascension, Gary Games
Grayson Carey
Bridgetown Races, Gryphon
Games
Green Don
Octi, Heidelberger

Fujiwara Kai
Busstop The Boardgame,
Pigphone
The Truckers: version 1.5,
Pigphone

Griffioen Sjaak
Florancala, Gerhards

Galonska Susanne
Der Wortwal, iq-Spiele
Hasen-Hosen, iq-Spiele
Nuschel doch mal, iq-Spiele
Raus die Maus, iq-Spiele
Garfield Richard
King of Tokyo, iello

Groppi Stefano
Florenza, Placentia Games
Grosselin William
Tannhäuser: Operation
Daedalus Expansion, FFG
Guerri Sergio
The Eagle & The Lion, NG
International

Gebrüder Frei
Ri Ra, Queen Games

Guierrieri Andrea
Kaboom, dv Giochi

Genovese Alfredo
Formula 1, Ghenos
NBA All Stars, Ghenos
UEFA Champions League,
Ghenos

Gumienny Waldek
Teutons, Phalanx Polska

Georges Xavier
Carson City: Ein Neuer Anfang,
Huch & friends
Troyes, Pearl Games
Gerdts Mac
Navegador, PD-Verlag
Hamburgum: Antverpia, PDVerlag
Glumpler Heinrich
Don Q. und die Vermessung
von La Mancha, Edition
Perlhuhn
tiptoi Reise durch die
Jahreszeiten, Ravensburger
Goodenough John
DungeonQuest, FFG
Runebound: Mists of Zanaga,
FFG
Talisman: Die Frostmark
Erweiterung, Heidelberger
Talisman: Das Hochland
Erweiterung, Heidelberger
Talisman: The Sacred Pool

Gupta Ananda
Gleichgewicht des Schreckens
Haas Simon
n-tv Börsenspiel, Huch &
friends
Haferkamp Kai
Mit Felix durch Deutschland,
Die Spiegelburg
T-Rex World Kampf der
Saurier, Die Spiegelburg
tiptoi – Die EnglischDetektive, Ravensburger
tiptoi – Magors Lesezauber,
Ravensburger
Hagenauer Markus
Topology, nestorgames
Halbig Johannes
Ghawar, Mücke Spiele
Hanauer Jack
Kukundu, Bala Ra
Agent Makarov, Bala Ra
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Hanson Peter
Genesis, Gigantoskop
Hanusz Krzysztof
Kingpin: Cartel, Kuznia Gier
Haslam David
King’s Vineyard, Mayday
Havens Jeb
Burrows, Z-Man Games
Hayashi Hisashi
String Railways, Okazu Brand
Hayden Nate
After Pablo, Blast City Games
Heidema Han
West Riding Revisited,
Winsome Games
Heilmann Lutz
aufRUHR, Ruhrstadt-Netzwerk
Heilmeier Julia
aufRUHR, Ruhrstadt-Netzwerk
Heitz Markus
Markus Heitz‘ Justifiers Das
Abenteuerspiel, Ulisses Spiele
Henn Dirk
Alhambra Das Kartenspiel,
Queen Games
Alhambra Belgien, Queen
Games
Alhambra Niederlande, Queen
Games
New York, Queen Games
Showmanager, Queen Games
Wallenstein, Queen Games

Holzgrafe Rick
Railway of The Western U.S.,
Eagle Games
Hopwood Andy
Mijnlieff, Prime Games
Horn Fred
Knotz! Europäische
Spieleclubs
Hostettler Urs
Anno Domini Im Osten,
Abacusspiele
Neue Welten, Abacusspiele
Hunt Walter H.
New England Rails, Rio Grande
Games
Hutton Mike
Railways on the Isle of Wight,
jklm Games
Ibañez Diego
La Diose Suegra, nestorgames
Iennaco Luca
Olympus, Stratelibri
Ikeda Aasutaka
Jäger der Nacht, Kosmos
Isensee Florian
Geschenke für den Radscha

RRR, One Draw
Kansil Joli Quentin
What’s my Word, Gryphon
Games
Karkula Sally
Descent: Schrecken des
Blutmeers, FFG
Kawakami Ryo
Cat & Chocolate, Qvinta
Essentia
Kawasaki Susumo
R-Eco Recycle, Kawasaki
Factory
Kazula Tzafir
Fauna Logic, Huch & friends
Keith Brent
Tomb of Iuchiban, Alderac
Kellet Nick
Gift Trap minis, Heidelberger
Kendall Phil
Workshop of the World,
Ragnar Brothers
Kendall Steve
Workshop of the World,
Ragnar Brothers
Keuchler Sven
Silenzio, Zockato

Jahnke Jens
Expedition Sumatra

Keyaerts Philippe
Small World Keine Panik, Days
of Wonder, Days of Wonder
Small World Die Insel des
Geisterbeschwörers, Days of
Wonder
Small World Fabeln und
Legenden, Days of Wonder

Herrmann Karin
Teekessel im Quadrat, Biwo

Jensen Chad
Dominant Species, GMZ

Kharkhar Sandeep
King’s Vineyard, Mayday

Hiese Kirsten
Schätzinsel, Haba

Joint Cédric
O’penzedoR, Pavillon Noir
Ordalie, Pavillon Noir

Kibler Brian
Ascension, Gary Games

Henry Frédérik
Die Abenteurer: Der Tempel
des Chac

Hill Jason C.
Invasion from Outer Space
Hillebrecht Dirk
Mille Grazie, Zoch
Hillenkamp Jozias
Raindropchess, Raindropchess
Hogg Elliot
Hocus-Pocus
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Holzapfel Anja
Gefährlich ehrlich!, AktuellSpiele-Verlag

u

Jackson Stephen C.
Das Boot/Steel Wolves,
Spielworxx/Compass Games

Jones Kevin L.
Queen’s Ransom, Z-Man
Games
Joppe Korneel
nmbrs!, Winning Moves
Kałuża Adam
K2, rebel.pl
Kanai Seiji
Mai-Star, Kanai Factory
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Kiesling Michael
Tikal II, GameWorks
Kim Gun-hee
Figure Grand Prix, Piece Craft
Kisaragi Hayato
Greedy Kingdoms Treasure,
One Draw
Grimoire, One Draw
RRR, One Draw

Kitao Madoka
Dobutso Shogi in the
Greenwwod, Nekomado
Knizia Reiner
Capt’n Sharky Ab auf die
Palme, Die Spiegelburg
Capt’n Sharky PiratenRauferei, Die Spiegelburg
Cards4You Sammy Abenteuer,
Ass
City Skyline, Huch & friends
Der Mondbär Schlaf gut,
kleiner Mondbär, Die
Spiegelburg
Fifty Fifty, Zoch
Glenn’s Gallery, Mayfair
Grimaffen, Selecta
Ingenious Challenge, FFG
Mix Match, Productief
Penta, Schmidt Spiele
Prinzessin Lillifee Das
verzauberte Reh, Die
Spiegelburg
Take it Higher!, Burley Games
The Hobbit, FFG
tiptoi Geheimnis der
Zahleninsel, Ravensburger
Wer war’s? Schräghausen,
Ravensburger
Kögl Stefan
Caminos, Murmel
Kohn Inon
Charly Verwöhnte Sau,
Abacusspiele
Flinke Stinker, Zoch
Köhrsen Andrea
Silver Stories, moses Verlag
Kolhoff Philipp
Schäfchen ins Trockene, HiKu
Kołos Michał
Abetto, Admondo
Kommerell Hartmut
Oradu, HiKu
Konieczka Corey
Runewars: Der Kampf um
Terrinoth, Heidelberger
Space Hulk: Todesengel,
Heidelberger
Kouba Robert A.
Battles of Westeros Wardens of
the West, FFG
Battles of Westeros Wardens of
the North, FFG
Die Schlachten von Westeros,
Heidelberger
Tide of Iron: Fury of the Bear,
FFG
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Kozakowski Andrzej
Alchemicus, Sinonis

Lafuente Fernando
Essentia, Nestorgames

Lemonnier Delphine
Froutch la Fée, Krok Nik Douil

Kramer Wolfgang
Asara, Ravensburger
Asara Das Haus
des Flaschengeists,
Österreichisches Spiele
Museum
Baumeister, Valley Games
Die Händler, Eggertspiele
Tikal II, GameWorks
tiptoi Abenteuer Tierwelt,
Ravensburger

Lalet Michel
Boomerang, Lui-même

Leopizzi Marco
Barbolzbande Kartenspiel

Lamont Fraser
Antics, Fragor
Strauß voraus, Kosmos

Lindner Rolf
Voll in Fahrt

Krenner Johannes
Crime & Mystery: Bakerstreet
Files, Heidelberger
Kreowski Klaus
T-Rex World Fette Beute, Die
Spiegelburg
Krohn Jim
Space Empires, GMT
Krupiński Marcin
Magnum Sal, Gry Leonardo
Krykon Roger
Das letzte Würstchen,
Samhain
Die Verlobungsfeier, Samhain

Lamont Gordon
Antics, Fragor
Strauß voraus, Kosmos
Lamy Loic
Chazz, Cocktail Games
Lang Eric M.
Warhammer Invasion: Zug der
Verdammten, Heidelberger
Warhammer Invasion: Zyklus
der Feinde, Heidelberger
Launius Richard
Defenders of the Realm, Eagle
Games
Defenders of the Realm The
Barbarian, Eagle Games
Defenders of the Realm The
Dragon Expansion, Eagle
Games
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Marcussen Christian
Merchants & Marauders,
Z-Man Games
Mari Gabriele
Die Akte Whitechapel,
Heidelberger / NG
Marshall Hugo
LeCardo, Leo Marshall

Lippold Bjrön
Die Legenden der
Sturmklingen, Krimi Total
Lipscomb Graham
Dicewords, Graham’s Games
Juggler, Graham’s Games

Matthews Jason
Gleichgewicht des Schreckens,
UGG

Little Jason
Warhammer 40.000
Deathwatch, FFG

Maublanc Ludovic
Double Agent, Editions du
Matagot
Le Donjon de Naheulbeuk,
Repos

Luperto Stefano
King up!, dV Giochi

McIntosh Priscilla
LeCardo, Leo Marshall

Lydholm Thomas Hilden
Global Cooling, Globaludo

Meißner Jörg
Drei Rosen für Charlie, Krimi
total
Meister Heinz
Husch Husch kleine Hexe,
Zoch

Lyle Josh
Spoils, Arcane Tinmen

Kuhnekath Andreas
Scho K.O., Steffen Spiele

Leclercq Christophe
Leader 1 Extension, Blackrock/
Ghenos

Kuntz Rob
Kings & Things, Pegasus

Leduc Phil
Momentum, nestorgames

Maan Nellie
Baazee, Adrenaline Brush
Castle, Adrenaline Brush
Face Up, Adrenaline Brush
Five, Adrenaline Brush
Nine, Adrenaline Brush
Premium Properties,
Adrenaline Brush
Snake, Adrenaline Brush
Sixteen, Adrenaline Brush
Teddy, Adrenaline Brush
Twenty Five, Adrenaline Brush

Kupferschmidt Kordula
Doppelgrübel Musik
Musikinstrumente, GrübelSpiele

Lefebvre Cédric
Offrandes, Ludonaute

MacKenzie W. David
Jin Li, nestorgames

Meyer Till
Eynsteyn, Spieltrieb
Jets, Spieltrieb

Lehmann Gilles
Mylady und die Musketiere,
Ystari

Maggi Marco
Micro Mutants Invasion,
Heidelberger / Nexus / FFG

Meyers Keith
Bugs, Valley Games
Shake ‘n Take, Out of the Box

Kurkhaus Cilly
aufRUHR, Ruhrstadt-Netzwerk

Lei Terence
Dive! Diver! Die!, Black Dove
Games

Maiocchi Dante
Monkey See, Monkey Do,
Cranio Creations

Mierzejewski Tim
Malta, Z-Man Games

Laane Paul
Toscana, Aqua Design

Leistiko Jonathan
Pressure Matrix, Alderac

Majewski Grzegorz
Show Business, Sinonis

Lacerda Vidal
Vinhos, Huch / What’s your
game?

Leitner Violetta
Die kleinen Zauberlehrlinge,
Drei Magier

Majkowska Małgorzata
Pirates 2nd, Kuznia Gier

Lach Bernhard
Turbo-Team, Haba

Lemay Christian
Erwischt! Zusatzkarten,
Heidelberger
Super Comics, Le Scorpion
Masque

Kudou Masayuki
Tanto Cuore, Arclight Games

Kurek Andrzej
Master of Economy, Sinonis

Laden Ariel
Flips, Out of the Box
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Leacock Matt
Die verbotene Insel, Schmidt
Spiele

Majkowski Tomasz
Pirates 2nd, Kuznia Gier
Mambrini Andrea
Kaboom, dv Giochi

Menezes João
Caravelas, MESABordgames
Mette Matt
Turmbauer, Kosmos
Meyer Andrea
Freeze, Bewitched
Hossa, Bewitched
Tadaaam!, Repos

Mignot Pascal
Tannhäuser: Operation
Daedalus Expansion, FFG
Mikoláš Jíří
Bizarrie, Jira’s Games
Goal! Game, Jira’s Games
Miller Brien J,
Das Boot/Steel Wolves,
Spielworxx/Compass Games
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Miltenberger Klaus
Tier auf Tier Das große
Abenteuer, Haba
Miłuński Filip
Magnum Sal, Gry Leonardo

Nurminen Ilmo
Tornado Alert, Hyptic

Panning Wolfgang
Fresko Die Glaser, Queen
Games
Pancrazi Roberto
Kaboom, dV Giochi

Mollis Jani
Hornet, Lautapeli

O’Connor Rory
Story Cubes, The Creativity
Hub

Mollis Tero
Hornet, Lautapeli

Obert Walter
Loch Ness, Red Glove

Parente Paolo
Dust Tactics, FFG

Moon Alan R.
Isla Dorada, FunForge
10 Days in the Americas, Out
of the Box

Ogasawara Yoshigi
Aisopos, Aisopos

Pauwels Olivier
Mad Zeppelin, Dust Games /
Alderac/FFG

Morast Henrik
Avverso, Gerhards
Mori Paolo
Pocket Battles: Römer vs.
Kelten
Moyersoen Frederic
Van Helsing, Sirius
Mückel Kristin
Basti Bär hilft seinen
Freunden, Haba
Mühlhäuser Steffen
Scho K.O., Steffen Spiele
Müller Cornelia C.
Jagdunfall, Samhain
Multamäki Timo
The Phantom League, Dragon
Dawn
Mura Michele
Jerusalem, Abacusspiele / Red
Glove
Neuwahl Niek
Alex & Co, ESG
Sedici, Steffen Spiele
Ultimus, Rombol
Newmann Alan M.
Sun Tzu, Editions du Matagot
Ng Edwin
Dive! Diver! Die!, Black Dove
Games
Nietzer Michael
Das letzte Bankett,
GameHeads
Derringer, GameHeads
Unter Geiern, GameHeads/
Heidelberger
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Nurminen Joel
Tornado Alert, Hyptic

u

Oh Justin
Color Mio, Gemblo
Toc Toc Woodmann, Gemblo
Ohley Helmut
Poseidon, Lookout
Railroad Barons, Lookout
Ollier Alain
Formula 1, Ghenos
Leader 1 Extension, Blackrock/
Ghenos
NBA All Stars, Ghenos
The Boss, Blackrock
UEFA Champions League,
Ghenos
Ommer Alexander
Interstellar Mayhem, Soylent
Games
Orban Alain
Troyes, Pearl Games
Orgler Leonhard
Poseidon, Lookout
Ornella Emanuele
Charon Inc., Gryphon Games
Osterhaus Max Winter
Pirate versus Pirate, Out of the
Box
Ostertag Anselm
Gold der Karibik, Pfifficus
Spiele
Ozon Michał
Angriff! Fall Weiß Polen 1939,
Phalanx
Teutons, Phalanx Polska
Paglia Pier Giorgio
Isla Dorada
Palm Michael
The Castle of the Devil,
dvGiochi
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Papini Mario
De Vulgari Eloquentia

Pelan Marco
The Island, Dust Games
Pelemans Pascal
Intrigo, Hazgaard
Pelikan Andreas
Monster auf der Flucht,
Heidelberger
Perinucci Anthony
aufRUHR, Ruhrstadt-Netzwerk
Peters David V.H.
SNCF, Winsome Games
Petersen Victor
Fan Fan Dui, Kitablo
Get a Letter, Kitablo
The Fruit Game, Kitablo
Unravel, Kitablo
Word Minnows, Kitablo
Pfister Alexander
Die Minen von Zavandor,
Lookout Games
Pieschke Pascal
Barbolzbande Kartenspiel,
Amigo
Plötz Markus
John Sinclair Der Erbe des
Templers, Ulisses Spiel
Justifiers Das Abenteuerspiel,
Ulisses Spiele
Pnueli Ayelet
Pig 10, Zoch
Poehl Henning
Im Bann der Mumie, Sphinx
Spieleverlag
Pogoda Łukasz M.
Basilica, rebel.pl

Poli Didier
Tannhäuser 2. Edition, FFG
Tannhäuser Union Troop Pack,
FFG
Tannhäuser Reich Troop Pack
Porazzi Angelo
Warangel 9th Generation,
Angelo Porazzi Games
Porpora Mario
Escape from the Aliens in
Outer Space, Cranio Creations
Pouchain Laurent
Cadwallon: Stadt der Diebe,
Truant Spiele
Pozerski Gregory M.
New England Rails, Rio Grande
Puhl Christoph
Take it or leave it, Schmidt
Spiele
Pyne Ash
War of Edađh, World of
Twilights
Pyne Nigel
War of Edađh, World of
Twilights
Quodbach Daniel
Kairn, Le Scorpion Masque
Quondam Michele
Rio de la Plata
Rabellino Fabrice
Offrandes, Ludonaute
Raimbault Christophe
Hacker, Le Joueur
Randolph Alex
Code 777 (?), Stronghold
Games
Rapp Uwe
Turbo-Team, Haba
Reindl Manfred
Magicus, Beleduc
Reiser Christoph
Junta Viva el Presidente,
Pegasus
Resl Sebastian
Junta Viva el Presidente,
Pegasus
Riedel Stephan
Fleet 1715 Solo, Clicker
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Old Town Solo, Clicker
Ostfriesenlauf Solo, Clicker
Schinderhannes Solo, Clicker
Rieneck Michael
18 Ghosts, nestorgames
Der Pate, Kosmos
Die Säulen der Erde Das
Kartenspiel, Kosmos
Rummelplatz, Eggertspiele
Saustall, Huch & friends
Righi Riva Pietro
Escape from the Aliens in
Outer Space, Cranio Creations

Ross Susan McKinley
Qwirkle, Schmidt Spiele
Rossi Luca Francesco
Escape from the Aliens in
Outer Space, Cranio Creations
Rotta Francesco
Splits, Jactalea
Roubira Jean-Louis
Fabula, Libellud
Rubbo Anthony
Hey, Waiter!, R&R Games

Rinck Jan P.
Meuterei auf hoher See,
Samhain

Ruhnke Volko
Layrinth The War on Terror,
GMT

Risthaus Stefan
Monuments Pergamon,
Abacusspiele

Ruskowski Marco
Fresko Die Glaser, Queen
Games

Robbins Eddie
Baltimore & Ohio, Eagle
Games
Baltimore & Ohio: Maine
Lumber Expansion, Winsome
Games

Russo Salvatore
Monkey See, Monkey Do,
Cranio Creations

Robson Brian
Namibia, Mücke Spiele
Rockwell Alexander
Homesteaders, Tasty Minstrel
Games
Roediger Tim
Dweebies, Cocktail Games
Roggenkampf Heike
Das Gift der Rivalen, Krimi
total
Rosenberg Uwe
Agricola L-Deck Karten,
Lookout
Agricola Gamer’s Deck,
Lookout
Agricola
Tannenbäumchendeck,
Lookout
Bauer sucht Frau, Amigo
Bargain Hunter, Valley Games
Bohnanza - Fun & Easy, Amigo
Mutterböhnchen, Lookout
Octi, Heidelberger
Ross Brand
Memory Safari plus,
Ravensburger
Ross Sean
Haggis, Indie Board & Cards
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Russo Vincenzo
Monkey See, Monkey Do,
Cranio Creations
Rzadek Wojciech
Abetto, Admondo
Santo Matteo
Munera, Albe Pavo
Santo Pietro Gianluca
Die Akte Whitechapel,
Heidelberger / NG
Sato Kim
Gosu, Moonster Game
Sazuki Mito
Nabunaga, Grimpeur / Japon
Brand
Rainbow, Grimpeur / Japon
Brand
Schacht Michael
Dschunke, Queen Games
Felinia, Editions du Matagot
Industry, Ystari
Isis & Osiris, Abacusspiele
Ruhrgebiet, Privatedition
Michael Schacht
Valdora Sondertafel 19,
Abacusspiele
Zooloretto Big Boss,
Abacusspiele
Zooloretto Boss, Abacusspiele
Zooloretto Glücksschwein,
Spiele aus Timbuktu

Zooloretto Iberischer Luchs,
Abacusspiele
Zooloretto Krake,
Abacusspiele
Schauf Elke
Raupenrallye, HiKu Spiele
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Sorensen Henrik Jongdahl
Global Cooling, Globaludo
Sorensen Henrik Thorhauge
Global Cooling, Globaludo
Sorrentino Silvano
Adlungland, Adlungspiele

Schauf Sascha
Cargo, HiKu Spiele
Raupenrallye, HiKu Spiele

Sorsamo Kimmo
Tori, Competo

Schlechter Gerd
Geschlechterkampf 2, W&L
Spielspass

Stachyra Michał
Pirates 2nd, Kuznia Gier

Schlegel Martin
Bangkok Klongs, dlp Games
Key West, Spiele-Idee
Rummelplatz, Eggertspiele
Schmiel Karl-Heinz
A la carte Desserts,
Heidelberger

Stadler Stefan
Die Säulen der Erde Das
Kartenspiel, Kosmos
Rummelplatz, Eggertspiele
Stanley Ben
Symbol, nestorgames
Stapelfeldt Tobias
Rummelplatz, Eggertspiele

Sciarra Emilio
Bang Wild West Show

Stark Frank
Mobbing, Heidelberger

Selinker Mike
Lords of Vegas, Mayfair

Staupe Reinhard
Don Quixote Sancho Pansa,
Pegasus
Privacy Scharf wie Chili,
Amigo

Semisouloff Eli
Woo-Do, Plaiq
Sentis Julien
Declic, Ferti
Serodio Sara
aufRUHR, Ruhrstadt-Netzwerk

Steding Andreas
Firenze, Pegasus
Nürnberg – Norenberc, Huch /
White Goblin

Serrandesanferm Toni
4 Monkeys, Homoludicus

Steeger Andreas
Mage Battle, 4globalPlayers

Siadek Jeff
Les Naufrages du Titanic, Le
Joueur

Stein Dieter
Ordo, Gerhards

Sigman Tyler
Crows, Valley Games

Steinke Wolfgang
Der Blaue Kristall, Spieltrieb

Simon Henrik
Plateau X, Winning Moves

Steinwender Arno
Take it or leave it, Schmidt
Spiele

Sirocchi Francesco
Pocket Battles: Römer vs.
Kelten

Stevens Alex
Blockadebrecher, Numbskull
Games

Sivél Richard
Maria Schlesien Gambit,
Histogame

Stevens Patrick
Blockadebrecher, Numbskull
Games
The Last of the Independents,
Numbskull Games

Sohre Michael
Minotaurus, Theta

Stewart Sam
Warhammer 40.000
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Deathwatch, FFG
Stöckmann Britta
Expedition Sumatra, Igramoon
Stoll Hans-Peter
Freeze, Bewitched
Stolte Birgit
Rummelplatz, Eggertspiele

Viau Emmanuel
Killer Party, Cocktail Games

Witt Hartmut
Baumeister, Valley Games

Voegeli Christiane
Patolli, Spieltrieb

Tham Mark
Dive! Diver! Die!, Black Dove
Games

Vogel Eric B.
Armorica, Vainglorious Games

Wittig Reinhold
Göttinger Ploppfrosch, Edition
Perlhuhn
Ombatu, Edition Perlhuhn
Vier, Edition Perlhuhn

Vozzolo Pietro
Campos, Huch &/ friends

Włodarczyk Aleksandra
Abetto, Admondo

Vuarchex Thomas
Jungle Speed Die Erweiterung,
Asmodee

Wolf Oliver
Das letzte Bankett,
GameHeads
Derringer, GameHeads

Strijbos Will
Zwei Herzen, Rombol

Thiou Nicolas
Crazy Dancing, Cocktail /
Hutter

Strothmann Dieter
I9n, Strothmann Spiele

Thulke Tobias
Zeit der Zünfte, Spielerei

Suchy Vladimir
Das 20. Jahrhundert, Czech
Games Edition

Tidball Jeff
Horus Heresy, Heidelberger

Süßelbeck Marcel
Fresko Die Glaser, Queen
Games
Sylvester Peer
Bamono, HiKu Spiele
Discover India, Queen Games

Tralins Keith
Eclipse Biss zum Abendrot,
Kosmos
Tresham Francis
1830, Mayfair

Tabourin Marc
Photo Party, Cocktail Games

Trzewiczek Ignacy
51st State, Portal Publishing
Stronghold: Undead, Portal
Publishing

Tahkokallio Touku
Aethet, Onni Games

Ulrich Richard
Die Händler, Eggertspiele

Tan Michael W.
Sturm Europa!, Academy
Games

Vaccarino Donald X.
Dominion Prosperity

Tanabe Kenichi
Kaigan / Inotaizu, Ascora
Games
Tavitian Bernard
Arlecchino, Lud Editions /
Asmodee
Nexos, Lud Editions / Winning
Moves
Tedeschi Nicolo
Escape from the Aliens in
Outer Space, Cranio Creations
Teuber Klaus
Axel, der Erneuerer, Catan
Die Fürsten von Catan,
Kosmos
Die Helfer von Catan, Catan
Die Siedler von Catan
Jubiläumsausgabe, Kosmos
Die Siedler von Catan
Österreich Edition, Catan
Settlers of America, Mayfair
Wacky Wacky West, Mayfair
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Teubner Marco
1000 und ein Schatz, Haba
Safranito, Zoch
tiptoi Reise durch die
Jahreszeiten, Ravensburger

u

van den Bulk Chislaine
Lino, Giuoco
van Moorsel Corné
Sun, Sea & Sand, Cwali
Summy, Cwali
Tricky Safari, Cwali
van Teijingen Nils
High Five, Kosmos
van Tol Hans
Antwerpen, The Game Master
Vasel Tom
Vicious Fishes, nestorgames
Vermyns Sander
E5, SandTimer
Verssen Dan
Lo5R Art of War, Alderac
Viard Alain
AoS Paris & Moscow, Aos Team
AoS Hexpansions, Aos Team
AoS Robots, Aos Team
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Walker Mark H.
Lock ´n Load Forgotten Heroes
Vietnam, Lock ´n Load
White Star Rising, Spielworxxs
Wallace Martin
Age of Industry, Treefrog
Games
Automobile, Lookout
Boże Igrzysko, Phalanx Polska
First Train to Nürnberg,
Argentum Verlag
Liberté, Valley Games
London, Treefrog Games
Wang Matt
Eclipse Biss zum Abendrot,
Kosmos
Watson Ross
Warhammer 40.000
Deathwatch, FFG
Weissblum Aaron
10 Days in the Americas, Out
of the Box

Worthington Travis
Triumvirate, Indie Board &
Cards
Wrede Anja
Karla Kuchenfee, Edition
Siebenschläfer
Kleine Froschmusik, Edition
Siebenschläfer
Wu Harry
German Railways, Queen
Games
Preußische Ostbahn
Oldenburg Expansion,
Winsome Games
Texas & Pacific, Winsome
Games
Wu Ta-Te
Poker Face, Cross Circle Games
Tien Zi Que, Z-Man Games
Wyss Eugen
Robin Hund, Haba

Weseloh Jörg
Guided Lands, Smiling
Monster Games

Yakovenko Pierric
Jungle Speed Die Erweiterung,
Asmodee

Wettering Ronald
Loch Ness, Hans im Glück

Yamagamo Shinsuke
Catch out, Grimpeur / Japon
Brand

Wham Tom
Kings & Things, Pegasus
Wiesler André
Quest Zeit der Helden,
Pegasus
Wildsmith John
Retsami, Retsami
Wilson Kevin
Civilization, FFG
Descent: Schrecken des
Blutmeers, FFG

Yarnitzky Gilad
Space Junkyard, Mayday
Yianni John
Hive Carbon, Gen42
Hive The Ladybug Expansion,
Gen42
Junkyard Races, Gen42
Yokouchi Muneyuki
MineOut, Ayatsurare Ningyoukan
Witchcraft, Ayatsurare Ningyoukan
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Zach Lukas
The Castle of the Devil,
dvGiochi
Zamborsky Steve
Cleopatra’s Caboose, Z-Man
Games
Zamfirescu Olivier
Dust Tactics, FFG

Zoch Klaus
Hinkel & Stein, Chili Spiele
Zucchini Alessandro
Mord im Arosa, Zoch
zur Linde Ralf
Ranking, Hans im Glück

OUR REPORT

Österreichische Autoren:

Lookout Games

Domberger Jörg
Spot, Adlungspiele
T-Rex World Flucht vor dem
T-Rex, Die Spiegelburg

Puhl Christoph
Take it or leave it, Schmidt
Spiele

Krenner Johannes
Crime & Mystery: Bakerstreet
Files, Heidelberger

Zasowski Maciej
Pirates 2nd, Kuznia Gier

Orgler Leonhard
Poseidon, Lookout

Zeimet Jacques
Findevier, Steffen Spiele
Geistertreppe Das Kartenspiel,
Drei Magier
Geistesblitz, Zoch
Hands Up, Schmidt Spiele

Pelikan Andreas
Monster auf der Flucht,
Heidelberger
Pfister Alexander
Die Minen von Zavandor,

Reindl Manfred
Magicus, Beleduc
Reiser Christoph
Junta Viva il Presidente,
Pegasus
Resl Sebastian
Junta Viva il Presidente,
Pegasus
Steinwender Arno
Take it or leave it, Schmidt
Spiele

For more information of 726 games see the GamesCompanion
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Publishers and Trademarks
at ESSEN 2010
2F-Spiele
4globalPlayers
Abacusspiele
Academy Games
Adlungspiele
Admondo
Adrenaline Brush
Adventure Planning
Aisopos
Aktuell-Spiele-Verlag
Albe Pavo
Alderac Entertainment Group
alea Spiele
Amigo Spiele
Angelo Porazzi Games
Aos Team
Aqua Design
Arcane Tinmen
Arclight Games
Argentum Spiele
Ascora Games
Asmadi Games
Asmodee
Ass
Aspro
Awiwa
Ayatsurare Ningyoukan
B2F
Bala Ra
Bambus Spieleverlag
Beleduc
Bewitched Spiele
Bezier Games
Bioviva
Biwo Spiele
Black Dove Games
Blackrock Editions
Blast City Games
Bluestar
Boadecia’s Backyard
Burley Games
Catan GmbH
Cepia
Chili Spiele
Clicker Spiele
Cocktail Games
Competo
Cranio Creations
Cross Circle Games
Cuboro
Cwali
Czech Board Games
Czech Games Edition
Dante Spiele
Days of Wonder
DDD Verlag
Deinko
Die Spiegelburg
dlp Games
Dragon Dawn
Drei Magier Spiele
Dust Games
dv Giochi
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Eagle Games
Edge Entertainment
Edition Erlkönig
Edition Perlhuhn
Edition Siebenschläfer
Editions du Matagot
Eggertspiele
Elfinwerks
ESG
Fachtagung Spieleautoren
Fantasy Flight Games
Fata Morgana
Ferti
Filosofia
Flaggo
Flying Frog Productions
Franjos
Fred Distribution
Fun Q Games
FunForge
Gabob Games
GameHeads
Games for Table Races
GameWorks
Gary Games
GémKlub
Gen 42
Gen X
Genie Games
Gerhards Spiel & Design
Ghenos Games
Gigamic
Gigantoskop
Giochix Edizioni
Giuoco
Globaludo
Gmeiner Verlag
GMT Games
Graham’s Games
Grimpeur
Grubbe Media
Grübel-Spiele
Gryphon Games
Haba
Hall Games
Hans im Glück
Hasbro
Hazgaard
Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Hiku Spiele
Histogame
Historische Spiele Zander
Homoludicus
Huch & friends
Hurrican
Hutter Trade
Hyptic
Iello
Igramoon
Indie Board & Cards
iq-Spiele
Irongames
Isensee Spiele
jklm
Joen
Kabi
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Kanai Factory
Kawasaki Factory
Kitablo
Kosmos
Krimi Total
Krok Nik Douil
Kupferberg Kreativ
Kuznia Gier
Laurin’s Spielewerkstatt
Lautapelit
Le Joueur
Le Scorpion Masque
Libellud
Lock’ n Load Publishing
Logis
Lookout Games
Lud Editions
Ludically
Ludocom
Ludocortex
Ludonaute
Ludowaves
Lui-même
Magic Bean
Mattel
Mayday Games
Mayfair Games
MESAboardgames
Metermorphosen
Mondainai Strategy Games
Moonster Games
Moses Verlag
Moskito Spiele
Mücke Spiele
Murmel
Nekomado
Nestorgames
NG International
Noris Spiele
Numbskull Games
Okazu Brand
Oliphante
One Draw
Onni Games
Österreichisches Spiele
Museum
Out of the Box
Pavillon Noir Editions
PD Verlag
Pearl Games
Pegasus Spiele
Pfifficus Spiele
Phalanx Games
Phalanx Polska
Piatnik
Piece Craft
Pigphone
Pilot Games
Pixelproducts
Placentia Games
Plaiq Group
Portal Publishing
Prime Games
Productief
Purrfect Puzzles
Queen Games

Quined Games
Qvinta Essentia
R & D Games
R & R Games
Ragnar Brothers
Raindropchess
Rallyman
Ravensburger
Rebel.pl
Red Glove
Repos Productions
Retsami
Rio Grande Games
Rombol
Ruhrstadt Netzwerk
Saien
Samhain
Sandtimer
Schmidt Spiele
Selecta
Senet Games
Sierra Madre Games
Sinonis
Sirius /Zvezda
Smartgames
Smiling Monster Games
Soylent Games
Sphinx Spiele
Spiele aus Timbuktu
Spiele-Idee
Spielerei
Spieltrieb
Spielworxx
Steffen Spiele
Stratelibri
Stronghold Games
Strothmann Spiele
Studio 100 Media
Surprised Stare Games
Swan Panasia
Tasty Minstrel Games
Tenkigames
The Creativity Hub
The Game Master
Theta
Thinkfund
Truant Spiele
Tuonela Productions
Twilight Creations
UGG Udo Grebe Gamedesign
Ulisses Spiele
University Games
Vainglorious Games
Valley Games
W&L Spielspaß
Wattsalpoag
What’s Your Game?
White Goblin Games
Winning Moves
Winsome Games
Yago Pool
Yoka Games
Ystari
Z-Man Games
Zoch Spiele
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TIP #57

HUGO KASTNER RECOMMENDS

HARE AND TORTOISE
1st Game of the Year in Germany
Dear readers! With this game as 1st winner
of the today so highly appreciated award
“Game of the Year” in 1979 a new era did begin for parlour games and board games. This
opinion should not be taken for a pathetic
exaggeration, because the brilliant and creative British author of books on card and board
games, David Parlett, managed to open new
horizons for board games by his mix of wellseasoned movement elements and novel forward/backward turn elements. By the name
“Hare and Tortoise“ (Hase und Schildkröte)
British game enthusiasts could already enjoy
the pleasure of eating up lettuce, harvesting
carrots and unusual hedgehog movements in
the „wrong“ direction. The name is reminiscent
of the fable “The Tortoise and the Hare”, that
is attributed to Greek author Äsop. The fable
tells the story of the presumptuous hare that
is challenged fo a race by the tortoise. Sure of
his victory the haughty hare takes a nap only
to be finally overtaken by the staid and deliberately moving tortoise. The leap from board
game to sensationally successful board game
was taken by the game in Germany, where the
title was changed to “Hase and Igel”, Hare and
Hedgehog, reminding one of the tales of the
Brothers Grimm. In this tale the cleverness of
a pair of hedgehogs from Buxtehude positioning itself at both ends of a field furrow turns
into disaster for the hare which literally runs
for his life. Whenever the hare reaches the end
of the furrow, the supposedly sole opponent is
already there, grinning. This story became so
well-known that the saying “A game of hare
and hedgehog” grew part of the colloquial
language for taking unfair advantages. In the
Austrian Games Museum in Leopoldsdorf unfair is never an issue, because Hare and Tortoise, too, is played in strict adherence to the rules.
We invite you to participate in a race! Website:
www.spielen.at
A close look into the light cone of games
history reveals that David Parletts game
board for Hare and Tortoise features exactly
63 squares and thus ties in with the oldest,

FROM THE MUSEUM

Designer: David Parlett
Price: approx. 20 Euro
Year: 1978
Publisher: Ravensburger
www.ravensburger.de

most popular and mythically transfigured
movement game of all, the “Game of Goose”.
Very probably Parlett, a designer with lots of
knowledge in games history, kept an eye on
the symbolic character of his game as well as
on the play content. The aim of the game is
simple and appropriate for families, and so is
the fairytale board: You want to be the first to
cross the finish line. But already at this point
Parlett’s ingenious perniciousness comes
into play: A high consummation of carrots
is necessary to move forward fast, and further supplies of those carrots can only be
obtained by moving backwards onto hedgehog squares. And don’t forget, the more
squares you want to cover in one move, the
more carrots this move takes up according to
a number series taken from Pascal‘s Triangle.
Higher mathematic, then, in a family game
marked “for children, ages 8 and up? But no
need to worry, the came offers simple tables for easy use; and for short distances the
numbers are easily added: 1 step = 1 carrot,
2 steps = 1+2 carrots, 3 steps = 1+2+3 carrots, 4 steps = 1+2+3+4 carrots, and so on.
A last sum for your information: To cover a
distance of 10 steps you must eat up exactly
55 carrots on the way! The backwards move
to obtain carrots must be ended on hedgehog squares, where you receive a multiple
of 10 carrots depending on the distance
covered. Furthermore, there are number
and flag squares, which bring the relative
positions of the playing pieces into play and
offer additional carrot supplies according to
these positions. The lettuce squares, on the
other hand, make you lose a turn to eat up
one of your lettuces. Finally, 13 Hare squares
serve as chance element, yielding positive
or negative influence on the running of the
race. And if you thing you have run ahead
fast enough, pernicious-minded Mr. Parlett
has a last hurdle for you: To pass the finish
you must not have more than 10 carrots.
So careful carrot management is necessary
from the beginning, because getting rid of

PLAYER

2-6
AGE

8+

TIME

60+

     +   

Strategy/Tactics
Info
Chance
Luck and tactics are evenly balanced in this
classic game by David Parlett. Therefore it is
not surprising that the recommendations for
suitable age vary from a too “child-friendly” 8
to 10 to 12, depending on the respective issues
of the game. The average value seems more or
less fitting, even if a child probably will put too
much emphasis on using up the carrots fast
and will equally probably not properly appreciate the hedgehog positions. But you did just
read the appropriate hint!
Hugo‘s EXPERT TIP
Do not forget the possibility of „big“ jumps, especially well targeted ones. Because only these
jumps let you hope for a timely arrival in the
labyrinth of Hare and Tortoise. And remember
well to eat up your lettuces on time!
Hugo‘s FLASHLIGHT
Many a critic has called „Hase und Igel“ a
timeless masterpiece. This opinion is wholeheartedly shared by the author of “Highlights
among Games“. How wonderful it is to handle
the carrots and lettuce heads, how elegant
and beautiful the continuous to and fro on the
board reminding one of fairy tales. Besides its
enormous historical weight “Hare and Tortoise”
offers an equally enormous amount of arithmetic and attractive play..
PREVIEW:
MENSCH ÄRGERE DICH NICHT (LUDO)
„...the basis of European game culture“

carrots can be even harder then acquiring
them! And now, let’s find the nearest furrow!
Comments to: Hugo.Kastner@spielen.at
Homepage: www.hugo-kastner.at
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